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Present':
The Ifonorable J. B.
Professor McCoy,

HUMFFRAY,

I

M.P., in the Chair;
C. Mollison, Esq.

John Wilkinson, Esq., examined.
1. Perhaps you will offer to the Commission any statement you wish io make ?-I have J. Wilkinson.
been gold receiver !n Melbourne sinc,e the 1st of January, 1858. In Febru~ry, 1853, ~ was 29th : : : : 1862.
appointed gold receIver at Sandhurst, and, as a matter of course, I took consldel'able notIce of
the appearallces of the gold fields. I was in the habit of walking over the different ranges with
Mr. Panton and others, noticing many places on which the most valuable quurtz reefs have
since been found. In 1848, I was appointed contract surveyor in Gipps Land. The work was
commenced in February, 1849, aud continued till May, 1852. During that time I surveyed
most of the prinCipal rivers, part of the Tambo, the Mitchell, the Avon, the Thomson, the
Macalister, and other water-courses .. At the request of Mr. Tyers, the Crown Lands Commissioner of Gipps Land, and for the information of the Reverend 1\11' Clarke, I made notes of
the different strata, of the dip, and the strike of t,he various strata. The places are indelibly
impressed on my memory.
2. What was the result of this examination of yours of the Gipps Land district ?-The
result may be expl'essecl in this manner. Finding that the district of Gipps Land resembled
so very much the auriferous features of Bendigo, I came to the conclusion that Gipps Land was
very rich indeed in auriferous deposit, and as such, I obtained permission to address a letter 'to
His Excellency Sir Charles Hotham, in October, 1854.' I wish to hand that letter in as an
Appendix to my evidence, to show that I was the first person who called attention to the
auriferous character of the Gipps Land district. [Vide Appendix I.]
3. What was the extent of the auriferous ground in that pal't of the colony ?-I consider
that the district of Gipps Land is auriferous to a great extent. My reason for that opinion
is this: I sflid in my own mind during t.he time of the survey, that is ill 1851, when gold had
been found, that if gold was found in any of the wnters falling into Bass's Straits, gold would
be found ill the whole of Gipps Land, the waters of which all trend into those Straits. I may
state that since that time gold has been found in aU the places I indicated.
4. Did you during your professional toU!' in Gipps Land go up as high as the head of
the Goulburn ?-No, I did not.
o. Nor of the Yarra?-Nor of the Yarra. I was at the head, or very nearly the head
of the Mitchell river. I did not go as fflr up as others have since been.
6. Weare to understand then from a careful examination you made of t]1at ground, you
are of opinion that nearly the whole of GillPS Land is, more or less, auriferous ?-Most decidedly
so.
7. Did you observe whether there were any other mineral deposits in the district you
went over ?-No.
8. You confined your observations to gold ?-My observation is derived from this
source. What I saw in Gipps Land is impl'essed on my memory. and what I have seen in
Bendigo convinces me that the appearances on Bendigo were the same as I saw in Gipps Land;
and if there is gold in one case, there is gold in the other.
9. Haye you ever paid any attention to the subject of gold fields' management at alI?Not at fill.
10. Do you consider a geological sketch map of the colony would be of anJ use as a
guide to the miners ?-Decidedly so. I consider the geological maps already produced by
lfr. Selwyn of very great value to the miners.
II. Supposing Mr. Selwyn was to make a geological sketch map, would it not be more
useful even than the more elaborate ones he is preparing ?-A sketch map would answer all the
purpose.
12. I mean as a popular guide to the miners for practical purposes ?-I do not think it
is necessary exactly to describe the actual boundary of the basalt.
13. Giving the general fixed features of the country?-Yes. To make in fact a rough
travel over the country.
14. Can you say what is the length and breadth of the country which you believe to be
auriferous-that part of the country which you yourself surveyed-cun you make any estimate
of that ?-In fact the whole extent of Gipps Land. The anriferous land I have myself noticed
may be said to' extend on each side of the upper part of the rivers that I surveyed.
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15. In the early part of your examination you said you thought.·the whole extent of
Gipps Land is more or less auriferous, but you are able only to speak as to the part you have
actually seen yourseJf?-No: I am only able to say as to the part I have actually seen myself;
Prospect Cl'eek is auriferous nearly the whole of its length. The Mitchell, above Gillies's
station, I consider to be auriferous to its sources. In fact gold has been found at the sources.
The AYon, above the junction of the Valentia Creek, appears auriferous. The .Macalister,
from Johnson's wool shed to its sources, and the various creeks falling into it, likewise appear
auriferous.
.
16. How near are the Jordan workings to any of those crf.'eks that you have spoken of?
-The Jordan diggings are about eight or ten miles from the M,walister; several creeks from
Mount Useful fall into that river. My mark'ed tree is at the second bifurcation of the river.
17. From the boundary of your last survey ?-No, from the marked tree. The survey
was continued up the right (north) branch of the river; the junction of the Little River is at
the marked tree.
18. Is there anything further that occurs to you to state to the Commission ?-No.
The witness withdrew.
Mr. Patrick' O'Hannigan examined.

Mr.O'B:aimigan. '

19: How long have you been a gold miner ?-About eleven''yflars.l'·
..•.
.,'.,. ,.
20. Wlmt districts have you been mining in ?-'-The first two years in New'South Wales,
and I spent the principal part of'mY'time about Omeo, Beechworth, Snowy-Creek; Maryborough,
and the Buckland.
,
.. 21. ' Where have you been lately?--:..J have beell uli'the'Y:arra."· I discovere'd' Dlm'dertoilg,
the Britaimia, and all the Upper 'Yarra ,diggings";"'the' Lower Canipaspe, and the r,'ower
Coliban, and the Londoch 'Creek, in the· Blackwood ranges." I also icliscovei'ed 'the ·first gold
found in' Chinaman's Fbt,'DullOlly: I'discovered the first gold"ill'Gipps Land in 'the Nicholson
river; the discovei'y 'laid between me and a man' of the name 'of Tom Grice. ",,"
"
..
22. To what extent have you been over the Gipps ,Land"district ?--"Fronl'Prillce's:B'ridge
to the Snowy River.
1
23. What was the result of your travelling over that 'countryc!.-have you found mOl'e 01' less
of that'cou'ntry auriferous ?":"':'n is almost all auriferous, and it-is a district that would take me
all my life tO'prospect, aIld'then I s'llOuldnot'have'it"prospecte,h'" r ; ; ,."',
. 24. Have you paid any special attention to the best means'of1 working those different
' ,.. "
' ";';" :
. gold fields ?-I have ;" It has' always been my principal study; . ,
25, ,Will you 'give' to the'Coiilmission'th'e' b'enefit"of your opiniou'in"tlie matter; do you
believe in the warden system, for, instance ?-.,.1 do.
! ',:
"', i
'
.' '26. You"believe that·the wm'den'·systeriJ.f·is'necessary'?:t:.!."! 'do ;-'but·I'believe·no man
should be a warden' who does not know more or'less 'a'bout mining i,llatters, 'and' I think the
Government should have nothing'·-at· an to ,do' ·with!'the ap'pointm'enTT of thljl warden, but he
should be'appointed by the'district.f'~'· "
". ) I · ' . "
•
27. By whom ?-Elected by 'the miners in'the locality.
. i
t 'I> ' , :
.1'
'
28. Might not that'Jresul t in It large amount of favoritism ?'-I think not .... · I think by so
doing no man would be 'connected with, th'e' miners as a"warden unless' he had .a'thorough knowledge of the matter.
.
,
'
29; ,Do 'you' not· -tliirtki the Government;'would be 'quite as competent to select efficient
officers as the miners ?-No, I-think' not. 'All 'th'3 Government should have to do' ,would be to
sanction his appointment. ,"
: a,1 ,. " , 1lI :. !!t!"
_
" , 30.· What:is'your opinion with'lregard to the pl'esent;"systeni; 'under which the mining
surveyors survey ?-I think the warden should do just the business of the miner; that is as
between him "and .. th·e 'miners' themselves, I do ,'not'· see that· a' sUI'veyor's duty' is any way
remarkable, nor anything particular that the warden could not manage it as well as a surveyor.
31. .Are ;the G!ommissioners to understand, you to say, that you think there ought to be
no distinctlclass!of. men •.'called mining' surveyors'?+-T es ;' <Ii, think, they are 'not necessary. '
,.
32: Let us· 'understand :your; ";Do,y'ou,·say there is'no' necessity for mining. surveyors 'at
all ?-1 think not.
.
·33':'-Do·"you llof'ihiiik it) is neces~ary tnei'e -should 'be' surveys1made'ofclaims ?-'-1 do nO't
think they are necessary. I think the warden could do that,
'34. Let us' understand:you. correctly;; do' you contend.',that·:there,is no' necessity for any
surveys being mn.de of. claims." Wou'ld 'you allow the' miners to mark off their'lown' claims ?.;;..:...
Yes, and sanctioned by the warden.
. ,
35. 'Would ' liot that be productive.of It large amount of confusion ?~1 can'go and mark
out my claim as' correctly as' a mining surveyor. .
, ,'" ,
36. Suppose you marked off more than your share ?-I should not be allowed to ; ,any
person that 'should be recognised doing that should not have any claim' at all.'"
'
37. Who is to ascertain that ?-Thewarden.
' ."
"
38. :Then, in . fact, you 'wish the warden to !survey ?.:..:...1n .fact, :L'wish the warden to'
survey if it is necessary, or the miner himself; and in cuse of any man taking· more than three
feet, that!isl one yard· of ground more .than. his lawful. right, his claim should 'n2t be recognised
at all. ".
II'
:
39. iWhat is your opinion .of the working &f'the mining boards? -They' ai'e unnecessary,
and, in my opinion;.they: are a' bur~hen to the public and the mining community., • . t" ,
j
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40. What makes you think that ?-I do not see that there is any benefit derived at all rii.~iin,
from the system, Even if a miner makes an appeal to the Court of Mines, he cannot do that 29th A.~ '186'2:
without paying for it, and he cannot bring the sUI'veyor to survey his ground without paying
.,
him; and all those matters are matters that could be dispensed with; they could be carried on
in a more simple manner.
41. Do you not think there is necessity for bye-laws to regulate mining operations ?-No,
I think not; but there should be a mining department, with a competent man at the head of
the department, and any appeal made from the warden's decision should be made to that
department, and sanctioned by that department, and approved of by arbitration, or by men who
would tboroughly understand and investigate the matter as practical miners, and who had
derived their knowledge from practical experience.
42. Do you not think the Judges of the Courts of Mines are far more fit to deal
with those disputes .than any minister?-I do not perhaps so thoroughly understand it as you,
because I never approved o.f the principle.
43. Do you approve of mining leases ?-I do, in certain ways and on certain
principles.
44. Will you explain the principles on which you woilld have leases issued ?-I would
approve of a mining lease where, as individual parties, it would be beyond their reach to carry
on the operation.
45. Do you not think the issuing of mining leases tends to encourage mining operations
and the investment of capital ?-I do not believe in anything that monopolises so much land.
There is too much of the community entirely dependent upon mining matters to allow of that,
so that if parties could monopolise (that is, if such as joint stock companies were at liberty to
monopolise) large portions of land, the individual miner would be thrown out of work.
46. Do you not know in your experience that many of those joint stock companies, as
you term them, have employed a large number of miners who would be utterly unable to carry
on of themselves, and have paid them good, wages ?-It may be the case in sinking quartz
reefs, where miners and such like are necessary to work the reefs.
47. Is it: not quite open t~ the w~rking miners tbemselves if they choose, to co-operate,
to take out leases as well as the capitalists ?-I believe in leases in certain districts and certain
localities, such as abandoned ground, and parties discovering new places. This is a matter that ".
.would require a long and particular investigation.
48. Assuming that tile mining surveyors should be continued as they are now, what is
youI:opinipn,as to their being paid by the Government and put immediately under the control
of the Gov&rn~ent-did you ever consider that point ?-No, I have not paid the least attention
to that point.
49. Do yop. think it would be .any advantage to the miners that those parties should be
pai~ by a fixed salary ?-I always thought they were partly paid by the Government; I know
,they are partly paid' by the miners, but I u~derstood they received part payment or some salary
from-the Government.
'
\
50. No, they do not at present, but they are paid for Bpecial work ?-I know that.
51. Where have you been working lately?-Up the Yarra, just between here and the
Jordan.
'
52. Is there any war4~n" in . that locality ?-The;e is a warden attends a portion of it;
there are two in fact; Mr. McCrae from Kilmore used to attend at the Jamieson. Whether
there'is a warden appointed for the .;Jamieson at present or not I do not k,?ow.
.
,53. Who is the other :lYlLrden ?-Mr.Warden Carr attends at Dandenong and other parts.
54. Have you seen the warden settling disputes there ?-I have repeatedly.
55. Are the disputants in the habit of asking for assessors r-That has been brought
into 'system"very m~ch sinde the first comri::.encement of the-gold mines. Mr. Daly was the
first man I knew to "bring tbat into effect, .to dec~de' disput~s by arbitration, and it is a system
that I highly approve of.
. '
.
56. You' approve of course of the right of, appeal ?-I di).
.
,57. Would you' not'have thatapllCul p.eard somewhere in the tocality, as near as possible
tf> the place of .di~p'uW' ?~If ~h~re .was an uppeal ma~e from' the warden's decision it should be
"
.
made to the mining, department. ,.
.
58. 'That would
be
in
Melbourne
?..:...n
would
be
just·
as
well
for
me
to come to Melbourne
It
as go to Castlemame.
.
,,59. But how' coul;t:P.~rsons c~me f~oin.the Omeo to Melbourne to support their appeal?..
It would be a long qistanc'e certainly, but those matters may be settled by themselves at Omeo.
60. You said'Just now the appeal should lie to the inining department ?-If they made
!Iony appeal from tl1e warden's decisicin, tt sh.oltld be to the mining'department.
.
61. Doyon object to theCourt of Mines ?-I do. I believe they are more a burthen to
the mining community than anything else.,'\ I do not see the benefit derived from them at all ;
'but I believe in the warden sY!3tem, more' than anything else" so long 'as the wardens are mon
capable of knowing their duty.' . "
62. Do you' think it wO\lld be' usefUl or ,otherwise tbat tl,le w'ardene should have larger
powers than they. now hit,;e r-They should have the p6\yer of 'mining surveyors, such, as
'measuring off claims, and so 'on; of course they may not be a~le to. measure off certain portions
of the land.
. ,
.63.... '\y;l1at I;1:dv~ntage .1"0ul~ .t~lCre .pi? in'the wardens 'd~ing ~hat~ ~s you' suggest, inst~a~
"
of the mining surveyors ?-It would dispense with the expense attacbed to the 'milling
surveyors.
:
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64. Is it on the ground of the expense alone you object to the mining surveyors ?"'-Yes.
If I cou Id see that there was such an
officer necessary I would admit that he might be a useful person.
65. What occurs to you as an experienced miner to be the best mode of developing the
mineral resources of tIw colony?-The best way, ill my opinion, is to form parties of old
experienced miners who have had years of experience, and that they should be placed under a
man who would have full knowledge and experience of prospecting and other mininO' matters.
66. Are the Commissioners to understand that you wish the Government to bear the
expense of those exploring parties ?-Yes.
67. Do you think it is at all necessary ot· desirable that, with the advanced experience
we have of the extent of our gold fields, the Government should supplement the expenses of
any pmspectin~ parties at all?-Yes; it would be a benefit to the public at large and the
Government also. I believe, if the country were properly prospected, that we should have a
return of the prosperity of 1852. I belieye the mineral resources of the country are unlimited.
I believe in this case that it should not l.e carried on the same as the prospecting was carried
on at the Governmcnt's expense before In :,\11'. Nicholson's Ministry there were men who led
in those parties who never got six ounces of gold by their own exertions.
The Fitness witltdreu·.
Adjourned.

I d0 not see t h
'IS necessary III
. f:act.
at any sueI
I person

MOND.4.Y, 1ST SEPTEMBER, 1862.
Present:
The Honorable J. U.
C MollisOll, Esq.,
Co F. Cameron,
Esq.,
I&t Sept., 1862.

HUMFFRAY,

M.P., in the Chair;
Professor McCoy,

Charles F. Cameron, Esq., examined.
68. How long have you been connected with mining operations in this country ?~Six
years.

0

69. Haye you been upon many of tIle gold fields ?-Chiefly confined to Castlemaine and
the surrounding districts within thirty miles.
70. Have you been engaged iu quartz mining, or in alluvial digging, or both ?-Both.
71. Which have you devoted the most time and attention to?-The last four years
chiefly to quartz.
72. Do you wish to state the result of your experience in regard to quartz mining?-Yes.
In the course of my experience, with regard to quartz recfs, I have formed a very strong
opinion, first of all as to the formation of quartz reefs, and every day's experience has tElmded
more and more to confirm me in the view I have adopted. I have found in the district of
Ballaarat, where the alluvial diggings have been extremely rich, the result of the products of
the quartz reefs has been of a very poor chamcter. The lIature of' the quartz is of a milky
white, which I have also observed in certain districts of Bendigo.
73. Are the Commissioners to understand the character of the Ballaarat quartz is
different from what you have generally found, except in regard to a portion of Bendigo ?-Yes;
but wherever this white quartz is, the gold is always of a nuggety character, such as the
Catharine Reef at Bendigo. In the neighborhood of' Castlemaine the color of the quartz
varies, and the gold genei'ally is of a finer description.
74. Finer, in particles ?-Yes, finer in particles. In fact, fining away to such a degree
that with the most powerful microscope the gold couJa not be discovered in the quartz. The
present mode of amalgamation is perfectly inoperative in collecting this fine gold because the
particles are SQ fine that when the gold becomes coated i,vith water the quicksilver has no power
to amalgamate or take it up. There is a greater affinity between gold and water than there is
between gold and quicksilver; unless there is a specific gl'avity in the gold to descend through
the water, and so become mixed up with the quicksilver, there is no chance of its being
amalgamated, and therefore, the miners unless they can see gold in the quartz never think of
sending it to the mill.- I had a very strong impression when gold melting in Castlcmaine
that the gold was not confined to that which was seen, but that there was a large quantity
inter~pel'sed with the quartz, infinitesimally, which was thrown away by the present crude way
of treating quartz and gold. I commenced a seriesof experiments on quartz by melting the
quartz. The quartz that I operated upon was that which was thrown away as refuse by the
miners, in fact, it waS called hungry quartz, highly crystallized and most unlikely to contain
gold. I conducted a series, of upwards of eighty experiments on that class of quartz. A portion,
I may say, of them was on diggings that had been operated on by the different machines.
The highest that I got was at the rate of 11 oz. to the ton, and the lowest was 3 oz, 17 dwt.
75. What were the quantities you experimented upon ?-Only from a pound to a pound
and a half, whieh the pot would hold. I subjected it to an examination with a very powerful
microscope to see if there was any observable trace of gold, and in no case could I see any,
even the slightest appearance of gold.
76. Before you commenced the experiments you mean ?-Yes; I pounded it up very
fine and sifted it through a very fine sieve, and tried to discover if any particle of gold was
perceptible.

5
77.' Dia you 'useth'e siftings' 01" the rough n~ateriftl' ?-:The siftings, in· the first instance: ·C. ~;.camerOn,
The rough material I poundeU over agairi; I was ·always very carefUJto'nave a new pot a~d~~,
nothing that had before touched gold. I had a partner, whom I· asked to' conduct a senes '1st Sept.,186a.
of experiments in the same way; he/did so; but his average was far higher than mine,. because
he was not so careful in selecting what is called· raw· and hungry qUIU'tz;" I·have seen him
take seventl handfuls outof·one heap of tailings; I have· seen at the rate of. 49 ounces extracted
where 3 ounces was the product of the miner.
78. If the Commissioners understand you ·c·orrectly~ in all cases before you tried any
experiments with quartz at all you took the pN:cl1ution ·of· sifting it and 'of, using a microscope
to see if 'there 'was any perceptible gold?-Yes; and in all'cases it was quartz thrown aside by
the miners as being to them unpayable quartz. I' asked Mr. Leicester of' Melbourne if"he
would try some 'quartz' Ul)on the same principle. His average was higher than' mine, but he
had not the same means of picking 'quartz here that ·1 had up the country. I -may say; this
quartz was solely take!! from the district of Castlemaine, lind· ilie presumption onrn'y mind 'was
that wherever gold showed itself in reefs at all, it/'would lie interspersed also infinitesimal'ly
through the quartz.
.
79. In all gold bearing quartz?-Yes, in all gold' bearing quartz.·· I took some very ,fine
gold, called blowings-in fact it was so fine,. if you put· it in water, it would not sink. This, I
maintain, is the great proportio.n of gold in quartz reefs in the colony of Victoria.
80. Of the same light character ?-Yes, in fact smaller than that; because that, as soon
as it is disintegrated' from the stone you can see it. I am now speaking of a class of gold finer
even than that. As to the blowings I have put them into a pestle and mortar for ali ho.ur
together and tried :to amalgamate that gold where there' was water and quicksilver, and t~e
quicksilver would only take up a'very small portion of that gold. The best known method of
amalgamation is where you can erush and amalgamate at the same time, 'as in the Chilian mill.
8]. Did you put any quartz at all into the pesileand mortar, in making those experiments ?-In some experiments I did not, and in others I put sifted tailings.
.
82. Are the Commissioners to .understand .the description you have given is confined to
where you did not put in quartz ?-Yes.
.
83. What was the result where you did put in quartz ?-I weighed off:agrain of this
very fine gold to a pound of tailings, and put that into a pestle and mortar, but I never could
. find that grain of gold again. ' I found a small portion of it, but I never could get back the
same amount of gold.
84. What was the general conclu~ion you arrived at as to the cause of this-was it
confined do you think solely to the action of the water preventing the amalgamation of ilie
gold and the quicksilver?-Yes; it got coated with water which prevented it coming into
contact with the quicksilver.
'
85. You think there was no foreign substance interfering to prevent the amalgamation?
-Not in these experiments. No doubt sulphur and arsenic 'are antagonists to amalgamation.
I can get rid of the arsenic and the sulphur, but I never found sufficient difference to make it
pay, unless there is a very great -superabundance of (arsenic and sulphur. In fact, in nine cases
" out of ten, they have given up burning quartz, as it was not payable. The result in my 'mind
of all these experiments is to show, there is only one perfect method of extracting gold from
ql,lartz, and that is going as near nature as possible and resolving the whole by heat. Calcining,
I believe, to be only a stepping tone in the right direction.
86. You said that you found in nine cases out of ten they had abandoned the burning as
a process of'calcination 7- Yes, that is burning quartz to get rid of the sulphur and arsenic.
87. Yet you are of opinion, if the Commissionars understand you correctly, that it is a
stE.lP in the right direction nevertheless
in the direction to melting; we will have to find
out ultimately a flux by which we can melt quartz cheaply, the same as you do iron stone, but there
is a great difficulty when you arrive at that point-when you have got the quartz in a molten
state the particles of gold are still separated-there is no power by which the particles are
attracted the one to the other, so that the slag will flow away and with it the fine gold, as it
does at present, in the water.
.
.' 88: Have you made any experiments by way of discovering a flux ?-I know one of the
best fluxes, at least as far as is known at present, that is' the oxide of ieon, and in certain districts
of Bendigo there are large quantities. of this. The flux that I was obliged to use was the
commonly known flux of red lead .and potash, but that would be so expensive that it could .not
be used on a large scale. At the same time, knowing very little myself of chemistry; if the
attention of those who are more capable were directed to it, 1- have no doubt that fluxes would
be discovered in this colony that would answer all the purposes required.
. 89. Still you have succeeded in using a flux sufficient and effectual in melting quartz, but
which you consider of too costly a character to be commercially useful ?-Yes. I found by
the process of melting the quartz as described with red lead and potash, the red lead collected
all the gold, and it resulted in a button at the bottom of the pot which I cupelled off, leaving
a pure speck of gold; and as the proportion of one pound was to the weight of gold so it produced the results I have mentioned. The great difficulty in my mind was not in melting the
quartz, because I feel confident that when once attention is directed to it a good and cheap
method will be discovered; the difficulty will be in collecting the gold afterwards. It struck
me-though not an electrician myself-that when the metals were precipitated as ill electroplating, by directing the currents of electricity through molten masses where the gold is free
to be acted upon we would be able to get the gold collected so as to throw it upon a plate
. of platina. Let the circle of electricity be completed through the molten massaIid the gold will
No. 10, B.
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be precipitated by that"means, because' otherwise it is so fine it would float away; but that is a
matter which would have to be determined by a series of experiments.
,
90. That is the method you think will ultimately be made use of to extract the gold
from quartz, when you have succeeded in producing a flux ?-Yes.
91. Electricity will be the agent you suggest to be employed in the extraction of the
gold from the molten mass?-Yes, from the molten mass. I may mention, that I have experimental.
ized with a galvanic battery, and have plated a pllttina plate with the gold that was in ,the quartz.
92. By the agency of a galvanic battery ?-Yes.
93. Did you do that on any occasion when you had 'converted the quartz into n. molten
mass? - Ye's, when it was converted into a molten D;lass. I may say I took out a patent the
moment I saw there was something in it, but I have not the means myself of obtaininO' the
necessary apparatus, nor am I scientific enough to carry out those experiments; but I have
conversed with one or two persons who state the theory is correct-that metal will go down to
metal under the power of electricity. I may mention, that we have not advanced for the last
400 years in any of our modes of extracting gold from quartz; the old Chilian mill has been
known for hundreds of years, and has been the process of amalgamation in Chili and Peru.
The only difference is, that they worked with granite rollers, and we use iron instead; and as
far as I have seen the Chilian mill, where the wheels are of sufficient weight, that is of five to
six tons each, has produced better }'esults than any system of amalgamation I have seen in the
colony.
94. You think as a mechanical agent the Chilian mill is the best ?-Yes.
95. Have you seen the erastra ?-I have not.
96. A patent has been taken out by It Mr. Goulding ?-I beg your pal'don-I have.
I did not know what it was called. He came over from California, but his object, I think, was
chiefly for the extraction of gold from iron pirites.
97. He uses the tailings generally from quartz mills ?-And he is most successful where
the iron pirites are in excess.
98. Have you had any experience with that machine ?-I have seen it at work, and I
have seen letters from those who have worked it at Steiglitz, and they say they have got bel tel'
results than u:nder any other system they adopted before. Mr. King, of Sandy Creek, has got
Chilian mills, each wheel weighing between five and six tons. In consequence of their having
a larger surface to pass over, the water is not in the same state of commotion as it is in the
small mills, which prevents the fine gold ever coming in contact with, the quicksilver, and
therefore not only from the great crusl,ling power, but also from the water not being in such a
state of commotion, the amalgamation is more complete.
99. Are the Commissioners to understand that you prefer the Chilian mill as a crushing
power to the stampers ?-As a crushing and anlalgamating power combined.
]00. Taking them both combined ?-Both combined; that is a Chilian wheel weighing
five tons and upwards. ..
101. You stipulate for a large weight ?-Yes.
102. The Commissioners are to understand you that, looking at the matter in a commercial aspect, the stampel's have the preference?-Yes, they do it easier and quickel', but the
stampers have nothing to do with the amalgamation.
103. What is' your opinion as far as your experience has gone as regards the stampers;
do you think stampers are the best kind of machinery or otherwise for crushing?-Yes, but
they are only the commencement of the method of extracting gold. From the result of my
experiment!? and examination of quartz lodes, from 400 feet deep to the surface, I feel convinced
that if there was a cheap and perfect method: of extracting gold from quartz, there is hot a
quartz reef in the colony that would not be commercially payable.
104. You think the whole of the quartz reefs are more ol-less gold-bearing?-Yes, I am
sure they are. There are many theories with regard to the formation of those reefs; hut I have
never examined one that did not bear out my opinion that they are formed by a violent
commotion of nature that forced quartz up from below in a liquid state.
105. Igneous or aqueous ?-Igneous. I have invariably found in this colony, that
where there are no quartz reefs there is lI0 gold found. It seems to me they are the mouthpiece by which gold comes to the surface of the earth.
106. Do you think the gold was originally formed in the quartz, or deposited there ?I am convinced the gold and quartz was f0rced up from below, during a violent convulsion of
nature, in a molten state. It must have been when this place was under water, and as the water
receded rivulets were formed as at Ballaarat and in other drstdcts; bllt there WIIS a later
eruption, which is the bluestone or trap rock, which covered over tbos,e .valleys or original
formations, as in the district of Ballaarat and all the table lands, you have to go through these
before you come to the original formations again. In fact those leads in BaUaarat were no
more than at one time surface streams. You will find in those districts the gold coming in
a lead or stream from the quartz till it comes to a bar, sometimes across slate consisting of
sandst~me.

107. Have any experiments been made with the oxide of iron on a large scale ?~I
. , believe not; not that I am aware of.
108. On a small scale?-I think Mr. Leicester has c.onducted some with the oxide of iron.
109. Tlien in fact you cannot say whether that oxide of iron would be a good flux or
not ?-I have not tried it myself, only I state what those who have tried it say.
110. Have you anything else you wish to state ?-As regards the defining of the
powers and duties of the wardens, mining surveyors, and registrars, I would have all question!!.
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to be decided by the wardens, from whom there should be appeal only to the COl,lrt <;If Mines c. F: cameron,
without power of appeal any further. It has been myexperien'ce in cases that have come down ~~,
to the Sllpreme Court here, that l have seen decisions given showing that those who gave them 1st Sept., 1862.
really did not know what they were talking about, and it would have been bet.ter had the
wardens decided in the first instance. I would not interfere with the mining surveyors or
registrars as they are at present.
.
Ill. What is your opinion as to the desirability or otherwise of having the mining
surveyors paid at a stated salary instead of by fees ?-I think it would be far better by fees,
because the miners will give a great deal of useless trouble.
112. Supposing that the fees would be continued to be charged to the miners but that
they were paid into the Consolidated Revenue by the mining surveyors ?-Then the difficulty
would be done away with.
113. You think it would be advantageous that they should be so paid ?-I do.
114. The Commissioners will be glad to have your opinion as to the desirability or
otherwise of those surveyors being placed immediately under the control of the Geological
Surveyor ?-I should say under the control of the warden.
115. Understand the question correctly, whereas for all mining duties they shouM be
under the control of the warden, with regard to any surveys they would have to make of the
distriet they might be engaged in touching upon a geological character, would it be any
advantage to the interests of science or of mining operations that they should be under the
guidance and instruction of the Geological Surveyor ?-No; I think under head number four all
the officers in the mining department should be under that head, and solely to make their
reports to that department.
116. Assuming that all the officers would be under that one department, and assuming
that the Geological Surveyor would be in connection with that department, would not he be
the proper party to have the direction of all surveys made by the m;ning surveyors, that is
all surveys being of a geological and mineralogical character ?-If the Geological Surveyor was
under the mining department the difficulty would be done away with, but I would not let
another element into our mining department, because so very few of the surveyors know
anything about geology.
.
117. Supposing we should have a different system in the appointment of the mining
surveyors: for instance, that none should be appointed unless they could give previous evidence
of qualification? - If there is a mining department, as now suggested, the difficulty would be
done away with. I have long thought it to be absolutely necessary that there should be a
distinct mining department which would not be complete without a geologist.
118. In your experience on the gold fields, have you heard of any complaints about t4e
want of a better tenure in regard to the mining claims ?-In nine cases out of ten, the complaints h:1ve arisen from the negligence of .the parties themselves.- The tenure, as far as the
law goes, is complete and perfect, but the system of jumping, which has led to so many disputes
not only personally but also legally, I would have altered altogether. I have known men who
had got a long purse who have gone and jumped a poor man's claim and beaten him merely by
the length of his purse.
119. What system of forfeiture would you suggest if you abolished jumping ?-I would
have aU complaints in the first instance made to the warden, that he, either by himself, or
having the power to swear in assessors, should adjudicate upon the claim.
120. That is so now in effect ?-It goes a little further, and allows jumping. Parties go
upon the ground, and maintain the ground, and then the others have to go to the warden, so
that in reality the wrong man makes the complaint.
. 121. You object to the original owner of. the claim being compelled to make the
complaint ?-Yes.
122. Are the Commissioners to understand you to say you would suggest that the partills
seeking the possession of the claim should ,make the complaint ?-Yes, at the warden's office,
and lodge his claim there; and then the warden should see and examine upon it.
123. But that is the law at present ?-In some places it is, according to the board's rules.
124. The statute is quite clear upon that ?-No; for it was only the other day that some
parties jumped a claim adjoining our lease, and the result was, the man whose claim was jumped
was put to £700 expense to maintain his right. The warden first adjudicated, the court of
mines then adjudicated, and afterwards it was referred to the Supreme Court.
125. Do you think it would be ::t good system if when a claim is not properly worked in
accordance with the bye-law, and the owners of the claim are convicted of that, that a fine
should be imposed in the fir:st instance instead of forfeiture ?-I would give them a certain time
to put on the requisite number of men, that ·is, where they hold the claim under a miner's right.
126. That would be no punishment at all ?-If it was It claim that was :dch, ::tnother
party would very soon try and get it from them. The warden would say, "If, within a week
or a fortnight you do not put on the necessary number of men, you will forfeit the claim."
127. In that case there would be no punishment. A miner might 'hold his claim unduly
unworked, and injuriously sO,as far as regards the interests of his neighbors; and the warden,
when called out, would only say to the miner who had not worked the claim, "If you do not
do so and so within a fortnight, it will be forfeited;" would not it be better in the first
instance to have the power of imposing a moderate fine for not properly working the claim ?-I
think it would be if the claim was payable. As regards the forfeiting of the claims, it should
be observed that there are causes over which the miners have no control, such as the water
coming in, so that at times they cannot keep the proper number of men on, except at a loss.
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}1,,.;,, ~ ,.\ ,,1l:l8. You ~ould have
r,~h.ojVi,l1gJ ...:h1,.; they .\lad not

some syst(j11} by which, the men should have an opportunity of
worked the ground in accordance with the conditions of the
!~~2 .. lease ?- Yes. "
. ,
"
...
. ,' ,;.,' 12~. Hav~. yo1,1 thougl;1t of the'question of. having a uniform code of .bye-Iaws ?-Yes,
. I have.
'
'
.
. 130. What do you think of that ?-The present system is very prejudicial; in fact it is
.,.m~d~ for the. ,la'I;Vyers alt~g!lther" as far as I can see. I have always found the worst law
,.I¥!l:kers ;for the digg§J,'s are the diggers theml\lelves; alld the generality of the men. who are
returned to the boards are men who cannot. ~xplain themselves sufficiently or intelligibly, and ~"
."tR\' ;~gnseq\len,ce is" nine-tel}~hs ,of the mining laws are sources, of litigation. I speak more
/'lspe,ejally with :regard to Castlemaine and ·Maryborough.
. .
.
131. Irrespective of what you now state, the Commission would like to have your
opinion a~. tq the Ae~jrability of one uniform code'to be enforced through the whole colony ?:Jt~.i~I}Jt ,the mi!ling laws could be classified very easily.
-,_' ;, .... 132:.,u? ,yout.hink there ,i~ suffij{it;mt material· e;x:isting. in the mining laws; as they
'pre'vail' at the present time, t.o make such a code ?-Yes, out· of the several. mining. boards'
. bye-laws there is p l e n t y . ,
"
.
'.:
)3..3. W~uld you recommend ,the c9ntil;lUal1~e of the mining boards, or'their abolition ?~
,rhei.r a~olition; that is, as they are at present constituted.
, ;'. 134.. To what extent do you ~hink tha.t, they woulp, be useful or otherwise· ?--A central
JIPo!,:rd with representat.ives~one from each district would be far more practical, 'and better for
.:t!:l0 miners generally;
. .
. '.
.
.
135. Supposing the bye-laws should be converted into statute, and. one code be made
.Jotprevail throughout the polony, there ;wouldbe no ne~essity for a ceI;ttral board then, would
:;.~here ?-Th~n th~ Commission would classify these several bye laws.
.: .
.
'., ," ,:. 136. What functions would you give ,tR this central board ?-There may be changes that
",:wigR~ ge l\ep~~sary once a year, which they should represent ·to the 'mining department;·
"
."'
13,7. Parliam~nt ,sits you kno'I;V ?-The. miners would only have. the .means of making
.,.their wishes. known through their representatives..
"
.
138. Would not that be sufficient without a central board ?-I think if there was a
:.f!1in!)1g . ~ep.artment, ,and Ilt re.sponsible"minister, at its head, his .duties woul~ .•be considerably
::!~liev.ed,~f once.a. y,ear the representa~ives of the districts met aL Castlem3.ine; or som~' .such
;;tgentral pl*e,. :l:nd tb{tt from them there sho.uld etilj1nate suggestions that might 'be adopted ,by
> t~e.lI!inist~~·, or not, as he might thil!k desirable.
' , '
.
139. Coul?, no~ the same pFocess be,taken for the alteration of that statute as for the
tfloltf!f,!ttjoq . qf..a,ny otl~er E?tatute...:...the L~ndLaw or-Insolvency Law/" or any other law, for
"ps~ance ~-;-Y:~s, certainly, ]t is just thesaflle .in that,.respect; but if .. the mining laws. are
:.,
. ,
,altered every year, a man does not know how he stands.
I.~' .. ,.;, •. 11p· po not, yOjlth,iI:\k,it ;ll, ~ great evil. to have a frequent alteration orthe bye-laws l ?
.;:-:-Xes.
.....
.
.
.
: \" .l4l, po.you n.otthink that the n1Cetillg.oft~is annual convention wouJd continue..that
'system ?-If there is a mining department properly organized it would 'be a check. agairist
-,constant alterations,'
.
'" ';, :" ,),42. ;rhe Gomrpissioners would be .glad to .. have Jour' opinion as to tne .practicabilit'y
or usefulness, or other}Vise, oflo~al ..con:1ll1ittees, to.,se:e that. the regUlations of· the districts' ate
.. Cll,~ried qut, . o~ indeed, tq, make. regulations ?-;--:I would leave that. altogether to the. warden.
iJ ~~ul~ leav;¢ h.iqUQ~ most U1;tfetter!)d of a,LI't):1C officel's: . In.nine.cases out of:tep I find .~he
decisions of the warden right throughout the colony:;
'.
~,
... 143. So th.at you think ·that whatever regulations there' may be, . with the aid of the
administrative power of the warden, all the requirements of all mining operations coilldibe.met?
-I.do. .
'
.. , '. 1~~.. Is. there an,}:thiJ,lg .fu)·ther, y,ou wisl;1, to .state'?..:....With regard to ,th.e .desi,rability
and practicability of establishing a s~hool of mines in connection with a mining mu:seum. I
.;h~:ve 1~)I:tg thoughti~ is absolutely, necessary 'to -have ·an established institution, but I would
hi1rdly, sar..i.n connection .yith.a mining museum .. That takes away the practicability of it
I altogether,'
.
., .. " .. 14:5. What:;1p.akes JOu' ,say... that?:.......I. tl,link,·to. be a .practical 1p.iner you must mine
• yourself; I think a school pf mines migJIt be ,established that would b'e self-paying.'" I take la
. lad ~ho .has .had a good SOlll1d education, say of fifteen years of age, and if a mine w'ere under
the superil11iCnd~~c~ 9f the .Government, with 'a, competent ;miner at the head 'of it;, he could
)earIl..tJ1en ,mi~iI).g in e-:ery department from .using,·the 'pick ·to timbering a drive' or timbe:r.ing
a, shaft qr ~in~ing a shaft and repairi~g the· engine.
'
,,
r
; :.'
'.,
"
,~',,;. . 146. Have Y9u acquainteg yourself-with the methOds of mining education in the mining
schools in Europe ?-I have not.
•
.
rTlte co1,trse oj; in,s,t-ruction prepar.atorl' to practical mining in the mining schools :inEurope
"
,'. ..
.
was explained to witness. J .
.' .
". . 147.' 41'ter hearing the courE?e of instruction. which is afforded in. mining schools in
1!fur9P~, are you C!f opi.nion: tllat that course of ·instruction in a .mining.school.on that 'plan, ,in
cOl;lll~ctionwith a mining museum, here would be useful·?-Yes, I quite go, along .with.that; hut
~I wq1!I<:i"$o further,and state !that I con,sidel'.it 'IV,oilld be a,very great advantage indeed, and
. 'lelf-.supporti.I.1g, if the ;Governme.nt were to .open a mine with a 'certain'number of experienced
. "
. Ifliners. w.h() would E!hqw how mining operations were carried on.
148.· You a~e not of opinion, that pupils from a .mining school going to .any of the
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mines in operation here and working in them in the same manner as young meri work in various' c. F. Cameron,.
engineering operations on the stnff of the great engineers at home would get thM insight into ~:::ilea,
practical miI:ing which you suggest would follow by t.he establishment and maintenance of a 1st Sept., 1862.
model mine by the Government ?-I do not think they would have the same course of practical
work, the same as a lad learning from his ABC till he arrives at n. perfect knowledge of his
business. He would be first put to a small portion of work and by degrees would go on to
others, and at the end of three or foul' years he would be a practical miner in every department.
149. Do you not think that a persOll who had gone through a preliminary course of
education in a mining school in connection with a milling mu~eum, and who thf.'n went as
assistant or overseer to a miner, acting somewhat as an overseer in an engineer's office would do,
or as a person employed as a pupil, or as a student in the works of a man connected with great
engineering operations at home might do, would in that way get more completely that practical
information you allude to, than he could by the establishm'ent and maintenance at the Government expense of a model mine, which must be kept in a certain state of continual progress for
the instl'uction of those young men who are to be trained in it instead of applying themselves
to the ordinary course of mining ?-I feel perfectly certain they would nevel' get employment.
150. They might pay a fee ?-I doubt whether any persons in priYate companies would
allow it, Practically speaking, it could never be mtrried out, but I conceive the Government
are bound €'ven at a loss to establish such a school of mines as this. I feel confident there
would be 200 or 300 young men who would be glad to avail themselves of' it to-morrow if they
had the opportunity, that they would go and work and gain that practical knowledge which
would very likely enable them to obtain a good livelihood. They could first qualify themselves
to mine and work there, and learn mining in all its departmeilts.
151. If they got a great deal of gold in this Goverllment mine, who would get it ?-It
should go towards the expense of these mi'ning schools.
, 152. Then if no gold was got at all who would pay the cost ?-I should think the Government would be bound to face the loss, because it is of such importance.' They should fix
upon u sphere whel'e the operations could be sufficiently extended.
153. You think one of those Government mines ought to be established on each of the
,
greater gold fields at least ?-[f it was practicable I w:ould have it so.
154. And you think that would be the best school ?-For teachi.ng practical mining I do.
1.:55. In the mining schools in Germany, you are aware that young men go through a
course of instruction and attendance on a number of lectures such as we have alluded to, as
being maintained by the Goyernment in the mining sehool in London: besides that, they then
Ilttelld in the mines with a foreman to guide them and instruct them,' and they are set there
picces of work, successively working on as an engineering soldier does, using all the t.ools and
going through all the work to be done ?-In mentioning this subject.to a friend of mine, he told
me it was so, but he was not able to inform me whether it is at the exp.ense of the Government.
156. The young men have presentations partly from the village schools, so that the most
diligent get a kind of presentation ?-There are many young men who would gladly avail themselves of those schools if they were assisted to do so, and who would give their work, but have
not the means of supporting themselves at it.
157. Have you anything further to state ?-That is all I have to state, I think, except
with regard to No.2, I omitted to state that I conceive that if a very large reward was offered
for a cheap and perfect method of extracting gold from quartz, it would be one of the best things
the Government could adopt. They would not have to paY,the reward unless it was discovered,
and if it was discovered it would certainly be one of the greatest ·things that this colony has
seen for a long timc. We have not the means on the gold fields of carrying out experiments, we'
are limited in our means and limited with regard to our little apparatus; but if in the Times
newspaper a reward of £20,000 or £30,000 were offered for a cheap and perfeet mode of
extracting gold from quartz, we should have every laboratory in Europe at work to discover it,
for I believe the quantity of gold is limited only' by the quantity of quartz.
15H. Is there p.nything else that occurs to you to state to the Commission ?-No, nothing
else at present.
159. As a general rule, omitting all small irregularities, is it your opinion that the
richer portions of the leads occur nearer the surface or at a very great depth, tbat is to say, the
richer portion of any general reef, taking a broad ge~eral case rather than flny special examples
or smAll irregularities ?-I believe that the heavy gold is generally near the surface, I would say
'
from J 00 feet up.
160. Those small, very rich spots which you n:t.ention are the irregularities which it is
wished ,to' be left out of consideration because they may occur larger or smaller in any part of
the reef', high or low. It is also wished to avoid the difficulty which arises from the consideration, of one shaft or sinking cutting several different leads of which there are many examples.
The question put had special reference to the general case of the richer part of anyone reef being
generally nearer to the surface or at a very great depth and omitting the small irregularities or
exceptions under those circumstances, what is the general impression derived from the district
you are most acquainted with ?-I have seen very rich quartz at about, 280 feet.
161. But take the general rule ?-I may mention that,in Nuggety Reef, in Tarrengower,
I have seen them get gold at 100 feet deep at the,rate of 100 ounces to the ton, and then they
completely lost the reef,.it went away to a thrcad; it opened again and it went away again, and
now they are getting it almost as rich as ever at o,>:er 100 feet lower depth; this is in the
solid wall of granite.
.
162. But the general or ordinary ease of the rich part of a reef, of any given reef, is it
No. 10, Co
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F,'cnmeroii,:rich, n~arer the surface or at a very great depth;' as' ageneral>'l'ule·?""'-I:have·found': it 'generally""
co?:~"' richl' lose, and make, again, and ,in;some instances lost, not made again, bec!tuse'the'miners had'
Is~SePt.,lIj62.ubeeri beaten out by water ap.d otlier circumstances:
. ' . " ",;," ,1, " " : ' . ;" '

C.

f "" ".16:3, Do you· think as a general rule that the ',stone in the' quartz' reefs 'gets richer' or '
poorer in gold as you' go deeper ?-I can only answer it as I have' answered before; 'as' a general'
rule, I have found the heaviest gold frQm 100 Ifeet up 'to the eap of 'the reef, which may be 400
feet under the earth, still, I do not say that that is the richest port,ion oHhe reef, though it may' ,
"j
,
•
contain the heaviest gold.
!

The witnoss witltdrew.
Adjourned.
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Mr. Richard Capper examined.
164. Have you had any experience in mining ?~I 'have b'een connected with inining
i
';I,
,'.'
'
since the latter end of 1851, both alluvial and quartz.
, 165. In which district have you chiefly had your experience ?-I first had experience in
the Bendigo district, :My next experience was in the, Castlemaine district, in the quartz, and
my next experience is in the division of Sf: Andrew's, iii quartz:
;" " .
'
'
166. Have you'looked over the list of subjects 'of enquiry ?-Yes ; there are some of the
things which I do not wish to speak particularly upon, but there are others \vliich I do. '
167'. What information can you give the Commission with regal:d to the extent of the
mineral wealth of the colony ?-So, far as my observations have extended I believe that the
colony itself is traversed by auriferous quartz dykes due north ahd south' an'd thesf)' quartz, dykes
occur in certain parallels and then a large space may occnr between, and then another auriferous
range of dykes, and it is those quartz dykes that supply all the minerals to the colony, more
particularly the gold. For instance, we have a range of quartz dykes beginning at Anderson's
Creek and they extend through the Caledonia "imd Reedy Creek, 'nortli and south.' All the
country is auriferous more or less within these dykes. Then 1'tliink if you 'p'ass' to Bendigo
you will find there is another range of auriferous 'quartz dyke!! and they go duel north' and south';
then go a little distance beyond that and you find another niIif:,\'e of qi:ll:ti:tz dykes trending 'nortli
and south, and so on through the colony. Go again beyOlid the Anderson's Creek quartz dykes
and you find another range that supplies the 'Jordan and the U ppell Yarra with their gold. Now
I think it' is desirable to properly ascertain the north ana. south' directions of all these quartz
dykes to get the true character of our minerals; because'these quartz dykes do not only contain
go1d but other minerals, silver, nickel, sulphuret of antimony, and many'o'ther things, and I
think ,it is the true direction north and sou'th of all these great auriferous quartz dykes that w;e
should look to in the first instance.
"
, ' "
,
168. Have 'you examined the antimony reefs at 'Heathcote ?-2..1 have not'at 'Heathcote;
bilt'I have at the Caledonia; what is termed ,the Yow' Yow Hill is very.'rich in"antimony, so is
,
..
the'Templestowe reef. That'is private propel'ty, 'about eight miles'from Melbourne.
',,'
169. Al'e the antimony'reefs that you have seEm gold-bearing at all'?~Gold-bearing to
a great':extent; in fact,'so rich was the antimony from the Templest6we reef, that Ml;~ Frazer
obtainell. lam informed, something like £30' odd' pei' toh';on 'account'of the quantity of gold
that was obtained in the antimony, because in Britain they have be'tter means of separating t.he
gold; we, from our ignOl'ance of metallurgy in this colOlly;' cannot extract 'the gold from
antimony with the same degree of care that they can in Britain. Mr. Frazer sent a'quaptity of
this antimony' to' England, and obtained a verY'large price for it on' account of ,the gold with
which it waS inlpregnated. 'If we attempt'lto operate upon the antimony by any of' mil" present'
appliances, we,lose the gold, because there"is something hi antimo'ny that'COIinteracts the action
of the quicksilver, and will not allow it to take up the gold. I' I 'know that, 'not- 'only from their'
operations on the Caledonia and likewise, Mr. Frazer when he first attempted'to crush it at
An'dei'son's':Creek, but from my own old ree'f, whicH I discovered iIi'Specimen Gully, where
there is a large amount of antimony and blsm'uth, and we lost Ii greatamount''of gold from "the
action' of,the antimony on the quicksilver. 'That is a chemicar'action'that I can'not account Tor,
but if we serid,the antimony home with the gold in 'ittol'Btitain;'they
extract/it, arid do it
eifectually,;because they are 'acquainted with' metallurgy, which we are not in this colony. : '
"I
,1170; Have you had,much experience in quartz crushing ?-Yes ;' 'I 'h'ave' had'experience
in"quartz crushing from the earliest time 6f 'it, in' 1855: :'I'found'thitt'reef'in Specinien'Gully,
and I invented a little horse-machine, by which'when
CGuld n'ot"have"steani-ei:Jgin'es we
were enabled to carry on'our operations; and I have thoroughly proved this,' that by crushing
the ,quartz dry, after burning it; you can obtain': it larger~ amount of g'old 'than 'you 'can oy
any other process known at the present time,' because 'at' the' very"same reef r obtained one
ounce of 'gold per ton from the crushing· it 'dry; and' simply' washing it,' and' when the' company"
had it from the very Same surface quartz, they could only obtain half an ounce per ton, when
they'usedthe stampers and wet crushing; therefore f am c'onvinced', that wheii'you bring water
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in contact with the stone when you are cr,ushing it, it carries aY\'ay those fip,e particles ,of gold, M~. It. copper;
..ctmtinued
and there are no possible means at present known (but I believe it 1"ill)~e fo«nd) of saving those, 2nd Sept" 1862.
fine particles of gold. I believe that you must crush the quartz dry-reduce it to perfect dust;
you must then bring it into contact with quicksilver and amalgamate it thoroughly before you
bring' ,i~ i,nto, con'tact' with the water, to wash it. When the quicksilveI; has; once formed an
amalgam with the gold, you may then use the water, and it will be safe, and I think it may be
illustrated by what is known at present; you use blankets, you take the stuff fro,m those
blankets and wash it in a tin dish, and you find not the slightest particle of gold or amalgam,
you take the material and put it into a revolving barrel, and leave it tl}ere for perhaps
twenty-four or thirty-six hours, and then you find a ball of amalgat1:!-, and yet in the tin dish
you could not, but when it is submitted to friction Y?U get a ball .of amalga~. This proves
to me the truth of what I have long been in search of, that you must crush y~urstuff dry, you
must submit it to the action of quicksilver in its dry state, and then let it, go to the water,
and if there is any gold in the quartz you will certainly obtain it, and I believe that is the only
method by which you can obtain all the gold out of the qqartz.'
,
,
171. Have you ever considered the causes of the, difference betweeI) the result;:; arising
from crushing the quartz dry or wet ?-I could not say exactly because I am, not what you may
call an analytical chemist, 01' so far acquainted with, chemistry that I,<lould ;;ay.
,
172. You can only speak of it from observation ?-Yes, from my own practical observation that I believe there is imperceptible du~t in quartz that may be coll,ected by some particul(1r
operation a,nd that I believe can only be obtai~ed 1;ly friction, for a long period of time-say
twenty-four or thirty-six hours~
,
173. Have you considered anything in reference to the third division of the subject
"Mining Jurisprudence generally, with a 'view to the amendment aud consolidation of the
Mining Laws and Leasing Regulations," have you any suggestions to make with regard to the
leasing,regulll;tions for instance ?-I have been connected with those regulations, and the only
improvement, I think, would be as the quartz mining is very poor and, alluvial mining is very
poor that in the leasing of old ground I think the rent is too great, it is £2 lOs, per acre. I
thitik £1 pel' acre would be plenty ior old ground; but £2 lOs. for any new ground is, I think,
quite little enough or even £5 for new ground would be quite little enough.
, 174. Have you ever considered the question as to the propriety or otherwise of causing
the applicant foi· a lease to pay down any rent inadyance at the time of making his application?
- I think he should pay a small sum.
'
175. What is your reason for that ?-If you are in a position to, take a piece of land to
work it by machinery or otherwise, I think you should also be in a position to pay a small sum
to the Government-the payment would only be small and I think you should be in a position
to make that payment at once.,
,
176. Taking the position of, ,a poor fllan who proba\)ly without a shilling in his pocket
has through his enterprise and observation discovered a piece of ground that he believes would
be very adv,aptageous to hi~, if he ~,ould obtain a lease for it, but is unlfble to borrow money,
lw is prevented according to the present regulations unless he applies to some one in the
posse,~~i(;m of ~oney <who exacts l(1rge an~ exorbitant tenns as the condition for the necessary
advl\nce to enable this man, ,~o apply for it ,?-In that case I would refer hirp. to the Mining Boa.rd
bye-laws. I propounded a law, which was passed,'that 'any man under his miner's right could
go am~,J;ak<;l up I!-,quar~er,of an acre"and if l)e had three mates they could go and titke up an
acre, and they could do that under their miners' rights without any further trouble.
, " .177, J\..s!,!uming t1!at.the, regulation requiring a certain amount of money to be p:tid down
in adyance at the ti~e the man makes an application for ~he lease, was, done to prevent what is
popula,rly. t<prll,l!;:ld monopoly, th<;l ,CommissiQI\ wish to lmoY:' your opin,ionwhethel' that reguln,tion
sU9ye\3ds in preyenting monopoly, 01' ,i,n increlj.Sing n;lOnopoly?-I believe that 'it does add to
monopoly, althot1gh it is a grievous thing and one that we lamf)nt. I must say it does, and here
is where I think the Mining Board bye-laws should always be liberally construed.
178. Irrespective of the Mining Board bye-Jaws, do you think that if tllflt regulation
requiring a certain ainoun~ to be p?-id down \Ipon application for a lease were a,bolished, it ,~ould
be benefici\l,l or 9th,epvis!3.?-~ nfl?. afraid it wquld ,not be very beneficial, for many men would
rush madly il'Jt~ tlf~ing up groun4" t\lat they cou~d do nothing with aI).d, might prevent those
that could do ,~ome gq?~ with. it ~r?m, occupying it. I would make the payment very sllIall, say,
a quarter's rent ;,ifa ma~fook up ten acres at £1 ~n acre" it would o~lly be £2 IUs. he would
have to ,pax in. a4,:anc~; I,cel'tail'Jly ,think ,n maI). ougl;1t to have £2 ,lOs.
179. Have you any. suggestions to make with, regard to the mining upon private
property' ?-I beli~ye, t~a~, mil)ip.g op. llrivate property'must be arrarged so thftt the owner of
the pr~p'erty must ,)Je n, p~~tY. to .the contrljoct, anq. ,~e has no,right to have his property 'interfered
wi,th ~Dle~s he ag~:~es t,o it. ",'
"
,
ISq, "Would you allo,w the owner.of prh:ate property the privilege of preventing any
one mining fl.t all' upon it ?-~o ,;, b4t, if he has valuable improvements on that property, I say
he ought ,to ~:epeive .the ff!ll !lquival~nt f<;lr tl;108e i,mprovements. "
: ' , .
IS1. .t\s,sUI;)ling th,~t ~e .would, in every re,spect receive a fqU equi,valent' under the Acts
the ,Legi~la,ture might au.thor~se, w.ould YO,u l~aye it optional w;ith,the owner of private property
to allow mining 91' ~therwi~~ '9n hi~ pl'operty.?-;-No'; ,if he refuses to employ mil~ers lJimself to
work upon it, and pay their miners' rights, I would compel him, upon receiving full ,'ulue for
the damage done, that lle.rrr!wt.give. way.
".,'".,",
11:12. Would you give him the option of mining himself ?-Yes.
,
183. Supposing yon traced up a lead to the boundary of private property, and there was,
t
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no doubt that the lead was trending into that gl'ouml, would YOQ leave it optional with the OWnel" "
of that property eithel' to mine upon it himself or allow anyone else to mine ?-Yes, if he likes
to employ men and mine himself; let him do so; if he will not, let him submit i.o the vallle of
his improvements.
184. Why do you come to the conclusion that he ought to have the option of mining
himself-taking advantage of another man's discovery for instance ?-If I buy·a. piece of property certainly the surf:tce belongs to me-what is undel'neath does not belong to me; p<;rhaps it
may belong to the Queen, but if that cannot be obtained without coming into my property I am
a party to the contract and I have a right, before allY one entel' my !lOuse, to enter into an agree.
.
ment ,yith him what shall be the terim upon which he shall do it, ,
185, Do you think that the ownel' of the property should be the judge as to the terms
upon which mining should be allowed ?-No; I do not say that he should be the ju4ge, but I say
if the mfLn will not mine, himself he shall, QPon receiving an equivalent for any damage that
may be done to him, submit to have his property mined upon.
,
186. What is your opinion upon the classificat,ion and codification of the Mining Board
bye-laws ?-For my part I woutd do, away with the mining boards altogether, a-nd I would
codify the whole of the bye-laws into one, and make one code of laws for the whole colony,
beca-use the laws r~lating to qU!1rtz mining must be the .same all over the colony: the laws
relating to deep sinking must be the sa-me all over the colony: the laws rela-Hng to sluicing •
must be same all over the colony:, the laws relating to ,x,orking the beds of rivers must be
the same all over the colony: the laws relatiug to tunnelling must be about the same: the laws
relM,ing to sinking in block claims may be the same, .and the laws with regard to surfacing
,must be the sa-me: and the laws with i'ega-rd to regular gully workjng-that is sinking twelve
or fourteen feet-must be the same; and I see no difficulty whatever in making one code of laws
for the whole colony, passed by the legislature, and do away with the mining boards altogether.
The evil is, you have now the mining b9ard fllect,ed ann ualIy; here are ten mem bel'S occupying their
seats this year; 'thcy may pass a- very good code of laws, lSatisfactory to the miners; next year
t.here is anothel' ten members selected thaL ha-ve got crotchets into their heads and some particulm' interest to serve, a-lld they get the whole of those bye-laws tha-t the miners were satisfied
with and thoroughly understood repealed, and some new crotchets that the miners know nothing
about generally are passed into laws and there is again confusion. 1 think tha-t one general code'
of laws for the whole colony, no,v we a-re becoming settled in the matter, would be deRirable.
'187. Do yon give that as your experience as an old miner ?-Yes, and as a member of
the Mining Board, and I believe that it can be done satisfactol'ily to the 'Colony.
188, Are th,e Commission to understa-nd that YOLl know of instances in which
members of mining boards have been swn.yed by their personal interest in the making of byelaws ?'-They may not have been swayed by' their own p~rsonal interests, but by the interests
of their 'particular constituents; for, insta-nce, there is the Castlemaine Mining Board, of which'
I was a member; there is the Tarrellgower district, the Jim Crow' district, the, Castlemaine
district, the Fryer's Creek district, and the St. Andrew's-they are all of them almost
antagonistic, and everyone of those members has some particular object to serve-to serve a
clique of his constituents-not personally.
189. Do you think that the members of the Mining . Board arc brought too immediately
under the control of their cOll8tituents? -Yes, because they are annually elected. I believe
that is the great evil-being annually eleeted, I believe, is the greatest evil; and I think if they·
.were done away with, and one code of bws instead, every miner would become acquainted
with them.
.
190. A great many people have reeommended that there should be a central mining
board-what is your opinion upon that ?-I believe, at the mining conferenee I proposed
something of that kind, but ou mature reflection I think that if the Legislature passed a code of
bye-laws fl'om the la,ys at ,present existing that have been passed by the differ.ent mining
boards-if they could eodify laws from them, it would be much better, and pass them at once
by the Legislature, a-nd mo,ke them at once like any other Act of Parliament.
191. Have you anything to suggest with regard to the duties of the wardens, the
increase or diminution of their powers, for instance ?-I think the wardens have quite sufficient power at present, and to speak truly, in all· the old established gold fields I should like to
see'less of the warden system, because in the old csta-blished gold fields they are becoming more
affected by social ties, and the people are a civilized commnnity-they are unlike new gold
fields; and I think the same laws that govern the social community'may govern the gold fields
as well in that community, and I see no reason why there should be any special laws for mi'ners
in such places as Ballaarat or Castlemaine.,
192. You know of the ordinary functions exercised by a warden at present ?-Yes.
193. Is there anything that you can suggest by way of improvement, or do you believe
that the present system is all that is necessary: for the due 'administration of justice amongst the
miners, according to the present warden system ?-I should like to see always two' or four
working miners called in to assist the warden if that was required.
194. That is 'the present system. Have you anything to suggest with regard to the·
mining surveyors and registrars ?-No, I do not wish to say anything on that subject:
195. Have you paid any attention to the cause of accidents that oecur on the gold nelds ?
- Yes, I have noticed them, but I believe it is not within the power of man, or' anything he can
do to prevent 'them.
'.
.
196. Would mining inspectors be of any service, do you think ?---I do not believe they
would be, of the slightest USf'.
.
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198. Might·not some of'· them be attributed ·to ignorance in the mode. of working ?-No,
it is chiefly carelessness, I think.
.
199. Then you think mining inspectors making snggestions, and having general regulations carried out, would not tend to prevent accidents ?-No, I do not think it would, because
those reckless men would pay no attention to anything that was said to them.
200. Have you considered the subject of. the desirability of establishing a school of
mines ?-1 think nothing would be more conducive to the benefit of' the mining communi!.y than
to establish a school of mines, and for this reason, that we may have analytical chemists herebut they are not acquainted with metallurgy. Now the analyzing of' metallic substances is
different and apart from what is commonly called analytical chemistry, therefore, if we had a
school of mines, and a few professors, or gentlemen well acquainted with metallurgy, to give
instructions, and where miners m'ight bring any of the several substances which they meet with
to this school of mines and have them'properly assayed and tested. 'rhere would be diEcoveries
made sometimes of different substances, therefore I think a school of mines would tend greatly
to the advancement of mining interests.
201. Are you able to state, as the result of your experience in quartz mining, whether
the richer quartz is nearer the surface or at a greater depth ?-It varies according to the
geological conformation of the country. You will. find when I come to speak on this subject,
that perhaps you will think it somewhat abstruse. In the quartz reefs of Bendigo, at very great
depths you can meet with gold; probably.you may go 1000 feet and find the reef very rich, but
in the Castlemaine district, at a depth of thirty feet, or forty feet, or fifty feet the reef dies quite
out upon a dry blue mineral slate. You could not meet with that dry blue mineral slate on the
Bendigo district. They have not been deep enough. The great dip again goes towards
Mary borough ; there they can find auriferous quartz, no matter how deep tlley go: they may go
1000 feet and probably find it richer at a 1000 feet than they have found it on the surface.
Now that is the geological formation of the country, and proves this: at Tarrengower, there is
an immcnse deep dyke there, the deeper you go thc richer you get the qunrtz ; but where the
rocks have been washed and abraded, like at Casilemaine, there you would just find the surface
of the reef rich, but the deeper you go-and it is proved in some places there-the poorer they are.
202. Where has the drift gone to from the abrasion ?-The drift from Castlernainc nnd
the immediate neighborhood of Fryer's Creek has gone down the Loddon. Thc great drift from
all the other rocks leading to the northward has gone down to Bendigo.
203. But between Castlemaille and' Bendigo there is a high granite range, therefore how
could any of the schist of Castlemainc havc got into the Bendigo valley 7-1 do not say it has
gone to Bendigo, it has gone down the Loddon.
204. Have you any suggestion to !Lake with regard to the law of partnership amongst
miners ?-No, I think the law generally speaking is clear upon that point: the common law of
partnership of the land should apply to mining, I think.
205. Do you think it desirable or otherwise to have limited liability thoroughly
established ?-Yes, it should be.
206. That does not exist except in special cascs at common law ?-That is quite essential
to miriing. There is another point-the necessity of having a distinct mining department;
I think that is one of the most important things, that there should be a separate"inining department of the Government with a responsible minister at its head; I think that is one of I.he most
.
desirable things that we could have.
207. If' you see no reason why there should be any special law to regulate mining
operations, why is a special mining department wanted-mining is only It business ?- We have
a responsible minister for the Post Office, for the Trade and Customs, and for the Rail ways.
2()S. Those are not trades ?-No, but they are interests, and the mining intere,;t is one;
and I think it is of that importance that we should have a responsible minister at ils head, no
matter under what laws we may be governed.
209. The mining interest is the greatest interest in the colony, and second to I hat; is the
pastoral interest; therefOl'e why should not the pastoral interest have a responsible llliuister
also ?-I think that the pastoral interest is quite as much entitled to be placed under one or the
heads as the mining; and I do not see why any of those who are only minor interest~ slionld be
represented by Ministers of the Crown, and the great interests of the colony negleeted There
is the mining interest, the pastoral interest, and the agricultural interest which are unrepresented: the Commissioner of Trade and Customs represents the commercial interest.. I tldnk
the gold fields 'should be represented by a responsible minister, and that he should have a
separate departmcnt.
210. Have you any special reasons for thinking so independently of the ill1prJJtance of
the interests involved; would there be any greater facilities given for the administl'arion of the
laws relating to the gold ficlds by having 11 responsible minister?-Yes; because it' I have a
gr!evance, I may be a leaseholder, or a holder of a miller's right, and I may lun"e ;I. jlositi I'e
gl'levance, and the wardens or the parties who may be in my particular district from SOllie cause
or other may not render me proper justice; I think them should be a Minister of .'Ilill('s t.hat I
can .go .to ~nd lay my case before him and if he does not settle it he may bdnrr it before
Parlwment ID the proper manner, because I may be grossly oppressed by the injustice of wnrdens
or other parties on the gold fields, and unless I can go to a minister of the Crown and represent
my grievances I think I am not properly dealt with.
.
211. Are you aware that; as juc1icial' oflicei's, the wardens are at present IIllder the
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M~i;:' Mmi'ster 'of Justice, and if. any warden oppressed, as you mentioned, any miner or other person,

not only would that party have 'a right to appeal to the Court of Mines, which is a judich~1
tribunal, but h~ would also (at present) have a right to appeal to the Minister of Justice, who
is a re:;popsible minister; therefore what necessity.is there {or a second responsible minister to
be ovC!' the warden ?-Thc miners generally are not aware that the Minister of Justice has
anything at all to do with the matter. It is supposed that the Minister of Justice has something
to do with the gold fields and it is supposed that the Postmaster-General has something to do
:, with the gold fields, but the miners know nothing about those affairs; the great body of the
miners ave utterly igLlomnt of anything of the kind, They think that since the Department
of Mines was done away with they have nobody to look to; as t,l the Court lIf Mines they
dislike it altogether and consider it the greatest nuisance that e:ver existed on account of the
great expense and uncertn,inty and the unsatisfactory way in which it is done. I never heard a
miner Jet but what always denounced the Court of Mines.
212. On account of its expense, or because it does not understand the cases ?-'l'he great
expense; and it does. not meet the object for which it is required. I will just give an
illustration of it: in Castlemaine, I remember when I was up therc, there was a case brought
before the Court of Mines, and it was a very critical case, with respect to quartz and alluvial
working, and instead of having the assessors from practical miners, there were four shopkeepers
in Castiemaine, 'who knew nothing about mining, and never had anything to do with it, who
were put on as assessors. They gave a verdict directly contrary to common honesty and
common justice; they did it right in their own way of thinking, I have no doubt. I knew the
c;:ase well. 1- was down all the shafts, and looked o~er all the points in dispute, and the verdict
was directly against common honesty and common justice.
)
213. Have you known any other case or many cases of that kind ?-That is one case I
give as' an illustration. I was present in court, and took a great interest in it.
214. Have you neyer heard similar complaints made againsL jul'ies of the Snpreme
Court ?-I do not know.
•
215. Have you not seen an equal amount of ignorance displayed of the ordinary rules
of commereial transactions by juries of the Supreme Court as you found in those mining matters
in the Court of Mines ?-I have been on juries in the Supreme Court, and I d() not object to
the system of juries; but if four millers had been selected instead of fOUl" shopkeepers who
knew nothing about it, justice would have been ,done.
216. Supposing you made a more judicious selection of jurymen and, in aIt .mining
disputes, had miners as jurors instead, would your objections still exist to the Court of Mines?
-Yes; because I think if we have wardens, why canllot the wardens and the miners settle all
those matters withol!t the COllrt of Mines; because there is an appeal to the Supreme Court
in any cases ,where important interests arc involyed, and I think the Court of Mines is a
nuisance and a useless expense.
'
217. Do not you think that the miQing transactions involve very complicated and exten~
sive interests, requiring really local courts to deal with the questions at issue ?-If the old
local conrts had remained it would have lIlet everything that was required.
218. Do you think the old local court system would have been equal to the requirements
of the present state of things on the gold fields ?-Quite so.
219. Do not you think there al'e intricate questiolls of rights involved in mining disputes
· that the class"'of men generally appointed to local courts would be incompetent to deal ,vit.h,
· really questions requiring a legal education to enable the parties to deal with properly?-Tltere
may be some isolated cases, such as may occur about the deep reefs at Ballaarat, but nearly all
those cases corne to the Supreme Court-if they are not satisfied with the local decisions, they go
to the, ::lupreme Court. I say, if we have a warden's· court with three or foul' miners, it is
quite sufficient, without putting the miners to any expepse and bot.her, because there are certajn
men on the gold fields who will litigate as far as they can, and bring annoyance and trouble
.
upon their fellow men.
220. Does your objection to the Court of Mines arise from the very heavy expense
attendant upon the cases being tried there or upon what other ground ?-The heavy expense
and the uncert.ain and imperfect manner in which they are conducted, because you may have a
· judge of a Court of :Mmes who is not perfectly competent and who does not possess knowledge
, as a miner, because you must possess some knowledge of mining to be able to give a decision on
a mining dispute.
,
. 221, Do you suppose that the-judges of the Supreme Court would be any better informed
upon mining matters ?-Not at all, but there are more pleadings there and it would be more
satisfactory; but 'in my opinion four miners and a warden would settle a dispute far more satisfactorily than either the Supreme Court or the Court of Mines.
222. Have you been on Bendigo lately ?-Not for the last five or six years:
223. On that gold field during the last three years, although the miner has power to
demand that asseSSOrS should be called, there has not been one case of assessors; and' under the
present Act the warden himself has no power to call assessors-how do you account for thatapparently the miners do not care about assessors ?-I would say that'arises from this, that
",hen the miners have a warden that they place full and ample confidence in, they are quite
willing to leave it to him.
.
224. But it does happen that they very often appeal from his decision-that is to say in
. about one case in a hundred-to the Court of Mines ?-I think it would be better at once that
· they .should appeal to the 8upr~me Court.
225. It would be infinitely more expensi'l f than appealing to the Court of Mines ?-'-If
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they will go to law, let them pay the expense of it. The Court or' Mines is an expense to the
country; that is what I look at.
22fi. In your opinion, taking your general impression from your knowledge of the
district with which you are best acquainted, does the richest portion of any given reef lie
nearest the surface or at the very greatest depths, leaving out of considerat,ioll lilly small
irregular rich patches in either Olle case or the other, with any given reef or all reefs-is the
general impression on your mind that the richest portcion of any reef is nearer the surface or at
a very great depth ?-In the district of Castlemaine that I had the greatest experience in,
'like\"vise in the district of St. Andrew's, where I have had experience, the richest portions have
been found at a depth of about 50 feet; anel Capper's r~f, which was discovered by me, is a
most speciaL case illustrating this view. There it was very rieh to 40 feet, then they came to
the dry blue slate; they went down through that to 100 feet, and drove in all directions, and,
they could find no gold at all. In t,he district of Castlemaine, with which I am best acquainted,
there hilS scarcely been any gold found below 50 feet. In the Boliviareef and the Cumberland
reef, which is the same reef running north and south from Harcourt to Strathloddon, a little
gold is found at depths, I prospeeted the same reef in German Gully, and I found a little gold
at a depth varying from t to 20 feet, and then it ceased to be profitable to wor,k it.
227. Are those reeD, known to be rich which are near the surface ?-Yes; at Anderson's
Creek I have a quartz crushing establishment, and I find there that the reefs in the bed of the
Yarra in the blue slate for about 2 feet are rich; the reefs in the upper portion of the rocksthe upper formation, as I wouLd term it-are good to a depth of 50 feet; they then become bad,
and then the gold makes again in the blue slate umlerneath, .rust the very tops of those reefs
it is all like paste-the quartz has become perfect paste, and the men who work the alluvial in
the river dig the paste out, and wash it for the gold.
228. Have you anything tOI add to the evidence you have given to the Oommission ?I believe that the mining interest may be greatly extend~d by the labors of this Commission
direct.ing their ideas towards a liberal system. There is one portion that I believe I did not
mention, that is, that the miner should have an acre of ground to settle down upon ini3tead of
having 20 perche8~he shouH have an acre of ground 'for his residence. ,Prospectors should be
encouraged whatever they may prospect for, whether it may be gold, or silver, or lead, 01' anything else; they should have a proper area appropriated to them to encourage them to prospect.
229. Are you aware that leases might be granted now for areas for the search for
minerals other than gold to the extent of 640 acres-do you think that would be sufficient ?Yes" I think 640 acres would be sufficient for all the other minerals.
230. What is the nature of the encouragement that you think would be most useful to
offer to prospectors ?-I think there c'an be nothing better than a grant of land.
231. Only for prospecting purposes ?-yes. For instance, I go up to the head of the
Yarm, and I find a very rich gold field; I find a good prospect of gold, and I have an area given
to me; I think it is a full reward.
232. Do you consider that is the best reward ?-Yes.
233. Better than an interest in the material discovered r-Better than any money re,ward.
234. You would rather have a larger claim in preference to a money reward 7-Yes, I
think it is better.
•
235. And you would allow the prospectors if they thought proper to dispose of portions
of this larger al'ea to other miners to subdivide anel sell ?-;-No.
236. Why ,should they not be allowed to do that ?-It may be thought right that they
should subdivide it and sell it, but I have never been very partial to that splitting. I only
speak for myself. If I went and found a'place with a good prospeet of gold, I should put in my
pegs and mark off'my claim whatever was given to me and I should work it myself.
237, Supposing the law' gave to a prospector ten acres of land as a claim, why should
he not be allowed to subdivide that if he wished to realize his money and so appropriate his
reward ?-I do not know. any material objection why hc should not, but I would not encourage
that sort of thing.
.
238. For the encouragement of prospecting, you are of co:urse aware that it has frequently
been suggested that the Government should fit out prospecting parties, pay men daily wag'es,
and find them in tools, and camps, and other comforts, and "very frequ'ently very little good has
come of this system. Others have suggested that a large area of land, through which possibly
a. very .narrow vein of some metal might be found, should.be given to them, this large arca of
land being only really valuable to them if applied to som.e other purpose than mining. As there
are obviously difficulties in both those cases, will you state your opinion as to the met,hod which
would be cheapest to the coun'try and productive of the most· bonltfide encouragement to pros- ,
pecting for useful minerals-the exact nature of the r~ward or encouragement which yon think
would be most useful to offer to prospectors. Prospectors going to wild parts of the country,
should they have a royalty on what they find, or should they be rewarded in other, ways, or do
you approve of the system of paying men wages and the Government finding them in tools and
camps and everything they require for their search ?-With respect to the Government
employing them and paying them wages and everything' of that kind, I say no. We had
prospecting par ties sent away to Gipps Land lately. Now they were directed to go in certain
directions; the great auriferous portion of the country that lay at the head of the Goulburn
and the head of the Yarra, between Mount .Baw Bawand the Dividing Range, they never went
nem' at all.
239. Was that the fault of the prospectors, or the fault of the Government who directl'd
them ?-I presume that those who gave them directions did it for the best.
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240. You say it.was no'.use because they went in the wrong direction-are you aware
from any information you, have whether the fault lay with the Government who ,sent them to
those barren districts; or the prospec~ol's who chose them ?-I presume it must be with the
Govermnent.who sent'tliem. I would let me'n go themselves, find this a:uriferous country, and
let them be rewarded by an extended claim. I had a bye-law passed, when a member of the
Castlemaine Mining Board, 'that ,any' one discovering a gold field, six miles away from any other
gold field, should be entitled to 300 feet by 600 feet.
·241. Then you are of opinion ,that an unsuccessful prospector should have no claim upon
the country ?-If w!:"enter upon any spe<l'Ulation to get reward, we cannot all be gainer8; we
must, some of us, be losers. I have ;been prospecting, a quartz reef for the last five years, and I
have lost about £6000. .1 cannot go to the Government and say, "I have lost £6000 in trying
,to find auriferous reefs. You must give it me back again." It has been a speCUlation ou
my part.
.
, , , 242. Then your impression is, that it 'would be a sufficiently reasonable encouragement
of prospeeting to reward a man with a proportion of that which he discovers ?- Yes; I think it is
the best and most satisfactory mode"of doing it.
,
243 . .As the natural' mode of ;development and prospecting gold districts partioularly
would be by their spreading on their margins, from the kno,vn and workable gold fields gradually
into the unknown country, is it your opinion that this system of rewarding men with a
proportion' of that which they found, would be sufficient to induce a very great number of
,moderately successful miners to employ a considerable portion of their time. in prospecting on
,their own risk' on the. borders of known gold .fields ?-Yes, I think undoubtedly'it would. .At
the head of the Yarra it is all the enterprise of private miners.
244:. Have you any suggestions to'make as to any better 'protection to the 'prospecting
miner, with regard to a claiJ11 that he.might,mark out ori it new gold .field ?-I can only go b'lck
to' the old mining regulation, that if a prospector finds ground to suit. him, he may put in his
'
peg and be safe. Jumping a claim I consider is a robbery.
245 .. Have, you thought of any plan by which a prospecting miner, should he mark out
the ground, might be 'protected in that ground during the time he might be absent informing the
Government or the nearest warden, that he had so discovered a new gold. field ?~.A1l that I
could suggest would be, that he. sets' down in his mind a description of the ground as near as
possible, and he goes to the' nearest warden, and describes it to the warden as near' as he possibly can, and,if he gets back·tQ· the ground and .finds any body interfering with it, he ,must have
them turned out of it. I do not know of any means by which he could possibly secure himself
in Rny other way than putting in his pegs, or blazing the trees, or making some mark by which
he could identify the ground, and' then immediately to giv~ notice to the neares~ warden and
give information.
"
.
246. You think it would be 0~11y fait., to a prospecting digger that he should be reinstated
in this ground if he could iden tify it again ?-Y es; if he identifies his ground he ought to be
reinstated in it,
247. Without leaving any ,party in cbarge of the ground ?-Yes.
248. Within such reasonable time ,as to show that no time was' lost in communicating.
with the warden ?-Yes.
. The witness witltd1'ew.
John Ramsay, Esq., 1\:1.L..A., examined.
249. What length of experience have you had in gold mining operations ?-:,Since 1853.
250. Upon whitt gold .fields have you principally been employed ?-I was among the first
at the Alma rush, and at the .Avoca, Fiery Creek, Dunolly, Chinaman's Flat, and the White
Hills, and all those gold fields round the Maryborough'district, and during the last six years all
round Tarrengower and Castleml1ine.
251. What class of mining have you been principally engaged in ?-During the first
four years in alluvial workings and during the last five years in quartz working3. I have had
experience of all kinds o( mining, dry, wet, and'puddliI,lg.
'
'
252. Have you paid any,attention to the consideration of·the character and approximate
exteut of our mineral resources ?-I have been looking very closely to the extent of our mineral
resources connected with quartz, and I have relimrked that I have never yet known an auriferous
quartz reef proved to have run out. I have known, faults, as many as te'n on a given reef, but I
have never known one yet, that has bee~ persevered in, in which it has not been discovered
again, and so strong is my'own impression 3;s to the depth to' which it goes, that I Ihave
frequently insisted upon it· that the Go'v,ernn'ient sbould sink a shaft to the depth of 1000 feet
on from one to three given reefs in'the colony, in C!rder to prove what I do not doubt would be
proved, that quartz would be found to pay at great depths. . That idea has increased with me
every day and it is only lately that I headed a deputation .to the Government. department to urge
this again and we were only made to' hold it in" abeyan~e on this promise that' from the Cl,unes
sinking their prospecting shaft we should, be kept constantly aware of the-nature of the reseal'ches
in order that we might see ,,,hether our objechvas fully met by the 6perationsof that 'company.
I, think· by the last report therllave reached somewhere about'600and odd feet, but we were
given to understand that they intended to go' considerably further. I consider this of the
greatest importance because we are well aware that the surface deposits are to a considerable
extent exhausted, and if we are to keep up our gold produce it must be looked for in quartz ;
and perhaps the Commission are aware that· up to the present time·whenever·a company or ·an
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individual proceeds to expend capital upon a quartz reef they do not ,consider that there is a
depth of 200 or: 300 feet to be reached. If they put up ft twenty horse power engine they think
they do well, and forty or fifty horse power engines is the cxtent to which we have got yet on
anyone of our reefs. Were we convinced that quartz would pay at the depth at which I think
it would, we would at once put up more powerful machinery, which would enable us to crush
for one-fourth of the expense we are now crushing at. This is proved now on Ballaarat, the
Black Hill company, with their engine of one hundred horse power can crush at 2s. 6d., and the
White Horse company is even crushing at a less figurc than dmt, whereas the lowest cost in
other places has been about 6s. a ton. Thc nature of our deposits in Castlemaine is harder than
at Ballaarat and it requires more powerful machinery and heavier stamps, or some means of
softening the quartz, we cannot crush the material with a small powcr engine so that it will pay.
Most of our reefs will yield over five or six pennyweights to the tOll aIld yet we havB been
completely smothered for nearly a twelve month on account of the injudicious conduct of
companies which have started with £lO,OOO or £15,000 of capital and spent the most of their
money on the surface and left nothing for prospecting. Not one of these reefs has been gone
into ml)re than 150 feet and they have been stopped for want of money, and the capitalists
having no faith in quartz paying at a lower depth than that, refuse to make advances.
253. It seems from what you say that your great faith in the permanent pitying of the
greater number of our quartz reefs at great depths is bY' putting up such powerful and carefully
constructed machinery as will make the profit rather from the improvement in the crushing and
extracting gold than in expecting that the quartz itself will be richer ?-I have no expectation
of its being richer, though I have 'many facts to prove that it is richer in this respect, that in
every instance I have known our reefs increase in volume as they descend, but they do not
increase in richness in a given foot.
254. Your meaning is that you expect that It great number of the reefs in the country
will pay at great depths from improvements which would enable you to crush at a cheaper
rate ?-Yes; and 'the reefs giving a larger amount of stuff to crnsh, that although not richer in
an individual ton, there would be very many more tons. I may mention that in our famed
Nuggety reef, where we commenced with a thickness of six inches, now, at 330 feet depth the
reef is thirty feet thick, and we are taking there in some claims five feet, and in others twelve
feet solid in the face of the reef and crushing it all bodily, so that in this instancc a much less
yield pel'ton than what we had on the sUlface would giye a far larger profit. I saw crushed
there two tons that gave 512 ounces within about 20 feet of the' sUlface, and that claim is
now giving about six ounces to the ton throughout this twelve feet, thickness. It seems to
me that on the surface the rich lodes ~y some means concentrate in poc,kets. This very reef
occurs in a granite hill and forces itself up in the midst of the granite. The granite frequently
crosses the lode and in this very claim, I mention, t.here was a bar of granite that dipped very
sharply cutting off the quartz entirely. The quartz t.hat beat up against the granite was very
rich, and underneath the granite on the upper side there was not a speck of gold, as if the gold
had been dashed up against this wall of granite and there cooled and formed It deposit. That
takes place on the whole 9f the reefs, at the top they are very rich here and there in pockets,
but as they get lower it seems 10 be more equally diffUsed through the whole of the reef As to
the best mode of developing the mineral resources of the country, that is extracting the gold
from the quartz; the Commission may be aware that each year the mining board of Castlemaine
have sent down memorials on the subject begging that a very large sum might be put upon the
Estimn.tes to offer a premium to Europe for the best and most economical means of extracting
gold from quartz and other bodies, because every man is convinced that we are losing 11 very
large proportion of our gold; thc only thing that has recruited several of our companies lately
has been the a.doption of the blankets. After our eopper plates, shaking tables, ripples and
everything we have found that by the blankets we have got nearly one-third more than what was
got by all the other processes befol·e. This was all entirely lost before, and we are not sure we
haye got all the gold we ought to get by the blankets, for these do not prevent the vast amount
we lose by being mixed with foreign substances, the pyrites and other things. The only !neans
we have of getting rid of them is by burning in the open kilns, and that is very imperfect, and
again, it is very unhealthy. In some districts we have had to petition' to get the kilns removed,
the sulphur and arsenic was so very bad that it was injurious to health. I think some means
ought to be adopted, if possible, to see whether we cannot melt it by fire, or at least reduce it
in such a wai as to get quit of these foreign substances in the fire and likewise render it
softer and easier crushed. I certainly had great hopes of 1\1 r. Wilkinson's process, and I
shall be very sorry to hear that it is a total failure. I am inclined to think that it might be
worked out to serve. these two purposes. In certain reefs the gold appears as if it was painted
upon the face of the stones; the gold is so very fine that when it comes to be crushed, if it gets
mixed with any material it is washed n.way uud we cannot save it. If there was any means of
bringing it to the fire so that. it could be run together into globules, we should gain a "reat
object. We could then bring it altogether and render it so dense that the water would not ~arry
it away, so that I think we shall have to look to fire in some shape or other to get quit of the
foreign material and bring the fine particles into large globules so as to separate it, and I think
the experiments ought to be followed up in that direction, because there we must look ultimately
to secure a large portion of the gold we are now losing.
255. Have you ever considered whether it is the duty or otherwise of the Government
to make u.ny mechanieal or other experiments for the extraction of gold from quartz ?-I do
not think it would be the duty of the Government to do anything but offer a premium to the
scientific men in Europe.
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256. You woul~ confine the action of the Government to the offering of a reward ?'Yes, to try to get from Europe the men or system that we require.
2nd Sept., 1862.
257. You have mentioned the grel1t advantage ~f the use, of blankets.. Are :you aware
that in some of' the mining districts of Europe a particular.kind of blanket is made, something
like velvet or plush, with tbe grain all going ·one way, which will save very much more gold
. than the b!n.nket you have praiscd so much; . alid that that isa thing well known at .home, and
not known here ?-I am aware of that .
. 258. You have mentioned the roasting of the gold-bC!tring substances was very
.' disagreeable and dangerous to health, and inefficient, because it was imperfectly done; and you
mentioned that the miners who adopted this method of extractiu'g the gold from the sulphurous
and arsenical lodes, roasted them in open kilns, which did· the work imperfectly. Are you
aware that that .is most perfectly and admirably done by having reverbatory furoaces built for
.the·express purpose?-We have nevel' seen them here.
.
259. 1\-1any of these things you mention are well known to the scientific lllen and
practical miners in other parts of' t.he world. You have' mentioned as your only hope the
offering.a reward by the Govcrnment for the invention of 11 new method of perfecting these
objects, which arc perfectly well effected by well known methods at_home. Do you .not imagine
tllat the good ·you expect would be even more' widely felt here by the establishment of a minillg
school, which would teach the miners or young men educating themselves for mining surveyors
andsllperintendents of mines, all the very best practices known to scientific men and. scientific
.miners in the most scientific mines. in the world. ,])0 you think these advantages would tend·
tImterially to save the gold in the country, and save the miners a great deal of useless la.bor, and
effect a great deal of that prosperity which you eXIJect might possibly flow from offering a
reward for nmv methods of overcoming those difficulties which, in point of. fact, have been
overcome efficiently long 'ago by· the scientific men who. h_flve been applied' to, by the different
mining districts feeling the same inconveniences at home ?-:-There is: no doubt that a mining
school might ult.imately be of advanta.ge; but we have something to do that will not wait for
that. In the first place I am not aware that what you say is correct, that this' has been done to
such an cxtent, economically to meet our wants. It may have been,done'so' as to extract· the
gold.; but we ha':e as yet no proof at what cost it· has. been done.· I We must have this
demonstrated, If the Government arc awam that such things 'exist, let them establish smnples
of this system in sOfl1e part of the city of Melbourn~jlwhere we can get'at it, and let us see the
price at which it is done; but it is most astonishing,-df. this system exists already, ·that those
rich companies -that are in It position to. spend hundreds oflthousands;:of' pounds in machincry,
do not at once adopt some of these· methods. -',,'l;hey must have some doubts on their minds, and
..if they have; it,is no wonder ther.e·aredoubts on the minas of.tav.asbnnmber.of. men who never
were miners before. ,"Ve want. something done il1stantly,-and it must be .done· by•.bringing these
things before us. I,:j do not ,say ..a. new· iuvention; theret'may ,be :fiftY' inventions existing of
which I know:nothing, and the;;puhlic know 110thi.ng. and .wemust· hav.e them brought by some
means or other before ·us, either ,by offering a rew.ar!Jto the parties to, come themselves, or by
the Government establishing ,them"experimentally before:us,' and showirig us the ·result.; and
then the miners will come ii'om. all points of .the cOl~ntry. and itdopt;J;he process. .As-regal'dsthe
pal~ticula.r.kind·_of bhmkets that has,been.alluc1ed"to, Llutvespoken to.sev.eral of·myfi-iends ·to
get that kind of blanket made: here ... I,think a pchool of mines must,follow; but it will not do
in the meantime.
,\.
.,.
260. Do you consider.·a- mining mnseuin, in whicJ.pshould be"placed working models of
all the best machi-nery.and samples'of alUhe ,different processes"bhrough which;theores arc ,put,
would he useful ?..,.,.No doubt of it;;,but some immedbte .method ought:to be adopted to bring
I .the most available method .of sav:ing. the: 'gold., befol'o, the 'people of'Australia, and'it is a question
. which' of the plans that ·has been invented ds the best. :" If a .reward 'was Mfered we would ~lave
samples of each of these differen t ,systems, and let theui 'bring 'them here. where there is plenty of
.quartz to test them,. and we·would"De able to'judge·then whether it ayouldbe of any use, becal.lse
it is no use-getting ·evcny gl'ain of.the' gold if ~'I'e get it at suell l1'cost ·that.it ,vill not pay. '
26.~ .. DOl not you think that .if.aschool of mincs"·were once organized all this information
would be' availal:ile'te tIm miners ?-i-"It,;would cbe,' but it ,would take such a length of time that
you would be losing a, v'C1i y . iarge:"ari]Olmt': of: gold in' the ·meantime.·"We are now crushing
thousands'oftons' eveT:yr day arid losing-mn immense ·amount· of gold.' - A qu :etschool in' a corner
willnever)·;or·f'Oll a' long'perioo, affect,tile'multitude.of w:orkillg miners.' (JJ :'1 i -,.: ,; .,,' ,
. 262;,-41'e you !1Wal'e that hi:.Englan'd,· after actingtas you' say, and.doing w.ithoutt~ school
Qf mincs for'some centuries;"they haye foundl:it necessary to establish· one . .Jately?~Decldedly I
sayit'must come; ,it'wi~l be a' ,vorkto·follow, but its effects 'would not. be.felt,so quickly as ,we
.rcquire. at the"present ·time. ,It ,vould o11ly touch the students and those .th,tt cnme to the school;
but we want somethiug to reach ij',he vast body of persons who' are minitig, but who are not miners
in fact. but are·.forced.•to .be rhiners; from circumstances over which they bave.no .control.· ,
. ·.263~' Have y.ou any observations to offer't{)·the,CoQlmission upon .the:subject of mining
jurisprudence generally; with'a view· to' the amendment and·. consolidation of the mining laws and
leasing l'eguhi.tions·.?-The-subjectlof mining jurisprudence. has occupied. my:,attenili?n to a very
considerable·, extent I was·a member"of the firstdocal .court that-was ever estabhshed, and I
,vas lIever out of it till the mining board WtlS cstabiished, [md. I was then· chairman of the
Castlemaine ·MininO' Board for ·some. time, and ltlri·still a meniber :of that :boardl' ,·.1 niay mention
a difficulty:,wehav; now' got iutoullder the 'present; Gold· ~'~elds' Aet .. ··,·By·the' 76t~ and 77th
seetions .of' that Act, the ,,:ardel1 has. got power of two .kll1ds :, he has.got power,,111 cases of
encroachment and in casea of abandonment, and these are the' only two"cases :in which .he has
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got power. In making bye-lmvs, as we arjl: e\1lpo.wered to do under the III th section, we find John'Ramsay,
M.L.A.,
that the mining bom'ds have ,power to frame rules for almost every conceivable position iJ;l Esq.,
oontinued,
which the miner can be placed; but the question is, who is to carry out those bye-laws. The 2M ·Sept., 1862.
warden is the only officer we have known hitherto, and his powers are confined to encroachment
and abandonment, everything else thel'e is no person to attend to; aud this was felt so strongly
that Mr. Templeton, the warden at Avoca, refused to carry out several of the mining bye-laws
because there was nothing to enforce it in the Act. None of our wardens have ever taken that
objection, they have always carried out the bye· laws. , In the case of a copy of our bye-laws
sent down by us a short time ago to Mr. Atkins, almost every rule was sent'back with remarks,
although the same rules had been passed a very short time before with scarcely an alteration.
I find that the following rules were entirely objected to by saying that the board had no power
to make them. The 9th rule is the first that wail objected ·to; that is as follows: "When a run
of water shall have been struck in a quartz reef, any claimholder on the reef may call th~ attention of the warden to the subject, who shall visit the reef with four assessors." The warden
has no' power to go there, and has no power to summon assessors, and the assessors need not act
unless they please, and therefore this rule is of no use. Then rule 33 is "Timbering of claims.If any miner shall be of opinion that the owners of the adjoining claims have not sufficiently and
securely timbered them, he shall give notice in writing, complaining of such inefficiency to the
said owners, who shall immediately efficiently timber the same; and if such owners shall neglect
or refuse to do so within twenty-four hours after such notice shall have been given, the warden
or warden and assessors," and so on; and the <same objection was made to that rule. Then the
38th rule is "Wllll between claims.-A wall of three feet high shall be left between each claim.
Should any miner neglect to leave a full wall, it shall be competent for the warden to deduct the
length necessary for such wall from his claim, and assign it for a wall where omitted; and should
more ground than sufficient be left for the wall, the warden shall curtail such excess and deal
with it in such manner as shall be ·most equitable and just. Walls between claims shall be the
common property of the parties adjoining, and neither of them shall take down, mine into,
remove, damage, endanger, or imperil any,wall without first obta,ining the consent in writing of
the owner of the adjoining claim. Should openings be required through any wall for ventilation,
and the parties interested cannot agree upon the terms, the warden shall give the necessary
order for making the said openings, and also for the division of any auriferous deposits found
therein or removed therefrom." The warden has no power a,nd cannot do this. Then the 39th
rule is "Cross drives for ventilation." By that rule if two parties are tunnelling, and it is
necessary to make a cross drive between the two for air, the warden i~ instructed to authorise
,that to be ,done ; but he has no power to do that, and cannot rightly do it. Then the 4tith rule
is as to the valua.tion of mining plant. If a quartz claim becomes forfeited which has been
slabbed from top to bottom of the shaft, the party who has taken it up says, "I wish this plank'ing to remain, I cannot allow it to be withdrawn, and I am willing to pay for it ;" ;the warden is
authorised to come, and either by himself or with assessors to ascertain the value of the plant, so
that the incomer may pay it, or if they cannot agree, that the outgoer should be allowed a certain
.time to remove it ; ,but the warden cannot .do that, he has no power to summon assessors, and
he cannot interfel'e beyond the power given in the two clauses of the Act to which I have
referred .. Then the ,59th rule is, the warden shall authorise the construction of roads, tram·.ways, and races through.ground·held by· virtue of mil1()r's right or business license, on payment
of a· reasonable compensation to be, awarded by, assessors to the occupier thereof. When any
such road,tramway, or race shall have been unused for a period of one month, for the purpose
for which the same was originally granted, such privilege shall be considered forfeited unless
othel~wise protected., Mr. Atkins says ·that the warden has no power to interfere; and in another
one where we· ha",e .given the. warden' power to allow mining on residence sites, he says the
warden has no power. No\",I,say that·by the lllth.clause ot:the Act we have full power. It
says that we can restrict and rest,rain, and in every way affect the miner's right .by bye-laws.
We have the .fulL' power, and the onlyqllestion 'isl who is to enforce these· bye-laws. We have
always allowed the warden/to do it, because he was the officer appointed by the Government to
,rule on the ,gold fields; but something will have to be done in the.new goM fields bill to set this
at rest, and ,to. define the powers of the Iwarden, and to· whom he is. to be responsible. At the
present time he carri~s.out·our bye-laws ,and is not responsible,,<and no two wardens will carry
them out· alike. '. T,he.,wal'den at, Daylesford will say to his ·mining surveyor, "I will not hear 'a
,·case unless you. bl'ing mc< fr plan of the claim," and, that will cost a couple of. pounds. In the
<next district the warden w.m~·hear. it· ~vithout a. plan, and tlllit mining board cannot interfere.
We can neither orderror anything else; ·he i$labove Jmr control, and we have no<officer to carry
,l,.
"
.
out our laws. .
·264. Do you ·.considel~: that the <obJectior.s you· have mentioned to these .. bye-Illws are
·without good foundatioll,?-,--DecideI11y'" \fhe Golcl Fields Act gives us power to do ftIl that we
have ·done, but it does· not give us po~v.er to, enforce the operation of the bye-laws by t.he warden.
265., . Are you aware that, in the III th ,clause it says ," 'subject to: the provisions of this
Act" ?-Yes.·
... ,'"
<266. ¥ ou ,<contend that. the. Act giv.es ,the ,full power, but f·here :is not a sufficient
·provision for'theenforcement'?-No; there is no offic.er appointed to,carry them out; in fact both
,Mr., Atkins and Mr. Smyt,h said we might'.have appointed ·nn officer, that the fact of having the
power of making lawsimpIies .. thepower of -appointing officers ,to,can-y ·them out, hut we could
. not have .appointed bfficGrs without ..giving them Jees, ..and, we o~jected to put any. further burdens
on the miners. fIad it not been for that, we would have appointed officers to carry them out
under our own authority, but we could not have paid them without e~tra fees. The next thing
<
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with regard to the mining boards is, that I have a grell.t objection to their annual election, The
great evil has hitherto been, that our bye-laws have never been long enough in force before
they wel'e altered, A new member comes in, and in order to prove himself of some use in the
district, he immediately commences to move that every bye-law be overhauled, aud a bye-law
which has been only in force three or four months is obliged to go through the mill again,
and the miners are never sure how long a bye-law is to be in force. I ~hink we ought to adopt
the system of election adopted in municipal councils and let them go out every third year in
rotation. The question then comes, whether we should have the mining boards or whether we
should have one code of laws, and if one code of laws, by whom that code should be framed,
whether by Parliament or by one board meeting in Melbourne, I have considered this 'question
for Il}any years, and in 1854 I drew a memorial to the Government, praying that they should
put a sum on the estimates to have mining delegates in Melbourne to frame one code of laws then,
and I s.ay the time has now arrived when we must have one code, ,The only difficulty I feel
about Parliament doing it is, that when once it became an Act of Parliament there would be
great difficulty in making these changes and alterations that are frequently required, because
Parliament meets only once a year and mill tng legislation is only one part of their duty,
267. Would not that difficulty be nd by the appointment of' locnl committees authorised
to make regulations, subject to the approv:d of the Governor in Council ?-If you do that, then
you have just the old system.
268. Supposing they only had power to make regulations for the enforcement of the
bye-laws ?--If it is merely the administrative part of it I have no objection.
269 .. If you had local committees to judge of the operation of the classification within
certain districts, would not that meet the difficulties you apprehend would arise if you converted
a general code of bye-laws into a statute ?-lVIy object is to make only one code of bye-laws for
the whole colony, that evel'Y clause should apply to every distriet. I say there is nothing you
can find .In Ballaarat that I eannot find in Castlemaine and nothing in Castlemaine that you
cannot find in Ballaarat. lInder one head of quartz mining, you ought to take quartz mining
in every phase throughout the colony, and, so with sluice washing and every bmnch of mining.
270. Al'e there not peculiarities with regard to quartz reefs, some being impregnated very
highly with sulphur so that the calcination of them becomes vcry injurious tn hea.lth, should
there not be special r!:'gulations to apply to that ?-Whel'ever it exists ic should be provided for.
271. Then fOU say that you should have a local co~mittec to see to the administration
of the law ?-In every district there must be a body of that sort existing, but they would not
affect the making of the bye-law, I think there should be a general code of law which shuuld
embrace every phase of mining all over the colony, and then wherever allY particular feature
occurs there is a rule to meet it. The next. thing I wish to draw attention to is the 113th and
120th clauses of Tlte Gold Fields Act: there is a difficu lty there that requires to be met, clause
113 SltyS, "if"any person shall steal or sever with intent to steal any gold from any claim or from
any land compTisecl in any leas~ granted under this Act every such offender shall be guilty of
felony ltnd being convicted thereof shall be liable io be punished in the same manner as in cases
of simple larceny" and clause 120 extends the same prineiples to co-partnerships, and says, "if
any person with intent to defraud his co-partner co-adventurer joint tenant or tenant in common
in any claim 01' in any share or interest in any claim shall sQcretly keep back or coneeal any
gold found in or taken from such claim every such persoll shall be guilty of felony and being
convicted shall be liable to ·be punished in the same way as if -he had feloniously stolen the
same." IIi both cases the offence cannot be proved unless you cap prove that the gold was taken
out of the particnlar cl~im, and the diffieulty that there is in identifying gold caused three or
four of' my own cases to break down, where· felony was committed, in Castlemaine, and ultimately
we had to take it out of the criminal court and take it to the Court of Mines because we could
not show the identity of the gold. This will have to be so altered as to dispense with the
necessity for proving that identity.
272. How would you seek to establish a conviction withqut identifying the property
stolen ?- We had proof that the gold was in the possession of the man charged, and he could
not account for its possession, but we could not prove that it had come out of that claim, and
therefore the case broke down, and we could not force him to disclose where it came from. The
last thing I notice upon the laws is, that there is great eomplaint as to the present Mining
Co-partnership Acts, both Mr. Ireland's and Mr. Pyke's, and the whole of them are very faulty.
There were several eases oceurred in Maldon, where we were completely floored in consequence
of the deficiency of these Acts, and tIl ere are several of the directors in Maldon who will bring
all those points before the Commission. The Acts are all faulty, and in very essential points.
It has been a very serious ai&'tir with us in the mining boards for many years trying to get
Ii Bill to allow mining on private prop'erty.I am afraid if the idea is to be adopted of selling
the audferous lands, and selling the gold with the land, we shall be in an awful fix, and the
new Laml Bill too, I think, will increase this evil to a fearful extent, because if it is carried out
-at all extensively, it will be impossible for members of mining boards and mining surveyors
to keep their eyes upon all the land selected and proved to be auriferous. At present, whenevel' !t ma.p is published in the district, we send it to the mining surveyor, and require a report
on every single lot put up for sale, but I am afi:aid we shall not be able to do that under the
present Land Bill. and therefore I think it is absolutely necessary that a Bill for mining on
private_property should be brought in at once and carried through suceessfully. If we do not
do that there will be a great loss to the gold returns, and a great deal of ill feeling on the gold
fields.
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273: . Does . jour objection to the 'present state of 'things' arise' from the exorhita~t John BamBay,
charges made by the owners of private property for permission to mirie?-Not only that, but Esq.,M.L.A.,
cOntiliued, ,
their absolu'tely refusing in niany cases on any terms. There is Mr. Taylor, on Campbell's 2nd sept., 1862.
Creek: one or two leads of gold were traced into his private property, and we have never been
able to get at them on any terms. He refuses point bla~k; and there is nothing to prevent a
gentleman who would rather preserve the beauty of a little piece of land than receive £100 or
£200, keeping the miners out, 'and they cannot force him to yield. This often occurs, and it
may occur just where the lead may have been thinned into a narrow gutter, where it is
perhaps only a claim wide, and the people may think it of very little consequence, but it may
within 50 or 60 feet 'assume the appearance of a wide lead again, and we have no means of
tracing it. The sum asked to be allowed to sink a shaf~ is in many instances very high. If
gold is struck, it is not so very oppressive, but if gold is' :not struck, they' generally lose either a
fourth or a fifth of the original claim, and sometimes they lose the whole, and have to fill up the
shaft besides.
.
274. Taking into account the great difficulty of discovering whether land is auriferous
or otherwise, what is your opinion of the poliey of selling the gold with the land, at the same
time making it compulsory on the part of the owner to 'allow mining to take place, the terms to
be adjudicated upon by an independent board ?-I am afraid it would lead to this error, that
parties who have knowledge nt the present time of the likely positions of the gold would buy
large tracts of country simply in the hope that, they would reap the benefit from the gold
discoveries,and you might hem in in very quick time all the miners into a very small district ..
275. Why should you check ~he enterprise and intelligence and shrewdness of any party?
-Simply because they are checking the progress~of the miner.
276. You think by benefiting the few you would be injuring the many ?-Y es; if you
stop a single miner from going in and investigating unless he pays a certain price, you stop the
yield of gold at that moment.
277. Suppesing .there was a proper court appoint~d to adjudicate between all parties, so
that there should only be something like reasorillJ)le terms enforced, dci fiot you think that
carryon our mining
would meet the. difficulty ?-I do not think"jt; I think nothing
properly but what I would call free eelection to the miners w~thout let or hindrance. .
278. But inasmuch as you are now selling the auriferous ground without knowing that
you are doing so, arc> you to be understood that you would not sell any known auriferous land?
....:..None.
"
.
279. And, where there is any sold there should be a bill for mining upon it ?-Yes; and
I would enforce the directions that issued from the department, that all mining surveyors should
report upon all proposed sales of land as to its auriferous charaoter, so as to keep the department
fully aware. Without you do that you will seal the f!!>te of alluvial mining.
280. Would you go against the sale of auriferous land in any plaee wh.9re it was known
to be auriferous {-Certainly I would, because what do you get for it. If you let it to a
company for mining, you get £2 lOs. a year I'ent, and you could not expect to get more than
that for the fee simple of the land, and what is the gain by selling; you are only curtailing the
area of the miner's work field.
281, Would you wish to see any change in the present areas for residence purposes?Weare just now making the areas as large as the people want them. :1<'01' residence purposes
we are curtailed to 20 perches; I think that might be increased, but for everything else the
system is elastic enough.
282. Do you think :it would be advantageous if there was a means of' retaking possession' of land merely held for residence, if requir~d for the purpose of mining. It has happened,
in many instances, that a person who has merely had a small tent in which he slept on a piece
of ground, has, by means of his absolute right to the ground, prevented the opening of a mine
on it. Do not you think upon payment of full and fair compensation any person might be
removed ?-Most decidedly; our bye-laws, give the warden power to do so.. Mr. Atkins says
we have not the power to do so, but we say we hav~: The warden has full power to allow of
mining, and if any injury is done by our bye-laws, the amount has to be found out and paid to
the party.
.
283. Do you think that the principal is correct, that a person should give up ground
merely held for the purpose of residence, when wanted for mining ?-Certainly, there can be no
doubt about that for a moment.
284. What would be the extent you would give for residence?-An acre.
285. Would you give that extent within a town ?-No, in suburban districts only. I
think twenty perches is quite enough in a street.
286. Have you anything to say about mining surveyors and registrars ?-Our mining
surveyors have given considerable satisfaction, the only difficulty is about the payment of them,
that depends entirely upon the district they have got. In the Hepburn district, the mining
surveyor is supposed to make £2000 a year, and ill Maldon he cannot make £100 a year; and
the question is whether they should not all be salaried officers and all the fees go into the consolidated revenue. It is the opinion of QUI' district that it shou,d be so.
287. Nevertheless you would charge all the miners that employed them the fees, but all
the fees should go to the revenue ?-Yes, in the same way as the judges; the fees should all go
to the revenue, und the surveyor should be paid a salary out of it.
288. Do you think any modification might be made in the jurisdiction of the wardens ?I have heard a great deal of dispute about that, but I have never seen anything wrong; I think
it has been as well carried out as possible, and that it is as good a system as we could make.
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The only thing is that we have thought that certain members of the mining board should be
added as mining magistrates in cases of dispute to sit with the warden to assist 4im.
289. That would be a return to the provision of the old Gold Fields Act ?-The old
local court had a power independently of the warden, but here it would only be that two or three
of the mining board members should sit as assistants to the ·warden. The powe.rs of the warden
would have to be better defined than they arc now, I have pointed that out.
290. Do you think that as an officer appointed to settle disputes among miners it is a
.convenient system ?-Yes, for' summary jurisdiction it is.
291. What do you think of the appeal to the Court of Mines, do you think that is a well
constituted court ?-There is a great deal of opposition to that, and there was so especially; .at
first we thought the fees were enormous and in entering a plea in the Court of Mines at one
time it was necessary tlmt you should put a value on the amount in dispute and then you must
pay a certain sum in. the pound upon that and if a party chose to pay that sum in the interim,
of course your claim was quashed. This was felt to be a great evil because parties, rather than
pay a large sum would be inclined to undervalue their claim and if the parties on the other side
found out in any way that a neighboring claim turned out to be richer than experted they would
go at once and pay the sum claimed, and it was supposed that it was a very awkward and bad
. '
arrangement.
292. That only applies in cases of partnership suits ?-It has only once or twice come
before us.
293. Have you any remark to make as to "thc necessity for and the proper prganization
of a distinct mining department in the Government Ullder the charge of a responsible minister"?
-It has been a strong feeling not' only of my own, but it is unanimous in the district, and in the
mining board that justice will never be done to mining until there is a distinct mining department thoroughly constructed, with all the powers necessary to make it an efficient department.
Our only objection to the last vias, that being just instituted a~d destitute of all the machinery
and knowledge and everything necessary, it was some time before it gave satisfaction; but
it was beginning to get every day into better working order and to give more satisfaction, and if
instead of its being destroyed the same energy had been directed to improving it and putting it
on a better basis I think the entire country would have felt the benefit of it .. This is a question
that does not admit of a moment's doubt, that always that which a country or a government
conceives to be the main stay or great support of that country is the thing that is fostered and
attended to. We find ministers always appointed for that which is looked upon as of great:
imp!>rtance, and what can be of greater importance to Victorh~ than the mining; and here we
are in a different position with regard to mining to what we are with regard to any other
industry. Three-fourths of the present miners have never been originally miners and they are
ignorant of the very first principles of mining and they require to be instructed and directed and
guided in everything and 'this can only be done by a paternal government which will make
arrangements for proper instruction, and I say therefore that a departmellt properly constructed
and fully ali ve to t110 work, with full powers and full machinery, might make itself an inestimable
boon to the country. It is a very onerous matter now on the gold fields, since the mining
department has been done away with, for parties to know how to go about their business. I
find now that I have to go to every department under the Government to get an answer to a
letter which formerly could have been sent to the mining department, and it is creating
considerable dissatisfaction, whereas when there was a mining department it did not matter
whether the question asked referred to land or justice or anything else, the department saw
that it was brought before the proper government officer and you h~d only one department to
correspond with, which was a great thing to the miners,
.
294, What is your opinion 'as to the advisability of the establishment of a school of
mines ?-1 think it would be beneficial-there cannot be any doubt of that; but I do not look
upon it as meeting our necessities hurriedly. It is the work of years to arrive at.
, 295. Having models of all the Inining machinery used in all the known gold countries
of the world, and in addition to this, Illl the processes through which different metallic
substances are converted into articles of'utility, and matters of commerce, would not that be
advantageous to the country?-Yes'; it would be very available for the student; but it would
be of no immediate use to the quartz miners, who are each in parties of foul' or five or sil!!,
carrying on by themselves.
296. Do not you think by the organization of a school of mines, if theinformation were
popularised with regard to the appliances used in other countries, it would be of immediate
advantage to the miners, supposing you had lectures, with experiments, showing the practical
process of smelting the different ores and so 011; would not that be an advantage ?-It would be
,
a great advantage.
297. Do not you think that great Joss is occasioned now by the ignorance of the miners
as to the different substances thev come in contact with ?-No doubt of it.
298. You are aware that <a great many accidents have occurred on the gold fields ?-Yes.
299. Have you thought of any system that could be adopted to lessen the number of
accidents 7-1 thought the Govel'llment had agreed, and the whole mining community had
agreed, that a certain number of mining inspectors, four or six, were to be appointed.
SOO. Are you aware that in the last Gold Fields Bill that was attempted ?-Yes; upon
.
that the mining community has rested.
301. The only other question is as to keeping a record of mining shafts-do not you
think it should ·be compulsory upon all claim holders to keep a record of the stratification of the
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shafts they sink?-Y ou will first have to get your school of mines intD working ordcr to Johu Rnm."iay,
Esq.,M,L,A"
enable the men themselves to know what they are going through.
continued,
2nd
Sept., 18G~,
302. They would be able to know whether they were going through clay or bluestone?
-Yes, they might know just that.
303. Might it not be of some use to people who were going to take up apandoned ground
having a record of that kind in each district, that any man who wished to take up a piece of
old ground could examine the register as to the mode iIi which certain ground had been worked?
-It might be advantageous, and I think the question is as to the expense, and whether you
could get the parties to give you a faithful account. If you had mining inspectors, they would
assist.
304. Have you any further observations to offer to the Commission upon the subject of
their enquiry ?-I would mention about leases: there should be a new rule as to leases, and a
time should be given for prospecting,' say six months, during which no machinery should be
required to be erected at all.
.
305. Are you aware that in the present regulations there is no requirement for the
employment of machinery unless the lessee chooses to put in his application that he will put
machinery on the ground ?-I do not 'think they understand that, because it was only yesterday
that I was speaking to Mr. Brough Smyth upon the subject of a lease that was opposed, when
the question was asked about what they intended to do, and Mr. Smyth said he is bound to
enter in the schedule the men he is going to employ, and the machinery he is going to put on.
306. You will find upon examination of the present forms of application that there is no
word about machinery; that was struck out in the new forms ?-That is a very essential
matter, because nine-tenths of our companies have failed on Tarrengower from this, that they
put the entire sum they had collected on surface machinery, and had not a farthing to work the
ground with. ,I would also wish to recommend the establishment of a mint; that has been
always unanimously agreed to at every session of our mining board. The next thing I ,wish to
recommend is the total abolition of the gold duty at 011ce, as we all conceive that the miner's
right or rent for the leasehold is quite a sufficient sum fOl' rent. If this is not done, we shall .
have to insist upon a tax on wool, and tallow, and hides, and all the other products of the colony.
30i. Supposing the export duty on gold were abolished, what possible recompence could
you get from the owner of private property for the enormous amount of national wealth he is
allowed to accumulate ?-That would not be allowed if there was a Bill for mining on private
property. If the Act could not be retrospective, I would keep a duty on gold raised from
private property. That could be quite easily done, the excise knows all these distinctions.
You could tell when and where it was to be extracted from the machines in the same way as
you do with the excise at home in the manufacture of soap.
308. You would put the exciseman upon private property?-Yes.
309. Supposing a piece of private property were divided between 300 or 400 diffierent
parties at work upon it, how could you keep an exciseman at each of these claims ?--;-It would
be uttel:ly impossible in that case. The only two things I have to suggest now are the necessity for trying to provide means for occupying OUI' successful diggers. Up to the present time
we have failed in keeping our wealthy miners amongst us. ,There are two things that require
to be done; we require to give access to other means of employment to those people when they
wish to lcave the gold mining. I think the great evil was the want of easy access to the land,
for one thing, and I am afraid that is not removed. The next great object is to foster our
native industries, and this ought to be done to the utmost extent that the revenue laws will
allow as an object of revenue.
The witness withdrew.
Adjourned to To-morrow at twelve o'clock.
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Members present:
The Honorable J. B. HmIFFRAY, M.P., in the Chair;
C. Mollison, Esq.
Alexander Cairns, Esq., examined.
310. Have you any observations you wish to offer to the Commission on the subject of
their enquiry ?-As to the third question I wish to make some observations.
311. Have you been c9ncerned in gold mining operations ?-Only in two.
312. As a shareholder?-Yes. I was a shareholder in the Windmill Hill Company, at
Dunolly; we had six shareholders in town who contributed their several shares, along with a
seventh shareholder in Dunolly. An 'accident took place to the boiler after having wrought
about one year; immediately thereon a call was found necessary in order to pay 'debts as well as
to reinstate and put the machinery and boiler in order. The seventh refused on account'of the
want of means; we offered to purchase his share, which cost him £20; we offered him £50he would not take less than £200. We found on application that we had no alternative, from
his determination to take nothing less than to apply for a dissolution. We were all wishing to
realise from our capital employed, but this, person, from his objections, prevented us; it was
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mainly,cau13ed by. the contumacious. conduct.of this'objector to the several items in the account
ard"te;~:"et862. as rendered by the manager. The judge delayed the case, and adjourned the hearing of it, from
"
. time.to time, being only a visitor to that court once in two or three months. :From frivolous
objections put in by the objector's solicitoi·, and, I dare say, countenanccd by our own solicitor (I
have no.hesih\tion in saying so), thJs case was in Dunolly court for more than one year.
. 313. Your .application praying for a dissolution of the company ?-Yes; it was before
Judge Macoboy no less. than one year before he would make up his mind to cause the auctioneer
to. bring it -to: the hammer.. The, manager's account was not abated one shilling, so that the
seventh shareholder's objections were good for nothing. .The claim was adjudged to be sold;
the remaining six succeeded in purchasing it; the sum we gave was entirely absorbed in paying
the debts .due, upon the claim, except £5, which was handed over to the Dunolly hospital.
Hereby the original seven. shareholders did not get sixpence out of their previous property.
The laWyers' bills',amounted to £151-, which were reduced by the judge at that sitting to £70..
314, That is the joint legal expenses .?-Yes j the total costs both of the objector and the
other six shareholders had to be borne by the ·plant. That is the statement of facts as tliey
turn cd up. From thc'l'esults of this, the Commission will easily perceivc that the six gentlemen
in 'business in town liave, heen thoroughly disgusted by this proceeding from, beginning to end,
and we think it,is the, bounden duty of this Honorable Commission to remedy such· glaring
misapplication of law.
316. Your chief point is ,the delay in the judge of the Court of Mines arriving at a
decision when you applie!i for a dissolution ?-Exactly.
.
" 316. Has it occurred to you to suggest any remedy for that ?-,1 have heard just as
difii'cult cases decided by Judge Polllman in a few hours, down in the County Court; in
Melbourne.. It was simply a'matter 9f accounts.' When the objector found he could not get
thetsum he 'demanded tor his share, he then took every means to thwart and annoy us.
'
.' ' .. ,317. Has it occurred to'YOu at all that you must leave the judges a considerable amount
of· discretionary power in dealing with each case separately, and the peculial~ facts cqnnected
with each case?-True; but in this ,matter it was only a dispute of items of account, which
requires no legal learning to deteCt. ., Had it been disputed boundaries, or opposing parties' for
ground, or under the ground working, I would have thought the-less of it.
. 318. From,what you havestated,of the case that you allude to it does ,not appear that
the court were in any way,answerahle for that delay. You speak of the. opposing counsel
hav.ing .raised objections which your own solicitor admitted :?-1 am convinced in my own mind
that he winked at those proposa~s for delay.
."
'. " "
. 319., Then itappel1rs to have been ,your misfortune that you 'had a dishonest' counsel ?-I
would not like openly to say that such was the case hut I am of opinion that it was.· .
320. If a case is not brought p~·operly,.before a tribunal it is impossible. for the tribunal
to give any'decision ?-1 think it.was for no want'of being properly brought forward excepting
the judge having too short a period allowed him to sit at Dunolly to decide on the various cases,
The time ,arr.ived fOIl him to be at other courts andhe·\vas obliged to defer .this casj:l. Our
manager ha~ to be at· ,the exp~nse of going up from Melbollrne three or four times during the
discussion of this case.
'
32f. Under the former Act the Commissioner's, who are now-called ,wardens, h,ad power
, to settle. petty partnel~ship disputes-all disputes .yhere the sum demanded was under, £100, and
those were .generally settled within a day or two from the time the plaint was lodged. Do
you think it would be beneficial to recur to that, practice '?-1 do not knoWLwhat you ;'specially
refer to, but if it were done just as promptly and decidedly as Judge Pohlman gets through
his business I think we should have no cause to comFlail1, because that ohjector might in truth
have very valid objections. I give him every credit for endeavoring to obtain justice, but, in
endeavoring to obtain a decision on what he considered his rigllts, it hus been found from .first
to last it was done with no'other view than to extract from our pockets,a sum for his share
which it was found not to be worth.
322. Do you' think if the warden on the spot had the power to adjudge in those partnership cases, as well as settle mining dispu~es, it would be beneficial to the miners ?-1 think it
would, because if I understand a wardcn's position, it is that he would be perpetually in the
locality, so that if a decision was not obtained to-day it might be to-morrow or the next coure
day. I think it is a case in which a very great greivance is attached to it fl'om the delay in
.,
.
the decision.
323. You think it results in discouraging Melbourne capitalists from investing in mining
speculations ?-Most undoubtedly. Ther<;J.,is a proof of my assertion. We have, since the
purchase of this plant, which took place about two months ago, entered into contracts with Mr.
Vivian, of Castlemaine, for plant to the extent of £2500 to be put down on that claim, and to
be wrought,out in the best manner it possibly can.
,
324. Are the Commission to understand 'you, that in consequence of this delay on the
part of the Court of Mines in deciding this dispute, the whole works were stopped for twelve
months? ---Yes, the entire works were stopped; and during the time that it was' actually in the
Court of Mines we can trace"out now that this contumacious objector actually prompted' some
loose characters about Dunolly to go and jump thatelaim, and we had t? go Into court again in
order to exterminate them. None of us were resident on the place, and no houses near that
celebrated Windmill Hill. We were not made aware of this until they were actually down and
at work.· I have just one other suggestion, that if the costs were apportioned and assessed
against 'any frivolous objector,it would be very apt to cure this method of trying to extort from
'
people what is not right.
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325, Do not you know, that in the majority of cases, if a man fails to establish his case
he has to pay the costs of it ?-In this case it ha,d to be entirely borne out of the amount that
the daim sold for.
326. Y Oll wish the costs to be paid by a sui tOI' of the character you described rather
than out of the plant of the company?-I should say so, because the plant belonged to parties
that were willing to go on and work out the mine; an'd I think it was an unfair proceeding of
the judfYe to adjud"e costs afYainst the plant, seeing that the accounts were in no way altered
from th~ir first pl'es~ntation; ~nd I would recommend that action should be taken either by the
warden, or after the sample of the county court pract,ice in Melbourne.
327. Have you any further suggestions to offer to the Commission r-I think I have
nothing more to say. •
The witness withdrew.
Adjourned to To-morrow at eleven o'clock.
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(Taken at Bath's Hotel, Baltaarat.)
TUESD.AY, 9TH SEPTEMBER, 1862.

Present:
The Honorable J. B. HUMFFRAY, M.P., in the Chair;
Professor McCoy,
C. Mollison, Esq.
Mr. D. B. Prit~hard examined.
328. How many years experience have you had in mining matters ?-About seven.
Mr. Pritehard,
9th Bept., 1862.
329. In this country ?-Yes; in quartz mining.
330. How long have you been manager of the Black Hill Company ?-Since its first
commencement in 1859.
.
331. Would you prefer confining your evidence to the history of the operations of that
company, or would you go into the general question ?-Anything with reference to quartz
mining that would be of any assistance to the Commission I would be happy to speak to.
332. Will you make any statement you may desire to the Commission, with regard to
the best mode of developing the mining resources of the country ?-Yes, I have the honor to
lay before you a few observations, derived from my experience, relative to the better development of our quartz lodes. I am of opinion that the failures of such adventures generally have
not arisen from the non-auriferous quality of the quartz, but from the inadequate means'
employed throughout the colony of developing and operating upon mineral resources of such
magnitude. The present system of small companies or' parties of miners, working contracted
areas of ground, with insufficient machinery, and mostly without any systematic regard for the
future, cannot fail to he injurious to the colony generally. It would not be ditllcult to instance
many such companies in this district, who, if not already ceased working altogether, are hopelessly struggling on; whereas, by substituting for a' number of such small parties and quartz
mills, one laege establishment, with well directed capital, the same quartz reef would become a
remunerative Investment. I am of opinion, therefore, that every facility and security should be
given by the law to capitalists investing; and the mine occupied by such large companies
shown should be secure from forfeiture or from being" jumped," unless some good cause could be
for such procedure. The present system of holding the quartz reefs under miners' rights is
not, in my opinion, sufficient security for capitalists; and to ohtain a lease is often an impossibility, as for instance, any small party holdi~g the right to the surface working on any portion
of the ground intended to be leased, can often su.ccessfully oppose the issue of the lease. The
establishment of large mining works would be of great advantRge to the colony in many ways,
as for instance, a large increase in the yield of gold would be sure to follow, mining would
'become less a speculation, a higher class of management would ensure a better system of
working, and thereby greater safety to the miner employed, and the average return to the
individual would be greater than at present-the only difference being that the miner would
receive a steady wage instead of an uncertain result as at present.
333. Would you be good enough to state upon what grounds you base those statements?
-It is from rpy experience at the Black Hills; the difference between a small mill and a large
one.
334. Will you state to the Commission the history of the working of the Black Hill
Company, both. under its first arrangements and under its present ones ?-Under the first
arrangement, with 24 stamps, the average cost of mining and crushing was about 15s. per ton,
and with a large mill and operations upon a larger scale generally, the average cost of mining
and crushing is about 78. 3d. per ton.
335. About one half the cost under the for,mer arrangement ?-Yes; this arrangement
of open cutting at the Black Hill now and the way the Black Hill is worked, would not be
applicable to all quartz reefs in the colony, but still, even for underground mining, there would
not be more than 5s. per ton additional, taking the Ballaarat district as my data for the quartz.
336. What per centage bas the Black Hill Compapy aeen able to pay upon the outlay at
the present time since you commenced to pay dividends at all P-Nearly 30 per cent.
No. 10, G.
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337. What is the total capital of the company ?-The totnl-capital paid up is £24,000.
388. And you have been able to 'dec\:we a dividend of 30 per cent on the outlnf?-Yes.
339. Then the Commission are to understand that the Tesult of your experience is, thai;
reefs that would not pay by being worked by small appliances w'ould make vel'y good return if
worked upon a In.rge scale, such as the Black Hi Ii Company ?-I nm decidedly of that opinion.
340. W.ith regard to the :tdditional cost of 5s. that you mentioned fbI' cI·ushin,c;,.is it your
impression that tIle mechanical nppliances you have now would, in' any locality, do the quartz
crushing for an addit.ional cost of 5s: a ton ?-Five shillings a ton additional to the pl·esent· cost,
would be 12s. 3d., that would be thc whole expensc of woddng any quartz reef in the Ballaarat
district.
34J. Burning the quartz is not used ?-It is not necessary.
342. So that the saving of' that fucl is effected ?-Ycs.
343. Has your experience of quartz reefs in this disll·ict enabled you to form.an opinion
as to the general i}lCt, leaving out small in'pgularities, of whether the quartz reefs al'e richer or
poorer at grmtt depths than they are nearer the s'u r face, tako any given reef?-\Ve have not
been to any great dept.h.
344. At slIch depths as you have been, hayc the .reefs increased 01' diminished in richness ?-Diminished, if anything.
345. Still, howe,ver, you are of opinion that tho small proportion of gold in the quartz at
great depths, by increased cam in the treatment, would yield profitably on.a still btrger scnle
than has over as yet been in pI'acticc III this colony ?-Yes; I believe that the Black Hill will,
in ten ye::irs time, be quite as pl'ofilably worked and as good a claim then as it is 1I0W, because
the better appliances and oheaper labor, and the larger system introduoed, would enable a much
smaller yield to pay thau what pnys now,
"
346. So that in your anticipation you would base your calculations of profit on a rather
poorer quartz and greot quantity, but more careru!ly treated thilll is usnal no.w ?-Yes; working
upon a much larger scale would do good; cl\pitalbts would obtain a hetter per centage for their
money,nnd l11en of great.er capacity would.undertake the management., because theremUllel'ation
would be sufficient to bring them, and it would cause all the workings to be carried out on a
morc systematic and safer plan for the miner ,than ,no\y, is done:; m(lll< now work :their claims too
often without any regard to the futuro.
"
,~
.
34]. Hayti you received any impression as to many of the mines failing to give a profitable return to the capitalists, from ignoram.'e ,(,nd inefficient management ?-Nea:'ly the whole
of them in this district have failed-not from .thcnoll-aul'iferou9 nature of the"qq;t1'tz reefs, but
from mis.maJ;lageiII('lnt and inefficient mai,:hincl,Y.
.
;.
.
.. 348. 1<'1'om what ,):ou Sl1y, you would, Ipok, upon ,it as.,a· great national, benefit ,if. ,your
works wero nmnaged by persons who ll1ade ,it their .busiuess" hav.ing been propel'ly tr.a.ined t.o
the kn.owledge of all the diffe~(;)llt pmt;;lof a minit)g superintendent's duties ?-:-Y.es.. ' '. . l., )-rr:
34Q. It has been suggested that as, in Enghuld. ,it, was fbund a great, advantage to .establis,h a ~nining sc)1001 in cOllllexioll}vit/1 tile milling'!l!,!useU(l), in which pel'l'on$mig/lt.jJe edl,lcated
for the business .of mining superinten.dcnts,-giv:ing.thern informatioll. upon .the ,various ·branches
of surveying, const!'J.~ction, chenlistl'Y, and. geology, <' and· all ,those other branches. having .some
practical application to mining, great benefit to this\ colon;)" might.JolI.ow from adoptillg.,the
same C(jurse of proce~ure ; do,yo.u antieipate, that there would bc mlJ,ch wide"sph~ad be.nefJ.t
from ;the Goycrnment ,establishing a source of infol'mation of that kind-a .I:Ilining. museum1in
whieh all the appliances.)n use if\ win5ng countries elsewhere were to be Reen, and witlA.a
'regular systepIatic course of instruction, the ~llme as thosc. in the Government School of Mines
in Lpndon. What do you think of that ?-,I thiQk it .would he ,of very· great, advantage to .the
mining. interests gen~rally, and I. t4illl>: ,the .Goveqlme~lt certainly ought to g\ve,l1s .ev.ery.,assistancein such matters by introp,ucing a 11111s.eum,.and al s.chool of.mines"whieh 1woul!1 of .cours!3
give many men·inf.ormation wbo .are now without i t . .
"
..•. : ; . '
.
. ",'" 350. YOll.seem. to think, in fac~,. tlt.at, as regards t!le .future of this c.olony,. as .looking. to
the developm!lnt of ·one of~ the gr;eat)'Q.s,qurcc:s-the mineral res.ources-of the \lolo!'!y, it would
afford an openillgfor the regull\r,education of men ,to,emurace the"superiutenden(le .of .mining
.1·
.
:'.
'.
as.a.distinct"business ,or pr.Qfession.?;-Yj:ls.\ t, 1
351. And for .tlmt pqrpose a mining, scbooUn:c(mnexionwith the m.ining museum "Yo u.11l
pe, :you think, )desiralJle?- X<l;J;. I. tl1ink that thQ development. of th<; rruart~ mining ,i,n, ,th1 S
,colony·is of.su(lh, pa1'aplOunt. importance,. ,that, it is scarcely possible ,to·overrut!l the ,aD;lount!of
benefit that would fl.ow to the .<:oloI1Y; by the lllagnificent qua!·tz reefs being c1ev:elo.peil. It}VOllI~
greatlyjuere!!se the.yield, but,·it is impossible't.o be done by working".mine.rs or c.o"operative
companies. ..' .
',~ ,'.. ~ ,.;
.'
.'.
.
352. From want of skill?-Yes, and well directed capital.
. Itt':
,353. X:ou an,ticipate that the gl'eatjlst hopes of continued profitable working of. the quartz
gold nlining ~ould ~epel1.drl\ther '!lpon enel·get.ical a\ld skilful working of the modern:telY;pQ(l,l'
reefs, than , in .th.e anticipation of finding exceedingly rich portions llear the surface, th~! .hay,~
been fam.ous in the old accounts ,pf the colony?:-Yes j I t.hink that as"t.o ,most, of ~'4ose ~eJ'y ~:ich
reefs the eyes of those ha\'e been pickcd out as it were alt'eady t.o a great exteut..
,", .... 1..
. , 354, D,o,you imagin~ that those vcry dell portions were generally glos.!l. to. the surface?I have always found ,themjso, in my experienee in 'quart,z mining, that.,the ..richest'p'ortio.J:Is,.y've}i~
.nearest t!;le surfuce, or the.<:ap 0(' the reef, as it.is called.: "
. \ "; I,· ,:'·",'.:rq .. 1
355. S~ill; putting t.hat aside, the moderately.poor qUal·tz. would, in your"P.piniop".atflm1
an almost vnlimited s.ouree .of weaLt.h for. a .very gl'cai, length of tin.l,e, it' ,worked by perl;lons who
had been prop!lrly. educated to un,det:stand the different branches:.of ·the ,miJ:\ing, prqee~s'?;-;17Y:~S,
T'

2'1
if worked under good management, I have no doubt of it. With sufficient eapital it will be an
immense source of 1'e\-enuo yet.
'
356. With quartz which, by many previous companies, has been: considered of little value?
Yes; quartz lieers that are now lying unworked.
'
,
357. Is the cost of managing large companies quite a~ little as of managing smal1 ones?
There is vel"V little difference.
, 358. "Ha\'e you found in your experience that the failure of companies to secure a profit~
able return arises as much from the ignorance of the miners of tbe true ptinciples of mining
operations as from bad financial management ?-Generally, the bad finl1::Jcial management has
been the cause.
359. 'l'aking..into account the had appliances?-Yes.,
.
360. or c09rse yOll are awarc that a gl-eat muny companies thoughthey would know how
to use the machinel-y are unable to getit?-Yes, many working parties who would be able to
work machinery if they got it, cannot get it. All companies that are not working in the same
way HS the Black Hill Company are not getting the whole of the quartz; they are only operating
on picked portions of the mine, and leaving the great bulk to be worked hereafter, and that great.
bulk, in my opinion, would be more profita1)ly worked by large companies, even taking into
consideration what has been got from the picked portions previously.
361. You suggested just now that the parties were in too great a hurry, that they picked
out the good portions of the reef, that they worked the ground unduly therefore?-Yes.
3-62. Would it be any benefit to the mining interests of this country if there were some
restrictions as to the Illode of working the ground under established regulations; for instance,
under the supervision of mining inspectors-would that be beneficial or otherwise ?-I do 'not
see how it would be possible, unless there were an immense number of inspectors.
. 363. Supposing, for instance, dmt parties took tip ground under mining laws or mining
leases, and that 011C of the conditions was that they should work the ground and clear out all tho
quartz in that gronnd, and not pick the eyes out, and so perhaps unfit the ground for Hny subsequent operations, leaving a large pm-t of the public wealth undeveloped thereby, would such a
system work in that case ?-I think it might be done in some cas,es; but I do not see how any
rules could be IHi~ down as regards quartz lodes, as they do not run sufficiently regular to enable
anyone to lay down a rule all through this district.
364. \;Vould mining inspectors be of use in regar!! to any regulations respecting the
machinery employed, as to the mode of Hmbering dl'ives for instance, or any appliances of that.
kind?-Yes; a mining inspector would be of advantage that way, such as seeing that the
mine was worked with due regard to the lives of the men, and that the machinery was good.
The boilers, for instance, they should be put to It hydraulic test every twelve months, that would
be a Vel'Y simple matter. If the government hod a small hydraulic machine in each of tho
principal districts, it could be'used by each company.
365. You would make it incumbent upon the companies to do it ?:-Yes, every twelve
months, under the supervision of the inspector, that would save a great deal of risk now incurred
'by the b o i l e r s . '
,
366. Do you thinl, the public safety and'the general good would'require that 'the miner!
;
should a.ffordaccess to a Government inspector, in such cases as you mention, with liberty at all
reasonable times to enter the works r-Yes; I think the Government inspector ought to have
full power to enter the works, at all hours, night Hnd day.
'
367; And that no mine owners should have power to refuse admission to those inspectors
'in the discharge of their duties, having the general public ·health or 'Y,elfare in vi2.w?-I think
they o\lghtto have full power to enter at any time, at l1ny moment.
368. You do not snppose that any reasonable objection could be made by any of the
mining companies, any objection, that is, touching their desire for secrecy and otherwise, such as
would overweigh the' public value of giving access' to those Government inspectors at any time
they thought it desirable to visit tliose works ?~No, I think nothing should" stand in the way of
tIle Government inspectors.'
,;
,"
369. What has been the ascertained cause of the majority of the accidents that have
occurred ot! Ballaarat; have they arisen from well asc,ertained causes, such as neglect?'Principally from neglect. "
"
370; Do.you,think, if tliere had been supervision, such as would, exist under the power
of visit by mining inspectors, many of those chances or casualties would have been taken away
or lessened ?~It would have a tendency that way, to lessen those chances of accidents; persons
would be more particular then:" '., ...."
'.
371. Do you think there would be much hostility on the part' of the m.ining_ body
generally to supervision of that kind ?-;-I·think there would not be any~
,
.
, " '372. It would 110t be considered an unjust interference on the parVof the Government ?No, it would be an advantage to them,;liecause parties going into a tliing- of th~ kind would
have better faith; -as it is' now, I).' mill may be. blown up any momen:t;- and the whole thing
ruineq by the ignorance or culpability of the workmen, and it would also introduce a better class
of-men.into the 'charge of the machinery: than at present; now, very often' accidents arise from
'the ·ignorance of the man (as well :as from neglect) in 11'Ot understanding ,the firing, or from not
.having sufficient knowledge of the engille he drh!es.·' ,'.
, ,. '.
373. Would it be interfering too much with mining operations; to make it necessary that
·every man who shoull) be permitted. to m'anage 11 steam.' engine that was reither in connection
with quartz mills 01' deep shafts; s}{ould.havo a ticket of efficiency given him before he should
be allowed to 'be engaged, as a gual'anteo to "the public of the capability of the workmen
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employed, au"d to capitalists who ~ight invest their money; that the engine and the works were
under the supervision of competent men 7-1 do not approve of that plan ..
374. Would you allow every company to appoint men merely by the whim of a majority,
whether incompetent men or otherwise, to take charge of the engines and machinery ?-In case
of neglect or any accident, I would hoM the company responsible for damages in some way.
375. Do you not think it would be wiser to try and lessen the chances of these casualties
by insisting upon having competent men who had passed through an ordinary examination, such
as would be sufficient t() show the man knew how to manage and work a steam engine ?-I
think it would tend to raise their wages, and I do not think the companies generally would
.
approve of that plan.
376. You think they would consider it an unjust interference with their,management?Yes.
377. You would rather make them liable to heavy damages in case of accident ?-In case
of anything happening from neglect, as it is in England, the manager in charge should be liable,
/
to a certain extent.
378. Would there be much difficulty ill your opinion in requiring those mining companies
making'extensive underground drives to fi1rllj~h a return to a local 'office in the district, or to
send in a plan on which they ,vould plot tLu extent and direction' of their works at stated
intervals ?-They would not like to incur the cx:pense, in the generality of cases, to do that.
379. According to your previous answer, great benefit would arise from having a regular
system of instruction given to the mining managers in future. The most elementary part of it
would be giving them a knowledge of dialing, under and overground surveying, sufficient to plot
the works for the purposes-of public safety. It would of course be very important that registers
should be kept of all works, so that it might be known hereafter where a mine, ruter it had been
. abandoned, was. Do you see any serious (lifIiculty that, might be reasonably urged against
demanding a periodical plotted return of the direCtion,and extent of all the underground workings?
- I think it would be almost impracticable with the present small undertakings or small companies
now working the quartz reefs; it would not be possible for them to give anything me a proper
plan of the ground because the generality of them are working in such a very small way and in
so many places,
380. Would it be desirable for the country, say ten years hence, to have in a public
office a record of old workings, so that when new mines were sunk they would know exactly
where about to expect old workings full of water ?-Yes, when mining is carried on sufficiently
extensive to be able to do it, it. would be a .very great advantage to have it, but under the
present system I do not see what benefit it could be or how it could be done. ,In fact, it would
'
be almost impracticable to do it.
a81. Such a series of documents, must, of course, be commenced at a very early period to
be useful when that outlay would come practically into play. You imagine that such plotted
records of those underground workings would be useful for the public safety hereafter. Taking
that to be so, what is your idea of the way in which the' Government of the country, acting for
the public welfare and public benefit, could obtain those. You have just stated that you did
not think companies could be asked to plot and make those returns themselves, from the great
incompetency of the persons who cond,ud those worl~s. Are you of opinion that Government
might be asked to employ surveyors to get this information, or what other means would you
suggest for obtaining and registering those underground workings ?-I think the mining registrar might make plans and returns if required., There are mines that have works sufficiently
extensive to be worth while to do it, but the greater portion of them, as I said before, are
working on such a small scale that it cannot be of any advantage to anyone hereafter, because
the little they do is a mere nothing, and it must be quite immaterial as to the work hereafter
'
whether there is a hole there or not.
38'4. Of course if the works are small, the trouble of plotting a map, so to speak, would
be small likewise ?-Yes; but it would be almost as much trouble to the surveyors to go to a.
small one and malm a survey as it would be to a large one; the large one would be only a little
more extensive work. The actual time of doing it would be very little more, and the cost would
be nearly the same.
,
383. Are you aware, that with regard to the coal mines, that of late years it has been
found necessary, as a measure for the public safety, to require return's of so many yards driven in
a week, east or west or north or south or however it might be l -Y e s . '
,
384. Such returns being made to the mining record office, there would be very little
difficu1ty if men were driving a gallery by compass underground, or by dial, and no very great
trouble to say how many yards, and,towards which part of the compass they have been driving;
do you not think, that the a1lvantages of applying this system here would be great compared
with the trouble or expense of doing it, or in what way would you suggest the work should be
done ?-I do not see much advantage in it at the present time. Hereafter, when fewer companies
are working OIl a larger scale, it will be necessary to have it, but I cannot see the use or
necessi ty of it now.
,
385. You are aware that in the evidence taken with regard to the accidents in the
English coal mines, previous to the introduction of this system in, England, following the old
custom on the Continent, it was very strongly animadverted upon that the Government had
allowed workings to go on for so many years without making these records, which would remain
upon paper, of the direction of the old workings; and that it was very strongly urged that
such arrangements should be made' as would secure a record of the direction and extent ,of th~
workings ?-It may be very desirable at home, but I cannot see how it could be' done here
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without' calisi~g I a large 'expenditure. 'For instance, 'the mining surveyor of our district would Mr. Pritchard,
not be able to make a plan and record of each particnlar work without its taking the whole of 9dIC~~~~6:1.
his time to do that alone, I should say, because the workings are continnally being altered;
claims'are constantly changing ,hands, ruJd each"'party often' goes, into a different part of the
mine, and then, probably; they may have 'not worked a' ,week be,£ore a portion of it has fallen
in, which would prevent the surveyor "'going there. ,I do not see how anything could arise out
of it that would be reliable.
•
386. Still you think it would. be desirable to Ido it, provided':the information could be
secured·without putting the companies to expense ?-As' to all large companies I do, but I do
not see how it would be any advantage where the workings were above' the water level of the
country, to have· those plans made;' It would be of advantage on any well defined lode or mine
• that is being worked in anything like 'a systematic manner.
387.' Upon the general principle that the· public want this information, would it not be
fair to call upon the public to pay for it rather than upon the owners of the mines ?-Yes ..
388. If the ,inspeetors appointed to view the machinery from time to time and to see that
it is guarded as far as possible against 'accidents, were 'sworn to secrecy, do you think the miners
would have any objection to their entering all the different parts of the mines ?-I do not see
how any company could have any objection, without their being sworn to secrecy; the officer
himself should be sufficient guarantee as acting honorably.
389. Has not it occasionally come to your knowledge from hearsay or otherwise that
mining companies would drive to an unauthorized extent and in some unauthorized direction, or
to drive beyond their supposed boundaries, which they might desire to conceal from the authorities ?-Not in quartz mining .. Of course, parties might do something of that kind, but it is
very seldom anything of that sort is done now.
'
390. You think there should be no protection for rogucry r-I do. '
391. In the case of any company desiring to drive beyond its legitimate boundaries, under
roads for instance,or under public buildings, or in 'various other directions in which it would be
against the public welfare that they should be permitted to do so, do you think that in such
Cases a great opposition' would be made to ~nspection by a mining inspectod-I do think so.
There would be opposition, of course, when parties had encroached on others.
392. But you would not think it unreasonable that the inspection should take place ?There should be nothing standing in the way of the mining inspectors.
393. In the view of s~ch cases, you think the law'should give power to mining inspectors
appointed by the Government, to visit all workings of this sort and ascertain their direction rYes.
394. What do' you find to be the practice in your district here with regard to withdrawing
the timber and supports necessary for the safety of mines before the abandonment of the mines.
In the case of any company determining to abandon a mine, what is your experience ,as to the
course they pursue with regard to the timbering. Do they 'not frequently extract timber and
other suppOrts when ~hey determine to abandon a mine which are really necessary for the upholding of the excavation ?-The timber of the district is so inferior that in eighteen months
after it has been under ground, it is almost useless, and, in the gcnerality of cases I have seen,
they leave the timber in, because it is not worth extracting, that is in quartz mining.
395. Does it render any support after having been in the ground for eighteen months?
--Very l\ttle. The ground has, in all probability, settled beforc that.
396. Unless it has been re-timbered as they have gone on ?-Yes, unless it has been
kept well up; they do not put in sufficient timber to support it properly.
397. Do you think that companies abandoning mines should be required to make such
arrangements as would prevent any cxt,ensive settling of the ground from the failure, in course
of time, of rotten wooden supports of that kind ?~I do not.
398. You a,re aware that in the coal districts, for instance, they are required to do so?Yes, I am quite aware of that at home, but it does not apply here. I think the mining here
generally is on such a very small scale in comparison, that it is quite a different thing altogether.
399. The drives are smaller ?-Yes, very much smaller, and the companies genet:ally do·
not timber for maintenance; they merely timber as a temporary support whil~ the claim is being
worked, and as soon as that portion of the claim gives way they remove to another portion.
,
400. Do you not think thcy should be compelled to timber sufficiently, under pl"oper
inspection ?-I think it would tend to prevent the development of the mining resources of the
country.
401.' Take Ballaarat West, at the top of those extensive mines g~ing on here; do you not
think there should be some power to insist upon the proper timbering of those drives which
would be likely in time to endanger the surface, lest, otherwise, some of our finest buildings.
might tumble down .some day ?-Yes.
402. Under public buildings you think that there ought to be the ~eans to compel them
to timber, under the supervision of an inspector ?-Yes.
'
403. Stowing a drive, for instance ?-Filling them up would be better than timbering them.
404. In many cases they do throw the old mullock back?-Yes.
. 405. Have you known any instances of Ballaarat workings where the ground has given
way above any of the drives ?-I cannot say that I do.
"
406. You have spoken of the insecurity of tenure of claims held under miners' rights?

-Yes.
407. Is that owing to their being liable to be declared forfeited ?-Yes.
fourteen days, I think is the bye-law.
_No. 10, H.
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408. Have you thought of any better system by which that difficulty might be got over,

91il~':'~62. and the hardship obviated ?-I have not.

409. Do you think it would be a good principle to introduce, that instead of any claim
being forfeited in the first instance for non-working or other cause, a fine should be proposed,
that is, a moderate fine instead of forfeiture ?-I do not feel myself competent to give an opinion
on that) but I think anything tending to give to the capitalist more security would tend to bring
more capital into mining. Parties holding now unp.er a miner's right, knowing that they ai'e
liable to lose their claim by its being left unworked for fourteen days, do not feel secure.
.
410. You have arrived at thtl, conclusioll that the present system is not satisfactory?- It is not sufficiently satisfactory to inlluce capitalists to come in.
.
'411. If a fine were proposed in the first instance for breach of the law with reference to
the working of a claim, instead of forfei~ure, do you 'think that money could be more easily ,
borrowed upon the claim when the lender would have power to step in and redeem the claim by ,
paying the fine ?-I should s:ty so
,
412. Do you think it would give greater security of tenure ?-I think it would.
413. What is the greatest depth of the sinkings of the quartz in Ballaarat ?-A little
under 300 feet.
414. Is that below the water level ?-Yes.
415. Is there any system of co-operative qrainage of reefs in the Ballaarat district ?-No.
416. How do they manage'l-Each works for himself. We are not troubled with water
to any great extent in Ballaarat in the quartz reefs.
417. llave you any ob~ervation to make with reference to the document called the miner's
rigj1t ?-No, I have not.
. .
418. Are you aware that if a person forgets to renew his miner's right, or rather to take
out.a fresh one, although he may have a claim worth £500, he cannot sue before the warden, or
in the court of mines, to recover his claim or obtain relief?-I am not aware of that. It is the
financial part of our company's arrangement, which I do not interfere with, and I have not given
much consideration to it.
419. Do you think it would be a good thing to establish a mining school on each
the
principal gold fields, with the view of teaching the actual working miners a better system of
working; to show them by plans, and models, and diagrams improved means of working, or
would you prefer a central school in Melbourne, or bOth ?-I should ,say a central school in
Melbourne would be better, because I do not see how individual miners would be much benefited
by it.
420. Have you ever considered the question of a local government assay, with the view
of giving the gold on the gold fields a definite value ?-I imngine it would be an advantage to
have it; but I have not considered the matter.
421. Have you considered the. question of the d~sirability or otherwise of continuing the'
existence of the mining boards, or have you thought over that subject at all ?-No; I have not
given it any consideration.
422. You have not considered whether it is desirable or otherwise' that a power should
exist in any local bodies to decide the area of ground with regard to the miner's right, or the
conditions of forfeiture or otherwise? - I think it would be better to rest with the Government
more directly than with any mining board.
423 .. Have you considered the subject of having a uniform code ,of bye-laws ?-I think it
would be advisable, but. I have not cpnsidered the matter. I have confined my attention almost
entirely to the management and ~arrying out of the works connected with'the Black Hill Company.
124. You have confined your attention more to the practical working than the legal
arrangements necessary for managing the company?-Yes, that is left with the chairman in our
case.
425. Have you· given any attention to the subject of the jurisdiction of the warden ?-I
have not.
426. Would you feel any objection to stating to the Commission sor:nething descriptive of'
the nature of the works of the Black Hill Company, of which you llre manager, as to its extent,
the nature of the material which you work, the way in which you work it, the number of men
you employ, the wages you pay, and any ohservations which strike you, as to the difference of
wages 'at different periods, the nature and cost of your machinery, and the methods of keeping it
in action, with its cost, and the relation which all those expenses bear to the profits; and also
tho average yield of the material from which you extract this profit, and generally your satisfaction or otherwise with the process which you employ for extracting gold frOID the material
at yonI' command ?-I would put it on paper, if that would be of any advantage to the Commission, or I have a published account of it in the Mining Record, which I furnished exactly as
it is, and perhaps it ,mild answer the purpose if I read that.
427. Do so ?-It is follows : .

or

AREA. TITLE, AND POSITION.-The extent of ground held by the anove-name company comprises altogether about 40 acres, being by far the larger portion of the Black Hill. It is divided into five blocks by small
intervening daims. wrought by private parties; those blocks are severally distinguished as the Western,
Crown. Main. Southern, amI Northern claims. With the exception of the latter, these claims are all connected
by tunnels, nermission to drive through being granted by the owners of one of the intervening properties, in
consideration of a small annual payment. The ground is held partly on lease, and partly by miners' rights.
The Black Hill is immediately to the north of Ballaarat, and rises up from the Yarrowee Creek with a bold
precipitous front,. to the height of 240 to 250 feet. The summit comn;Jauds a very extensive and magnificent
view of the township aUlI a large portion of the surroun<1ing district.
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WORlUNGs.-A portion only of the company's ground is being worked at present, the management con- Mr. Pritchard,
centrating the entire force, as much as possible, to eeonomise the workings in every way. The men employed 91.hcontinuea,
Sept.. 1862.
arc engaged entirely UPOil the Main and Crown claims. The hill has been pierced on two sides by tunnel8 feet wide by 7k feet high; on the south for the conveyance of quartz to the mill, and on the west for runs
ning out the mullock to embankments. These tunnels are 2500 (lincal) feet altogether, and iron rails 30 Ibs.
to the yard are laid down to all parts of the mine, for carrying large waggons that are calculated to hold three
tons each. The quartz is separated into multitudinous spurs or veins by intervening seams of slate and sandstone, occasionally large blocks of quartz being mee with. The excavations are carried on in lifts, gradually
reducing the hilL The main tunnel (at 120 feet below the summit of the hill) is driven to the centre of the
Crown claim; and il.'t a distance in of about 400 feet, a branch tunncl to the west is carried in about 100 feet
to the centre of the Main claim. At the extremity of each of these tunnels, shafts with closed doors have
been put down from the workings above. 'Waggons are filled from these, in trains or sets, and proceed from
thence to the mill shutes, in charge of a breaksman; the gradient of the tunnels varying from 1 in 100 to
1 in 120. Horses follow behind the trains, and return with the ef!lpties back again to the tunnel shafts. The
facilities for the conveyance of quartz and rubble are such that 500 tons daily could be delivered with the
greatest ease at the mill, if required. The tunnels to the west, for running out the mullock, arc short in
comparison with the main tunnel, and are put in to suit the different lifts or levels. At one place a mullock
embankment has been thrown out at least 60 feet in height at its greatest distance from the cutting. On the
west side of the Crown claim, a tunnel from Black Hill Gully is being driven, by contract, on a level with,
and to meet the main tunnel running nOIth and south. The present workings in each of the two claims are
about an average depth of 50 feet, and the quartz veins altogether about 100 feet in width.

The quartz is about 100 feet from east to west in width, but between these quartz veins there
are seams of slate and sandstone which have to be separated from them, and which all goes to
the embankment, while the quartz goes to the mill direct.
}<'I1fANCE, DIVIDENDS, &c. (taken from the half-yearly report, ending 30th June).-During the first
three months, ending 3eth March, from one or other cause and opening out the mine, there was an apparent
loss of £212. The second quarter showed a deeide(l improvement. The crushing averaging 1,000 tons weekly,
gave a monthly profit of £563, or for the three months of £1,689 Is. 3d., being equal to about 30 per cent. per
annum on the capital invested.
.

1 may mention about the first three months, that there was quite as much profit made in the
first three months as the second, but instead of being put down to profit it went down to the
capital account ...
Amount available for dividends, according to accounts, £1,559 lIs. 8d. This admitted of a dividend
of £6 per share, after paying which there would be a balance left of £119 !ls. 8a. The yield of gold for the
fortnight ending July lOth, amounted to 280 ozs 4 dwts.
TilE CRUSHING MACH1NERY.-The mill, of which we gave a brief description in the seventh number of
this journal, is placed at 200 feet below the summit of the hill, and about 40 feet above the Yarrowee Creek. The
~ngine has a double cylinder of 100 horse-power, and is supplied with steam from four boilers, each 25 feet by 5?!
feet. Three boilers only are ordinarily used. the remaining one being reserved for emergencies. such as when the
others require cleaning out. &c. The batteries are six in number, of ten stamps each, worked on the rotatory
principle. The cams and discs are made of wrought iron. and steeled; the shanks (turned) revolving in whit<l
metal guides. Weight of each stamp, 7 cwt.; lift, 9 inches. The batteries are provided with self feeding shutes
that answer admirably. The stamp boxes have outlets on each side. Wire gratings, having 120 holes to the inch,
lire the kind used.
AMALGAMATION.-A small quantity of quicksilver (aboul a tablespoonful) is placed in each stamp box
twice daily. Ripple boxes. ou the Port Phillip Company's plan, are placed next to the stamper boxes both back
and front, and these are again succeeded by blanket tables. The blankets arc changed every eight hours, and
washed with hot water. The very excellent arrangement for affecting all this with the smallest possible labor. we
took the opportunity of referring to in out former notice of the company. The stuff collected from them is
revolved in barrels, in the proportion of 70b Ibs. of the stoff to 3001bs. of quicksilver. with sufficient hot water
for proper amalgamation. The steam from the exhaust is taken every advantage of, and hot water is used as far
as practicable wherever it is found to be more effective.
FOUNDRY.-All stamps, false bott{)ms, and waggon wheels are made on the premises, of the best material
that can be obtained for the purpose. This is the meaI).S of effecting a considerable saving. The entire cost of
the furnace, building and aU apparatus has not exceeded £135. According to the report of the directors and
managers, the cllstings are of a better description, and the saving is equal to 50 per cent., or a total saving of
£500 per annum.
WATER SUPPLY.-Three reservoirs, holding collectively one and a half million of gallons of wilter, are
constructed in the fi~t adjoining the Yarrowee Creek, from whence the supply is obtained; an adit conveys the
water to the stamp house. and a double 13 inch plunger pump is employed to fill the two tanks holding 7,OuO
gallons of water. Pipes leading from these tanks convey the necessary element to all parts of the establishment.
Additional storage reservoirs are just now in course of construction for the summer supply. At the time of our
inspection. the Yanowee was flowing past, surcharged with the late rains, a perfect torrent; the holding capabilities
of the first mentioned three re,gervoirs being taxed to their utmost.
LABOR A:r-'D WAGEs.-The number of men employed by the company is 90; about 35 being at work on
the the Main claim, and about 30 on the Crown claim; the others are distributed about the mill and different parts
of the works. The getters, or those engaged in quartz and rubble, are paid 8a. per day of nine hours; laborers,
78. 6d. per day; foremen, 8s. 3d. to 9s. per day; and the overseer, 90s. per week.
HORSEs.-Follr horses alt{)gether are employed in the mine, drawing trucks.
STATlsncs.-Average weekly consumption of firewood. 150 tons; average quantity of stuff passed
through the mill weekly, 1,000 tons; average yield for past six months, 2 dwts. 18 grs. per ton i average cost
(mill expenses), 28. tOd. per ton; ayerage cost (mine expenses), 4s. 2d. per ton; average cost of delivering stuff
from the mine to the mill. !ltd. per ton.
REMARKs.-The Black Hill Company was originated by six Ball"'arat capitalists, who purcha,ged an engine
and erected 12 stamps as an experiment. This was in the year 1859, a time when 6 dwts. per ton was considered
the smallest yield that would be remunerative. Prior to this, the miners on the Black Hill were without crushing
mills, tbe method resorted to for extracting the gold from the richer veins (thE only ones then wrought) was to
pound the qnartz with hammers, and wash and cradle it. It was soon proved that crushing at 208 per ton left a
good margin, after paying all working expenses, sufficient to remunerate the proprietors for the outlay of their
money. During the time the leasehold ground was being prospected. the mill was employed crushing for the
public, and the yields from the neighboring claims were so satisfactory as to Jead to' the erection of mills in. the
neighborhood by other companies. Gradually, however, by purchasing various interests held by indivi(lual miners.
the greater portion of the hill passed into the possession of the Black Hill Company. One claim, 46 feet in
length, and heJd by two men, was purchased for .£2000, and others at different prices. An additional battery of
12 stamps making 24 in all was ereeted. During the two years this mill was in operation. 30,000 tons of quartz
were reduced. averaging a fraction over 5 dwts. of gold ·per tOll. Twelve months ago it was decided by the
original proprietors to erect a larger mill, and instead of undergronnd mining. as pursned hitherto, to open the
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Mr. Pritcbard, hill at the surface, and otherwise proceed on a much larger scale. "To meet this outlay, ,80 shares were di.sposed of
, conJinlJed,
at £ 100' each:·a::I.td the new works ,vere completed 'in the early part of January of this year, We are indebted for

9Ui Sopt., 1852.

thesil particulars to the secretary of the company, who has kept qar~ful records of the cost of successive operations
iIi tli~ min>;l 'from' the ,first staI;ting of the undertaJ>.jng. Much hilS been said about the low average that has been
made to pay in ,this mine:, The same remarks; 'hmvever, would apply that we used in reference to t.he New Persevcrence Co.'s 'operations in last month's issue,-viz., that such works partake morc of the nature of quarrying or
excavating, and cannot fairly be compared with what is' more legitimately termed 'mining in other districts. But
we may. state, no pretensions to the contrary are ever made by'the management. The company have a small
mountajn to deal with, 250 feet in height, and, in defiance of the well-known adage, have determined, like enterprising individ1,lals" tl:!llt the mountain shall come to Mahomet (that must be, or ought 00 be the name of the
engine), 'notwithstanding all the objections the mountain may be suppose!i to entertain to being so ignominiously
handled; . The scale of magnitude on which these works are conddcted is more after the fashion of 'railway works,
and the 'system ,pursu'}d is in fact the only one the mine admits of to be worked with economy, Embankments are
thrown .out ,on the onll side f9r the stowage of mullock, and in another direction large trucks of quartz and rubble
are conveyed by" tramway, and tipped into the mill passes. The, whole control of these surface >yorks is placed in
the hands of an ,overseer who lias been a contractor 'on railways,. and has had a great deal of experience' on
railway works. The men breaking out tlie quartz and rubble 'are milled getters, and not miners, and those wheeling
away the stuff in barrows on planks to the tunnel shafts are tenned laborers. Before el'ooting their present
extensive machinery, the Black Hill Company, put down a shaft in th)3ir own ground in thc centre of the Yartowee
'Flat to ascertain whether tp.e lode co,ntinucd. thl'ough their property at any depth.

That is a mistake. All those remarks are the Editor's additional observations, I merely gave
him the information as to the statistics of wages and labor a.nd all those thiugs.
Capital, £30,000, in 300 shares of £100 each. Paid-up Capital, £24,000, in 240 shares of £100 each:

428. How many tons a day do you crush ?-About a 1000 tons a week.
,
429., Had 'You any other process on ,trial before yon arrived J;tt your present arrangement?
-In the amalgamation?
.
. '
430. Both for ci:ushing and amalgamating ?-Nothing but stampers for crushing.
431. The same kind of stampers ?-No, the Cornish stamper-square stamps with iron
. . '"
.
shanks and V guides.
432. Would 'you have the kindness to state the' impression which youltave as to the
relative value of the rotating and those square iron sllanked stamps ?-The revolving stamps
are preferable In every way-they are easier kept in orde.r, they 'cost less for wear and tear, and
are worked with less friction; and I am of opinion 'tha~ an engine will reduce more quartz
driving revolving. stamps than square stamps, althoIH~'h', the stamp of .nine' (9) inches square
would crush more quartz thall the round stamp of the same (viz., nine inches) diameter.
433. Simply from 'occupying the whole of the bO'x,' that is, the whole of the bed ?-Yes.
434. While the corners of course are omitted' in the circular section of the round
stampers ?-Yes.
.' .
' "
435. Have you satisfied yourself that the same weight of metal, in the form of a circular
revolving stamp, 'driven by the same power will on' the whole crush more than the square
stamp ?-I mean that the same engine would drive a gre,at,er number, and therefore crush more
quartz with.rev9lving stamps than with square stamps; that is my experience at the Black Hill.
,.436. ,There ,is another point of considerable interest, which you no ,doubt have heard of, it
is, that a very enormous reward should be offered in Englund' for the best method of 'extracting
gold from the matrix; are YQ\l 'of opinion, f'fom your assaying exp,erif!rice, that .you get, all 9r
nearly all the gold thllot is in ,the matrix by your present;,prqcess [-We lose gold without doubt;
but a very sm¥l portion of free gold. The principal ;pol'tion of it is gold in connection with
the pyrites or'through the quartinot being crushed finer, but that which we lose would, hot pay
for the cost of obtaining.'
',",:.','
"
"
.', ", ,',
437. So ~hat you would say you know perfectly well how much gold you lose and that
you lose it willingly in sight of the great expense that it would be to obtain it ?-Yes.
438. 'But you believe that' hI" your present process; 01' by'such obvious mOdifications of it
as your own knowledge of the subject would suggest, 'you would be enabled. to obtain all the
gold if you thoug~t it profitable to :do so ?'-'-.We eould. gt:;t a greater quantity; we shC!uld, hqw:;
ever, always lose a little, but, by reducing it finer and, .taking precautions by more blanketing,
we could savea·greater quantity, but the quantity, saved would not pay the 90st of getting 'it.
439. Your impression is. t~at your present' meth<i.u of extraeting the gold bY' blankets and
revolving stampers, would sufficiently extract all ~:ge': nj,etal required, without, calling upo.n
Gov:ernment. to offer a reward of £30,000, as is suggested, for the discovery of a new method ?-'I

Y~

.

440. ,As a chemist aridassayer you' are satisfied wi~h the meth~4s. at your disposal ?-I
do not profess to be a chemist and assayer, but fr.om my. experience I am satisfieq·that ~he best
principle that has been. adopted in ,the colony is the one 'adopted by us-it is the result of all our
trials. We have tried almost every patent and new process that has corne out in the colony,
and after trying 'the whole of .~liem we liave'qome to the c'Ohclusionthat there is nothir~g better
than the pl~n we adopt', similar to the Port ,Philljp Company, wit? blank~ts and ripple boxes.. '
441. But yo~, have made some assays satisfYing you of the actual quantity of gold 10
your material ?:-We have had assays made·both in. Melbourne and in Ballaarat and in London,
and I cannot conceive that the assays are any criterion ',to go by, the quaritity, is so small, it is
impossible to take it as. any criterio~ of. the l~ss., '",
'J". :,',
442. B.ut,;what Is.the average YIeld ,of. the materIal ~you are ,now workmg ?-Twoand
three-fourths dwts. to the ton.
,,'.
'. I
.. ,
443. From your atuily'tical experiments do you 'feer satisfie(i that the revolving ,amalgamating barr.ela used after the blankets,' and these quicksil~er rippl~s, 'and th~,preflent st:u;oping
arrangements."giye you ,as. much ,in fact as ,you desire' of the gold from the material, WIthout

"':.2

' ",: ,.'
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seeking for any entirely new process by calling upon Government to offer these enormous
,
rewards ?;r- Yes, we are satisfied with the present process.
444. Have you made any estimate of the losses through those foreign substances, the
pyrites and so on ?-:"We are not troubled with them at the Black Hill, to any extent, the gold
is very clear from them.
'
,
445. Then it is not true, as has been stated, that you are supposed to lose at least onehalf of the gold that is got out of the mountain ?-The assays do not prove so.
446. You say you have tried the various experiments that have been suggested, have
you included in that'list the dry stamping of the quartz ?-No, I have not; it was done in the
:first commencement of the quartz crushing of the colony, but I have not seen it earried out
since.
447. Have you made any experiments at the Black Hill, or other works, with regard to
that; have you ever watched the process to satisfy your own mind by anY'correct data as to the
result ?-No.
448. Therefore you cannot say whether you do or do not lose gold by bringing the
quartz in contact with water ?-We lose gold, undoubtedly.
449. But you think that that arises from a skin being formed around the gold, which
prevents its amalgamation with the quicksilver ?-Where the gold is very fine, the water will
.
take away 'some small portion of the gold, no doubt.
450. But would it interfere to any material extent in the process of amalgamation with
the quicksilver ?-Yes, the current of water would interfere with the process of amalgamation,
but the advantages of the ;'vater in getting through such a large quantity counterbalances, I
imagine, the loss, and the dry crushing would be so limited in quantity that I do not see how it
,would be possible to make it pay unless some new plan was patented or devised.
451. In looking ovet· the list of subjects before you which the Commission are enquiring
into, are there any amongst the number upon which you have any observations to make, or have
you considered auy of them beyond what you have already stated ?-No, I think not; there is
nothing more than what I have stated; I am principally connected with the carrying on of the
works, and consequently I have devoted my attention to that; the financial part is left to the
chairman, and that, I think, ought always to be the case; the two should be divided-the
professional from the financial department--in all large works.
, 452. All matters of dispute between your company and some of the adjoining claims
have been attended to by the chairman ?-Yes.
453! Did you try the amalgamated copper plates as at the Clunes ?........Yes.
454:Would you state your experience in that respect ?-Our gold on the Blaek Hill is
mostly coarse gold, with very little fine 'gold in it. The copper plates are not suitable for coarse
gold, they are more suitable' for fine gold, but we ha,ve always found, even with our finest gold.
that' the bll~nkets at the end of them always took up sufficient to,pay for the blanket being
laid down.
'
,
'455. What 'is the length and angle of inclination of your blankets ?-An inch.to the foot.
456. And what is the length~that is the whole length from the stamps to the end?Fourteen feet.
457; Do you find gold'on the last or lowest of those blankets ?~We find gold, but very
trifling, in fact very little more than is sufficient to pay.
458. How often is the blanket washed ?-Every eight hours.
459. What do you calculate the expense of washing the blanket to be-each blanket?The cost of each blankebvashing is a trifle over a farthing per blanket.
"
460. And what is the value of the gold on that after eight hours ?-I cannot speak to
that ftom recollection.
461. Does this lower' blanket retain a kind of gold that would not be retained by the
amalgamated plates?-The class Of' gold is very nearly the same in all the blankets; from the
b~ankets generally it is so',fine that it cannot be perceived by the naked eye.
462. Where'do'you find the most gold ?-We find on the average 70 per cent. in the
' , '
'
stamp boxes.
' , ' , , '.
'
463. Have'you moveable iron beds ?-Yes.
464. Do you find gold 'under those beds r-ETnder them and around them; we have the
beQ.s placed on three inclies of 'quartz metal, and 'i0 per cent of the gross yield we obtain on an
a>:erage, from 'the stamp boxes, ,25 per cent. on an avcrage from the quicksilver ripple, and 5 per
cent. off the blankets. ", ""!' , , '.
465. And, of that 5 per cent., how much' is on. the first'strike of blankets ?-I should
say about three per cent.
,
'466. Is there anything else that occurs to you to stater-Nothing else that I am aware of.
,
, The witness withdrew.,
'
..

t
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Mr. PrItchard,

con.'imud,

9th Sept., 1862.

'

Townsend Mc;oermot~, Esq:, examined.
" 'J
467. You are'a 'barrister practising on Ballaarat ?-l'have been practising on Ballaarat
since the 'commencement of the year' 1858, ,apd have had a very extensive' experienc,e in connection
with the administration' of' mining law here and'I, have, also had,I',may say, considerable
experience in other districts, having been frequently retained in mining cases in the Ararat and
,,",',
"
" ,',:
'
Maryborough districts,!",
" ' ,., 4:68.' 'IIi the 'course: of your experience have jou. found' any. diffieulties arising from, the
present' state of the law'?'-'-Yas;' very great." :I : ,H . . ' .. ; ,
. '
;,
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469. Will you point out what they are, as they have arisen to your observation ?-Both
in the law and in the administration. I think a great mistake was made, in the first instance,
in entrusting to the class of persons of whom mining boards would be likely to be composed, the
enactment of a mining code of bye-laws. It might be expected that they would have been
altogether incapable of dealing adequately with the subject. In England, for many years, it has
been always considered that the system of framing Acts of Parliament was objectionable, and
great defects have been pointed out by our principal law reformers in the manner in which those
Acts have been framed. There was a very important report prepared by Mr. Arthur Symonds,
a' gentleman well known in England as connected with the improvement of" the administration
of the la\v; laid before Parliament in the year 1838 and it has been since, I think, introduced
into one of the blue books. In that he pointed out that the majority of the modern Acts were
imperfect in several respects, and he classified them into defects in this way: defects of language,
defects of arrangement, and objectionable as mixing the most different subjects in the same Act.
Those objections have been found to exist even in legishLtion in England, where Ipen of experience and s~ill are employed in the jlreparation of Acts. I may say, in passing, those
defects exist in the most aggravated degr:!c in nearly all the bye-laws, so that it might have
been expected that the compilation of the bye-laws would be very unsatisfactory. I may say
with regard to many of the bye-laws prepil;'ec1 in other districts, particularly by the Ararat and
, Maryborough mining boards, that they art; absolutely absurd in some of their provisions, and
many of them illegal; and invariably, I may say, when important cases come to be tried before
the mining judges exceptions are taken, to the legality of the bye-laws. I would like to give an
illustration with regard to the Ararat bye-laws. The mining board have taken upon themselves
to pass separate codes of bye-laws for different portions of the distriet. For instance, there is a
separate code for the Raglan division, another for the' Ararat, and I thillk another for the
Pleasant creek portion, although the III ('h section of the Gold Fields Act provides that the mining
bye-laws shall have operation in every part of the district. These gentlemen have taken upon,
themselves to aggravate the existing evil of having separate codes, amongst onr various
mining divisions, by Illult,iplying the codes in their own district. I will give another illustration
of the extreme absurdity of some of those bye-laws, the Ararat bye-laws in particular, and
perhaps one. example will suffice. I may mention that while the bye-law determining what a
claim should be, should describe the quantity and form of the land comprised in·it, the Ararat
board declare, in one of their bye-laws, that a certain claim should have a defined length and that
the breadth shall be from range to range. I think it also right, in passing, to state that the
judge of tbat district has held that that bye-law is not invalid. Then again, turning to the
Maryborough hye-Iaws as at present in operation, I may men Lion, as an illustration of the
absurdities with which they abound, that one of the bye-laws provides that the registrar shall
not register a title to a claim, where a complaint has been lodged against the registration,
until such complaint has been determined by the warden or propel' authority, and inasmuch as
the warden has no power whatever to detcrmine any complaints, except such as. are pointed out
in the 76th and 77th sections of the Act, a jurisdiction is thus attempted to be thrown upon the
warden which he could not possibly exercise; and I have fonnd in practice that a party will
sometimes lodge a frivolous complaint against registration, thereby suspending the duty of the
registrar, and as no machinery exists· by which the complaint could possibly be determined,. an
injustice 'is not unfrequently done to persons having legal rights to obtain registration.
.
470. Is the registrar under those bye-laws compelled to stopl'egistration if objected to ?Yes. " In all cases where the objection or complaint, as hereinafter mentioned, shall have been
lodged against any registration, the registrar shall not register untn such complaint or objection
shall have hecn determined by the warden or the proper authority." I may also state, as another
illustration of the absurdity of these bye-laws (nnd I can use no other expression), that the fourth
bye-law, clnuse 4, provides" That all claim-holders must be present in his or their claim every
day, except as provided for in bye-law 13, section I (after that on which the claim was taken
possession of), two consecutive hours between 9 o'clock a.m. and 12 o'clock at noon, until the
shaft thereon has been bottomed." That, in point of fact, is not only legalising "shepherding,"
as it is called, but rendering it absolutely necessary that the practice should be carried on in
order to preserve a title to the claim. The bye-laws of other districts. are different; they have
formed rules in other districts for the prevention of shepherding. There is another obvious
objection; the law is in a highly unsettled state, and appeals to the Supreme Court, which
ought to have the effect of settling the law generally, only settle the law in the particular district,and the eonsequence)s, a decision that ought to be of great public importance and valuable
t.() the miners and to the profession, is only of importance to the particular district where the
.,
question involved in the appeal is likely to arise, or may have arisen.
, 4 7 1 . You think a uniform code of bye-laws woulti do something to relieve that objection?
-Certainly. In BaUaarat, I may say, that each succeeding mining board generally commences
the exercise of its functions by repealing the bye-laws of its predecessors.
472. That <has been done fourteen times, I believe ?-Thei'e are fourteen bye-laws. It
may be egotistical for me to say so; but perhaps the first attemflt at an intelligible bye-law, and
one sufficiently copious as to include a vast number of cases, was bye-law 12. That bye-law
was only in operation two or three months when it was repealed by the succeeding minin~ board;
but then they have adopted its language and a great many of its provisions, still that bye-law
No. 12, is far from being satisfactoy, because I was very much controlled in the exercise of any
discretion I might have had by the influence of the mining board; and I. found it impossible to _
induce them to forego certain provisions which it contains, and of the legality of which I ent<3rtain cOllsiderable doubts. I may say, that in all bye-laws which I have had an opportunity of
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examining, I find discretionary powers are left with the registrars, and which powers t.he mining
boards have no right under the Act to entI'ust them with.
473. In fact" powers which were almost judicial ?-Powers almost judicial; and instead
of being a ministerial officer, he is made, to a certaiu extent, a judicial officer. Many" of the
bye-laws also impose judicial functions upon the warden which he could not rightly exercise or
carry out.
474. 'What is your opinion with regard to the present powers exercised by the wardens;
do you think they ought to be extended or curtailed ?-Perhaps, before passing to that subject,
I might be permitted to suggest what appears to me to be the proper remedy for the present
defects in the bye. laws. I think there will be very great difficulties in framing an Act of Parliament that would be satisfactory to the miners: the mining interest is, perhaps, not sufficiently
strong in the House to carry a bill that would be satisfactory to the majority of the miners, and
having given the subject my best consideration, I would state, that I think it would be desirable
that the mining districts should send representatives to a board to sit in Melbourne, and who
would have the assistance of the law officers of the Department of Justice; in the preparation
of the bye-laws. There would still be a great difficulty even in carrying out that plan, arising
from the different policy which seems to have been adopted by the different mining boards
throughout the country.
For instance, in the Ararat district,. and, in fact, in both
Maryborough· and the Ararat districts, capitalists and large claim holders are discouraged,
whereas the policy of the Ballaarat board, for many years, has been to afford the utmost
encouragement to capitalists, and the utmost facilities for taking up large claims I fear
that if such a board as I have suggested were to meet in Melbourne the representatives from
the other districts would carry their old fashioned notions :with them which might militate
against the interests of Ballaarat, in preserving and perpetuating their present policy; but if
material concessions could be made, I think it is still possible that a code of mining laws, applicable to the whole colony, could be secured and the mining law be speedily settled. The
decisions of every judge would become a matter of public importance throughout the whole
colony; whereas, as I have said, the decisions of the mining judges at present are only important in their own districts. Then, of course, an appeal from any of the mining courts to the
supreme court would settle some important point of law for the whole colony.
475. Do you not think if it were possible to convert the bye-laws into a statute by
Parliament that it would be far more satisfactory even than to effect these allnual changes by a
meeting of a congress ?-I should not propose they should meet every year. I think it would be
desirable (if it were practicable, and if the mind of the Legislature could be properly devoted
to the subject, which would be one of great difficulty and requiring great attention, I think it
would be more desirabl~) to have all mining codes embodied in an Act of Parliament.
476. Do you not think there would be a better chance really existing in that case, to
effect the desirable change you have so well pointed out, through the Legislature than through
this kind of semi Parliament-this central board that would assemble in Melbourne ?-I think a
central board would be more popular and more satisfactory to the miners.
477. That is assuming that they could agree ?-Yes, assuming that they could agree.
478. You are aware there was an attempt made by the congress of mining representatives
in Melbourne to effect a uniform code of bye-laws ?-I was not aware. of that.
479. It failed ?-The failure of such an attempt would considerably change"my opinion
upon the snbject. You asked me with regard to the powers of the warden, upon that point I
will be happy to give an opinion.
480. Yes. But first of all let me ask you whether some intermediate course between
the notion of an anp,ual congress of mining delegates and the action of Parliament might not be
adopted; whether it might not be desirable that a first attempt at drawing up a uniform set of
bye-laws might not be advantageously made by means of a congress of delegates from the
various mining districts, who might present the result of their deliberations to be subsequently
embodied into an Act of Parliament by the usual machinery for such purposes ?-The action of
such a congress as that now suggested, and all the functions such a body would be invested
with as a mining congress, any body of men can now exercise. Certainly, however, as bringing
mutual information to bear upon Parliament, or by communication of information of a practical
character (so far as Parliament would be influenced by those recommendations), or by the
representations or advice of such a congress, or by suggestions coming from such a body, it
would be useful, put I cannot see how there could be any combination of the action of
Parliament and such a body of mining delegates as has been suggested.
481. Would it be practicable in your mind to obtain the views of delegates from the
various mining districts so as to obviate any dissatisfaction in the various districts with an Act
of Parliament which might be afterwards passed; that is, by previously ascertaining the
opinions of the delegates in meeting assembled for that purpose in Melbourne, by which the
various peculiarities of the districts might be fairly considered, and all the points which were in
common might be reduced to one form. Probably some mining member might then take charge
of this evidence; or it might be that some members of the House in the ordinary way might
take the subject up, after having thus ascertained the feelings and views of the various districts?
-By: snch a plan Parliament would be likely to be very well informed upon the subject, but
still there would be a danger that the advice or suggestions might not emanate from the men best
qualified to give them. .
.
482. And do you not think also that the members of this meeting, or this congress, or
this central board, as proposed, would be really mere delegates, fettered by the prejudices and
interests of those who send them ?-That would equally apply to our Parliamentary system, and
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unless steps were taken to secure the return of a superior class of men, men not only intelligent
but disinterested, such a mining congress would be 'attended with very little practical benefit,i
and that is of eourse .one of the difficulties that present . themselves at once at the threshold of
the enquiry as to whether it is desirable to have a mining congress at 'all.
"
483. Comparing the relative advantages. of both the plans that have been suggested, do
you not think the chances are in favor of the plan of representatives in point of independence?Yes; but if the plan of a mining congress is adopted at all, steps should be taken to secure the
election of tbe best class of representatives-men of superior intelligence, and, I may say, a class,
of men superior at least to some of the mining boards at prescnt cxisting in the country.
484. Would you propose that, should a congress or centI'd board be decided upon; that
the members of such a board should be elected from amongst the existing mining boards at the
time ?-Not necessarily so. I think it would be,mOl~e desirable that the election should be as it
is now, but that inducements should be held out .to a superior class of men to come forward,
and I should also allow such mining districts to select as their- representatives men of recognised
experience and ability who may happen to be residing in other districts.
485. Perhaps it would be an unnecessm'y question to put to 'you, but it is one that ought
properly to: have been put to you before-do you' recommend the continuance of the. mining
boards, or their abolition ?-l recommend their abolition. I give that answer, not with reference to Ballaarat so much as with reference to other districts, and I think, particularly,the
Ararat and Maryboroughdistl'icts, to which I have already.adverti3d.
".'
• '::.
486. 1Vould you, for the guidance of the Commission, state the general grounds upon
which you would recommend the abolition of the present mining board system ?--:The present
system has been found to work in, a very unsatisfactory manner, and the result of their labors
is scarcely .creditable to intelligent men. The policy of many ~f thos.e boards has been exceed ..
ingly injurious to the mining interests of.,thedistrict they represent; .and in that very fine district of Inglewood I 'have heard. almost universal complaint by. men of enterprise and men
anxious to invest capital, residing- in the district,. against the bye-laws by which their operations
and their enterprise are constantly hampered.
487. ,The result of' your experience,· from YO\1r own personal observation as to the,
working of the bye-laws in the different districts, as well as. the expr.essed opinions of ,the .more
intelligent and enterprising men, has been to induce you to say that it,would be an improvement
to abolish the existing system ?-Yes, I have hem-d. Judge Macoboy frequently express' the
great difficulty under which· he labored ill endeavoring to give some effect to a ·bye-Iaw, of,the,
legality of which he entertained great doubts.
' . . ; : , ,".
.,. , .. ,
.
488. Have you thought of any method iby which ,a more. exact represeI)tation of. the
interests and wishes of the mining, population of the districts might, be obtained than .by the
present method of electing the mining board members; in view DOW of the ,ppssibility of-such a
mining: congl'ess as you were speaking of being used as, part, of the machinery. to frame 11 uniform'
set of laws ?-I may say that the present system could. scarcely be improved upon; it .is
universal su~ra~e a.mongst the miners; every miller producing a miner's right, i~ entitled ,tQ
vote: the ObjectIOn IS more to .the' class of men who :present themselves for electIOil,. and the
fact that there is 'not sufficient inducement· held out.to the best class of men to come forward to
represent the respective districts; genEn·allY spe~king; the men-who are most, busily eniployed·
in.carrying out large operations are-the men who would be selected by mining companies themselves" as their represent~tives, and ·they' are too busily employed about their own affairs ·tQ
induce them to take upon themselves the responsibilities or labors of a mining board.
.
489. As you"mentioned that this system of election to which you allude is nearly perfect,
but that it nevertheless produces very imperfecot· representa,tives in the pre~ent mi)1ing board's,
and as the same objection .would apply in the other .case ''<C speak ·of,.liave you consi<,lered wl;Iat
inducements would be available to cause superior or. better, class of representatives to, come' for,..
ward for public service of this nature ?-+.The only practicable way, I think, of inducing a
particular Class of men to come forward, would be·toamply compensate them for the sacrifices
they would necessarily' be obliged ,to ,.make in leaving. their ,districts;, that is,. to. pay them
liberally and to occupy as little of their ,time as would be consistent with the proper 'discharge ,of
their duties. ",Ther-care in these,districts some exceedingly intelligent.men who would not be likely
to come forward ..as candidates unle,ss some special pecuniary. inducement were held out totheIIl'.j
:
. 490.'Suppolling that a pecuniary inducemellt.were held out, would thcre not be still the
danger -(taking this! method of election by· universa:l· suffrage. you .speak of} that .you would .h.ave
still some very worthless PCl:SO:gS, renq.ered.more eager by the prospective advantage of this'pIlY;
coming. forward,. and that you might, still ,fail to obtain the services of the really. good .Ip.en you
desire. Have you. considered, any method by which you would alTive at a knowledge of'tpe
most desirable- persons, and how to obtain their services ?-If the inducement ,that was held Ollt
was sufficient, a large class of candidates would be likely to come forward '; and I would ~l'u,~t .t9
the :good sense of 'the miners; and also to their own self interest,to select .from that, classit}1e
most eligible canqidates to represent them, as at present under universal.suffrage, wl;IateV;f1v·Jts
defects may be, you find, practica:lly, generally the .best men are selec~ed, as compared with. who~
the number ,of, objectionable representatives, is incoIl,siderable. '"
i I ,I.' ". ;'I!" • f,' ,;.: o;!
,491. And they are omitted· now rather from their own desire of avoiding the duties ,~l;tan.
from any failure ;of, the. recognition of their ·,uerit· by. the electors?,Yes... ,With ,refereneeJito
Ballaarat I can say that there is a general feeling ,amongst the miners that the bellt wen 04gh t If0
be returned. to the mining boards; and, without reflecting in any degree upon' the cl1aracter or
intelligence of! the present, mining board i here; I, think. men .ha.ving" superior itptitu<les:.fgr ftft.6
pavticular work are to' be found" if they could be .induced to ,come {orward. " W;j.th .. no, less tg~!J
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thirteen or fourteen codes of bye-laws, it would seem that the successive mining boards here do
not appear to have entertained any very high respect for their predecessors or for their
capabilites: they do not even pay them the respect of giving their bye-laws a fair trial.
;492. I conclude you have 'heard that it has been proposed that district councils should
be established in different parts of the colony ?-Yes.
493. If those district councils were established on the principal gold fields, do you think
they would be likely to work well; that is, to include the whole gold field, and give it a council
for instance r-I fear that the farming interest would be so strong that a class of persons would
be likely to be elected who would trouble themselves very little with mining legislation.
494. In laying down the boundaries of those districts, regard would, probably, be had to
the nature of the occupations of the inhabitants ?-I should much prefer the division of labor.
I should think that the members of a board who would represent a rural district would be by no
means qualified to deal with the subject of mining legislation, and t'ice versa; by such a system
we would still not get rid of the manifest o~jection that we have different codes of mining law
throughout the colony, and the absence of uniformity of decision; but, on the contrary, a
conflict of decisions amongst. our mining judges which almost amounts to a matter of public
scandal.
'
495. And that arises from the want of a uniform code principally?-Partly from that;
at the same time not altogether from that, because the decisions of the judges of the various
courts of mines conflict even upon the construction of the Gold Fields Act, and frequently, in
advising the miners here, I am obliged to inform them that the advice which I give them could
not safely be aeted upon within the jurisdiction of other judges, knowing that the opinions
which those judges maintain upon different portions of the Gold Fields Act are not participated
in by the judge of the district in which I might happen to advise them.
496. Supposing that the greater portion of the su~jects embraced in the different byelaws of the colony were incorporated in an Act of Parliament, would not it still be advisable
that some local body should have power to deal with certain cases, such as the registration and
the size of claims, and any new matter arising ?-Yes, I think that system would work well.
497. In fact supplementing it ?-Supplementing it; taking care, however, to give the
local bodies no power to deal with the question of title.
498. You mean the laws of forfeiture or abandonment ?-The laws of forfeiture, registration, abandonment, or the various conditions upon which claims might be held, but merely
allowing them to make regulations essentially lOyal.
499. Have you eonsidered the question of forfeiture, and can you sugg"'st any modification of it which would work with less hardship ?-I have had a great deal of experience with
referen.:e to the subject of forfeiture, and I see noth~ng objectionable in the provisions of the
Gold Fields Act with reference to forfeiture, if they could be properly carried out; but I find,
in many cases, that mining boards have failed to declare, with any degree of preciseness, the
event upon which the title to a claim or a share should become forfeited.
,
500. Do you think it would be a good principle to introduce, instead of forfeiture, for thc
first breach of duty, or omitting to do what should have been done, that a fine should be inflicted
instead of forfeiture ?-I think so. I have known the most ruinous results arising from action
taken under the seventy-seventh section of the Gold Fields Act, and where parties have
succeeded in getting valuable properties belonging to miners by being able to establish (at least
in the opinion of the warden) fo:r:feiture; consequently, the application of a bye-law determining
an event upon which a share or a claim might become forfeited might be very oppressive and
unjust, and I think it would be very desirable to deprive the mining boards, supposing their continuance is determined upon, of those powers of declaring the events upon which the claim
should be forfeited.
501. That it should be decided by Parliament?-Yes; it should be decided by Parliament.
502. Do you think that persons would be more willing to lend money upon a claim held
under a miner's right, if they knew that for the first omission of working or unduly non-working
a claim, the claim could not be forfeited, but that only a fine could be imposed, which fine might
be redeemed by the lender ?-I do not think the contingency of the forfeiture enters into the
calculation of the money lender now. Men will not lend money upon claims unless they have
every reason to know that the owners will work them under the bye-laws, and not be guilty of
any neglect that may lead to forfeiture.
.
503. Having said that you would deprive the Mining Board of the power of making byelaws, defining the grounds upon which the forfeiture might take place, would you not think it
also advisable to take away from them the power of defining the areas of a claim ?-Yes.
504. That is the area and title as they both go together very closely
certainly.
In the case of the Ararat Mining Board, who have defined the area to extenu from range to
range, some of them seem almost incapable of legislating in very simple matters neccssary to
give effect to that partiCUlar branch of their jurisdiction.
505. Then you would simply restrain the functions of the Mining Board to the working
of administrative regulations ?-Pnrely local and of a simple character.
506. Such as the regulations of sludge channels, the drainage of reefs, and matters of
that kind ?-Yes.
507. You are aware, of course, that any miner who has omitted to renew the miner's
right cannot go before any of the tribunals ?-I can hardly agree that that is the effect of the
law; I think a party by allowing his miner's right to lapse does not lose his property,
unless advantage .has been taken of his want of a miner's right under the 77th section
of the Act. I think he has a locus penitentia:. and can always renew his miner's right and place
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9th Sept., 1862. and such' has been decided by a learned judge.
508. Does n?t the Act say" at the time the cause of the dispute arises" ?---;-No, the Act
merely requires that a person shou~d have been the holder ofa miner's right at the time when
his alleg~d title to recov~r the subject matter of the dis'pute, or to obtain the relief sought, arose.
,I might say I have known within my own experience cases of great injustice perpetrated
t~rough the application of the latter portion of the 90th section of the Gold .Fields Act, requiring
that the miner should have a miner's right at the time when his alleged title to obtain relief in
,the Court of Mines arose.
, , '
,
509. How do you propose to remedy that ?~I might be permitted to say I have known
the gre~test injustice ~<?' result, ana fr~uds of thE( basest character to be perpetrated, with
impunity; ,and I s~ould remedy that in ihis way: I would not repeal the third section of the
GoU Fields Act; but I would enable the,iniii'er at any time to obtain an ante-dated miner's right,
by paying a penalty analogous t9 the ,Stamp Act in Englan'd: Every lawyer of experience is
aware of cases where even the Lord Chancellor has postponed the hearing. of a suit to enable
the party in the suit to have an agreement, wl;lich could not be offered in evidence by reason of
the want of the stamp, sent to the stamp office for the purpose of having the stamp imposed,
that is, having' the document stamped. In that case a penalty has had to be paid, 'and I think
such a system would not lea4 to the neglect of obtaining miners' rights in the regular way;
because at present, in Ballaarat, there can be no operation upon a share in the way of transfer or
mortgage or otherwise, without pre/ducing the miner's right to the registrar.
' ,
\
' 510. So that it happens to be to ~he Jnterest of the miner that he sholdd obtain it for
other purposes ?-Yes, it is requisite he should have his miner's right.
.'
511. In the Gold 'Fields Managem~nt Bill which was .lately br?ught in, by clause 85, it
was sought to enact that suits by partners should not abate by reason that some of the partners
had not miners'rights. Would you concur in that clause ?-That clause embodies the principle,
or might embody the principle, to which I .have already 'adverted. I woutd suggest that the
clause should provide that in such case it should be lawful to the partner riot having a
miner's right, to obtain a miner's righCupon 'paying such penalty as' might
hereafter
, determined upon.
."
. '
, , ' t"
.
512. There are two aspects in which the miner's right may be regarded;' in one case the
mIller is supposed to have had a miner's right at one time' and to have 'neglect~d to renew Hand
a cause of action arises; in that case, if he does not hold a miner's righ~, would you allow such
a man to produce his old miner's right and ante-date the new one from the period at which the
last expired ?-Covering the period during which his right to relief arose~
,
"
.
513. Would you give similar indulgence to, the malf who had taken up 'a claim'or become
interested in a claim at a time when he had no miner's right ?-He cannot become interested in
a claim in this district without having a miner's right. The general system of Registration as
essential to the title of a niiner would effectu~lly prevent miquaJified persons ?btaining claims.
514. You are aware that in some districts such a rule does not exist ?TI am.
, 515. Would you in such di,strict~ ,give a person the opportJinity of having a miner's
right, ante-dated covering the period over which he hl,td held the ground already "\Yithout a right?
- I would nQ,t allow any man to take up a p'ortion of the Crown lands without having a miner's
right, nor would I recognise the right of any party to hold a mining interest, or to claim a'dght
to one in the Court of Mines, without being the holder of it miner's right; but I would give him,
where he' offended against the'law, a locus penitentice by paying 'such a perialty as would almost
act as a warning to oth,ers. 'I do not' consider that SYS,WID nior!1Vy'perfect, but I know of no
other way by which the grievous injustice and wrong resulting froin the prese~t.,~ystelll can be
averted.
"
'
516. Would you place any limit upon the number of- shares a man might hold under a
. '
miner's right ?-I would n o t . ' .
, 517. Would you apply the same priilciple to taking up ground ?~I would not limit'the
right of any miner to take up any number o(claims under one miner's right, but I w'oiild impose
upon him the necessity of working each claiIIJ, in an efficient manner:'"
, '.
518. How would you secure that condition being «ari-ied out; how would, YI:>U ascertain
whether he did so or not ?-By rendering his claim liable'to·forfeit'ure.' ',.'.
"
519. But who is to take action to see that he does do it. Would' you.leave it to a third
party w,ishing to get possession of the ground ?~i: woul.dleave ft" to the judge of the Court of
Mines and a jury.
'.
.
""
.
520. How are a judge of 'it Court:of Mines and jury to De '~oved; 1"ho is'to initiate·the
proceedings·?-The parties seeking to be possessed in the case '; and'I would liinit it to the action
so .taken. It would not be wise to impose upon the Govhnment dutie~,so ardu~ri,s jand the
effect'would also be to bring them into perpetual collision with the miners.
.
521. It is desired to ask your opiiiio'n'with relation to th~'jurisdiction 'of the wardens in
the first place; and'secondly, as to the jurisdiction of the' Court ''of Mines with regar4 to .the
wardens. Can you offer any suggestions for the improvement of the warq.en,s' jurisdiction?I should oblige ev'ery miner whose complaint did not involve a matter exceeding £,;50, to
proceed before the warden, in the first instance; and I, would give an amie:a~' frorrt'tnat 'ju'risdiction to the Court of Mines. With reference to 'the jm:isdiction' 'of 'the warden over that
amqunt, I would give the Court of Mines a ~oncurrent 'juri~dicti?n; sq, as to allow p~rtje.s to
proceed ,in the first instance either in the Court of Min~s ?r ?~forethe warden,.
.'
522. To what 'amount ?-I tl;tink £lOO. I have not, xact!y made up my mmd to It, ~lOO

a
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01"£1.50, and,in the event·of their proceeding before th~ warden I would allow no appeal to· the T.McDermott,
Conr.t of Mines, but I would allow them to elec~ in the first instance; in fact, in that case, if they t(J;;:;tJed,
went before the warden, they would go before him as an arbitrator; and I am aware th!lt there '9th Sept"1862.
are .wardens on these gold .:6elds who are quite capable of dealing with cases of the greatest
importance as arbitrators; that" would meet the 'objection which is at present very loudly heard
that mining litigation as to expensive. If miners wish to have their disputes se~tled by way of
arbitratjon, they could Dot have a better ti'ibunal than the warden, in whose intelligence and
integrity they would, in many instances, place the most implicit confidence, and I beHeve the
system would be likely to produce a class of wardens in time who would dispose of a much larger
amount of buisness, even of an important character, than the Court of Mines.
523. It is very .. desirable that the administration ·of justice in mining cases should be
considered with a vie:v to its action ovcr the whole colony. In some cases on the remoter gold
fields the Court of Mines only sits once in three months, or once in six months, and in some
places never at all. Do you not think it is very desirable that we should have a system which
would be a sort of self adjusting system, so that we could derive all thc advantages practicable
from the Gold Fields Act ?-Quite so.
.
.
524. At the Omeo. for instancc, if the wardcns jurisiliction were limited to £50 or £100
it might not pay the disp1;ltants to go to Beechworth ?-I would give the, warden a concurrent
jurisdiction with the judge to a larger amount with the consent of the parties.
, 525. You are aware that a former Gold Fields Act, the wardens who wcre then called
commissioners had jurisdiction in partnership disputes to the extent of £100?-Yes.
526. Do you not think it would be beneficial in tho~e out of the way gold fields, if we
reverted to that principal where the gold field was 50 miles say from thc nearest Court of
Mines ?-It would bc desirable to introduce that principle into those districts, because under the
present system they are practically debarred from seeking' redress in the Court of Mines. At
Ballaarat, I may mention that where cases of great importance are continually the subject of
.litigation, it is thoroughly well understood by the respective parties that the complainants in the
wardens court are thcre merely as a matter of form.
, 527. It being understood that the matter is to go to thc Court of Mines ?-Yes, the
wardens are occasionally called upon to express opinions upon difficult questions of law upon
which even the judges themselves differ; and it could not bc expected that in' those important
cases any satisfactory legal decision could be obtained from the warden; but were the parties
to go before the warden, merely as an arbitrator, I think the probabilities are .that, in many cases,
the most substantial justicc would be done and enormous expense be avoided.
528. Do you propose that in this new jurisdiction, for it would be a new jurisdiction, the
warden should not be bound by the law, but decide according to equity ?-He should dccide as
an arbitrator would do now.
529. Mixing equity with law ?-The warden should exercise his own discretion and inasmuch as law is the perfection of common sense, it is morally certain, • that whcn the decision
was soulld, it would be consistent with both legal and equitable principles.
530. Would that always be the case, you mean that it ought to be ?-It ought to be.
531. But you still contend that if there is a just decision it must be in accordance with
.
~
.
the principles of both 1'-Yes.
532. Do you think that it would be a useful thing to revert to the principle of the Act
that preceded the prescnt one. In that Act the wardens, although they had that official title,
had jurisdiction only as justices of the peacc. Do you think it' would be desirable to .revert to
that principle ?-I think it would be desirable ~o give the wardens such jurisdiction, but only as
arbitrators against whose award there would be no appeal.
533. At the small gold fields like Heathcote, Waranga, and the Buckland (and in fact
there are thirty wherc there are no Courts of Mines and no officer but a warden) the warden
might be sick or away on lcave of absence and a persons claim might be encroached upon and
the ground driven out and owing to the sickness or absence of the warden there would be no
protection, but possibly in the neighborhood there might be a justice of the peace who would,
with the consent of the parties, act and afford immediate relief.' That would be one advantage
of reverting to the system of the old Act. Do you think that that would bi:l an improvement?
-If no better system could be applied to those vcry remote districts, I think it would be worth
while to introduce it.
. 534. A provision might be made with reference to any district, distant a certain number
of miles from the place of residcnce of the judge of the Court of Mines, that a justice of the
. peace might have' thepowcr of granting an interim injunction or of interfering to prevent
irreparable injury being done toa claim ?-Yes.
535. You would not let him arbitrate and scttle disputes so that the party could go to
work ?-Not without the consent of the parties.
. 536. But with the consent of the parties ?-Certainly, and possibly a legislative provision:might be made for facilitating reference to arbitrators in those cases, providing a simple
form of refercnce, and giving legal validity to any award that might be made. In fact, some
such expedient is absolutely necessary with reference to outlying and remote districts-new
rushes and places unapproachable by the judge of the Court of Mines, without seriously interfering with his duties in other places. The temporary absence of the judge of the Court of
Mines at. Ballaarat, to a place like Mount Blackwood or Stciglitz, would be attended with very
serious ·inconvenience .to the mining population of Ballaarat, and Smythesdale, and other important and populous places.
537. Do you think the power of a wardeJ,l to grant an injunction should be limited, as it. is
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at present, to seven days ?-1 think not, 1 think the power should be considerably extended. I
should allow him to grant an interim injunction for twenty-one days, with power to set it
aside.
538. Would you think it desirable to fix even that limit to it. Would you not· leave the
.
injunction until discharged ?-Perhaps it would be better to do so.
539. By one of the clauses of the bill brought in by the A.ttorney General and Mr.
Humffray, for the better administration of justice on the gold fields, it was proposed to enact,
that" It should be to alI intents as if the same had been made by a judge of the Court of Mines,
and such order shall operate and be in force for such period as shall be named therein, ullless the
same shall be sooner discharged by the warden making the same, or by the judge of any Court
of Mines." Do you think it would be useful if the warden were empowered to grant an injunction upon affidavit, or would you continue the system of compelling him to ride, perhaps a long
distance to make a preliminary enquiry ?-1 see no practical advantage in obliging the warden
to visit the claim which is the subject matter of dispute before him. Here the dispute is heard
in Ballaarat without obliging the warden to go on the ground, but this is arranged by the
consent of the parties.
540. But would not it be open to a judge of the Court of Mines to say the whole proceeding was illegal; 01' does he consent also; or has not the point been mooted ?-The question
has not been mooted. My opinion is that the proceeding would not be illegl11; 1 think the
words of the 76th clause are directory, and not mandatory.
54 L.. Then you think the Court of Mines should have an original jurisdiction in all
mining disputes where the sum exceeded £100, unless the parties consented that the warden
should attend to it ?-Y es; in fact, there should be 1\ common law side to the Court of Mines,
. and any common law jurisdiction 1 think ought to include the power of issuing a mandamus, or
an order in the nature of a mandamus, to compel registrars, and other subordinates in the district, to discharge any particular functions they were legally bound to perform,
542. Do you think it would be II useful provision, and one that would lead to It more
uniform interpretation of the mining]aw of the country, if all cases might be taken before one
of the judges, or the whole of the Supreme Court? -1 think it essentially necessary that a
court of appeal should be established.
543. How,do you propose to constitute it ?-I think one of the judges of the Supreme
Court l:lhould hear appeals where the subject matter in dispute exceeds a certain sum. 1 may
say that at present the subjects of litigation in Ballaarat considerably exceed in value the
subject matter of the litigation in the supreme court, in ordinary matters; and although
properties involving very many thousands of pounds (mining properties) are very frequently
in dispute yet in my opinion there is now no effectual appeal from the opinion of the judge. ,
544. He cannot prevent it if he would ?-He cannot prevent it, but he settles the
appeal himself in the form of a special case where the parties do not agree; and 1 regret to say
in Ballaarat the parties never agree. The successful party always insists that the judge shall
settle the special case: without attempting to suggest that the special case is not fairly stated,
it is never stated in a manner satisfactory to the appellant; and that might be expected,
because the judge naturally believes that the appeal ought not to succjled, and he is frequently
betrayed into ~ixing up arguments (and presenting his own peculiar views) with abstract
questions of fact; and the result is, that the appellate jurisdiction has not the m:~terial before
it upon which judgement could be given. Frequently nice questions of evidence arise, and
sometimes the matter in dispute may turn upon the credibility of a witness. 1 think it would
be an extremely desirable thing-regard being had to the magnitude of the properties-that
there should be the same facility of appeal that exists in the Court of Chancery in England,
afforded to the mining community; and an appeal can scarcely be satisfactorily considered
unless both parties agree that all the materials necessal'y for enabling the higher court to do
full justice are put before it. The necessity of an efficient court of appeal is also manifest from
the fact that very contradictory decisions upon different branches' and portions of the Gold
Fields A.ct have been given by the different judges. In other words-what the judge in one
district would hold to be sound law, would be considered by a judge ill another district in a
different light; and these contradictory decisions are so numerous that one must almost forget
his impressions of the law in one district when he goes into another; that is a state of things
that ought not to be permitted to exist, and I know of no way of effectually preventing it other
than the estaBlishment of courts of appeal, whose decisions must n'ecessarily control aJI the
judges, and will sooner or later have the effect of producing uniform deeisi<;ms amongst them all.
I think it is also very important having regard to the enormous amount of property now involved
in mining disputes,that the judge of appeal should have the opportunity of hearing the whole
c.ase ; at the same time 1 would discourage frivolous appeals by obliging the appellant to give
very substantial security for costs, not estimating those costs at £15 as at present.
545. Giving fair security ?-Fair security for the probable costs of the appeal, and which
must be measured by the judge of the Court of ,Mine;;, as ill the case of an appeal to the judicial
committee of the Privy Council from the Supreme Court .
.'546. If the judge of the Court of Mines had power to estimate the amount that should
be lodged, would not that put it in his 'power in certain cases to bar the appeal altogether, in
fact t,o stop it ?-Of course it is always to be presumed the judge will act conscient'ously.
l.i4 7. You mentioned that the warden, you conceived, should be moved first to a certain
sum, leaving an appeal to the mining court, but you then proceeded to state, that if the sum
were larger than that, you would give the contending parties the power to elect whether they
should go first to the warden or not ?-Yes.
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549. 'Vould you explain the advantages of depying that appeal ?-Because in that case
they would 'go befor~ the warden as parties go before arhitrators, against whose decision there is
practically no appeal. It would, in fact, be the introducing into the administl'ation of the law
among miners that nrbitration element, under which, as we know, the most· important questions
frequently arise amongst merchants and others, and in practice there is no appeal from those
awards. If the award be subject to any legal objection the practice is for the Supreme Court,
which always has jurisdiction to deal with awards, to send it back to the arbitrators, so that
ultimately the litigant parties must abide by the decision of the arbitrators without any appeal
from it. I do not see why such a system should not be introduced amongst the mining community, more especially 118 not unfl:equently frightful expense is entailed upon the parties to
suits. In the case of a motion in a suit in this district, I have known that to be so, where the
question was one as to whether a plaint should be amended or not by inserting a larger amount
than the plaintiffs had originally introduced, the same having been originally introduced at
£1000, and the subject matter being £20,000; £1000 was paid into court by the defendant,
who endeavored to get possession of the claim in order t.o satisfy thereby t\18 cause of complaint
and put an end to the plaintiff's elaim. The costs of the motion by the plaintiffs to amend their
summons amounted to £80, and the costs of the whole suit were probably about £1000 on
each side. The miners naturally complitin of this expensive litigation, but it can scarcely be
avoided so long as the disputes are litigated in a Court of Equity as at present, but I believe
many of those litigants would be very glad to avail themselves of a Court of Arbitmtion, and I
know of no better court of arbitration than that which the Warden's Court, could aflord,
assuming always that the warden is a person in whose intelligence and experience and integrity
the miner:; would place confidence.
550. Inasmuch as it would be optional whether the miners elected to do it in that way,
they could alwltys exercise their own judgment as to t,heir confidence in the warden ?-Certainly.
551. In reference to the jurisdiction of the wardens: at present they cannot deal with
mining contractors. Wages, for instanc~, they cannot adjudicate upon ?-.Just so.
552. Would you give them that power ?-No.
553. In the proposed Golll Fields Administration of Justice Act, clause 79, it was
inteNded to enact that "It shall be lawful for any warden, upon the complaint of any person
that any other person is indebted to him, or withholds from him any sums of money not
exceeding one hundred pounds, due to the complainant upon any contract relating to mining,"
and so on, in contracts relating to mining matters, "to issue a summons." At present the miner
cannot go and sue before the warden for any unpaid wages ?-No, but he could do so in the
county court or in the police court.
554. Do you not think the warden should have jurisdiction in that kind of ease ?-Still
the wal'den would be only exercising ajurisdiction similar to that which is now exercised by the
county court or by the local magistrates at petty sessions?
555. This is a matter confined especially to contracts relating to mining matters ?-I
fear the words are too general; they mIght inelude nice partnership disputes and others.
556. The amount sought to be recovered would be limited ?-I would 8ee'"110 objection to
giving the warden jurisdiction in that case; but in those cases there should be the power of appeal.
557. Of course the simple fact of giving the warden increased jUl'isdiction in that direction would entitle him to award cost~ ?-Yes.
558. At present he can only give costs in any encroachment cases ?-Only to the amount
of £1. Where assessors arc sworn, and the result is that the most frivolous complaints may be
reiterated in the most oppressive manner, and parties bfl compelled to attend day after day with
their witnesses, the complaint turning out to be a wanton one and the defendant left without
any redress as to costs, The continuance of that system is very undesirable.
559. S!lch jurisdiction might be given under the proviso in that 79th section of the
proposed Act for the better administration of justice on the gold fields ?-Yes, I think it would
be desirable to give some such jurisdiction, with a power of appeal.
560. In the granting of'injunctions, has anything suggested itself to you by way of
guarding parties from severe injury arising from malicious applications for injunctions ?-I
believe that more injunctions have been granted in Ballaarat durillg the last twelve months than
in all the courts of equity in the British dominions.
561. Do you think those have operated prejudicially ?-No, I do not think any injustice
has been done, but there is a difficulty in obtaining them, arising from the rules, which rules
ought, I think, to be abolished; t,hey should be incorporated ill a golel fields act; 'under the
mining rules, the party whose claim is endeavored to be taken possession of' by encroachers
cannot obtain an injunction to protect him without instituting a suit in the Court of Mines, and
valuing the subject matter of that suit, wllich subject matter would be the entire claim; the
consequence is, if the Redan Extended 'Company reqllired an inj unction to prevent a number of
persons from jumping their claim or extracting gold fl'(nn it, they would not be safe in applying
to the Court of .Mines for an injunction without inserting ill their plaint summons (which mllst
be issued in the first instance) a clause informing the clef(;llldants that they may pay into court
a sum bearing some Pl'opOl,tioll to the value of the claim, and a per centage of twopence in the
pound on the £500, and a penny in the pound beyolld that, which is to be paid into court as
fees; those fees I have known to amount to £60 01' £70 in several cases: I think in the case of
the Nelson Company the per centage, in order to get protection for their c1,aim against an
aggressive working on. the part of an adjoining eompany, amounted to £80; in other words,
No. 10, L.
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they were taxed to that extent·-in . order to seek, for -sim'ple justicc and protection:' I see no
reason, when any plaint is issued, or suit instituted ill Ol'der to obtaiu an injunction, why the'
fllh'Sept.;'1862; . injunction might not h,e obtained upon paper affidavits, and' instead of paying the enormous fees
frequently exacted, the moderate fee of a' pound or t.wo, ought to be sufficient; the 'present
system induces the respective profcssional advisers of the plaintiffs and defendants to consent
betwcen themselves th,tt the plaintiff shall insert' a reasonable' sum as the measure of the value
of his claim; in fact, men must either submit to a system of the most oppressive taxation, which
I'do not think has ally parallel in the British dominions, or else enter into a combination, the
.
legality of which is certainly questionable.
562. You seek to obtain the decision by seeking to evade the law?-By a pious fraud
upon the revenue, you can call, it; nothing' else. And besides, anotnel' 'absurdity-is this, it is
impossible for men to measure the subject matter of dispute in the case of an application for an
injunction, It is impossible to predicate of any mining claim, that it is of any particular value,
and yet you must set a value on it under this rule.
.
563. In order to get a hearing of the case?-Yes.
564. Would not that act 'very prejudicially, frequently to the parties against whom the
injunction is obtained, the making of it upon affidavit, and not having the opportunity of arguing
it Qefore the judger-The judge has the power to grant an ex parte injunction without hearing
the other side, in a ease of emergency, as for instance, in·the event of an attempt being made to
carry away or appropriate gold; or he,will grant an injunction upon notice. Frequently the
party prays for an injunction ex pm·te, and the judge requires notice to be ,given to the other
side, and he has then an 0ppol·t,unity of hearing both parties.
565. You were not rightly understood to say that in all cases you recommended it should
be granted ex parter-Certainly not, because in that case an oppressive use might be made of
the power of the court. The same rule that applies in every court of equity should regulate the
issuing of injunctions.
566. It was one of the provisions of the new bill brought in by the Attorney General
and Mr. Humffray (by clause 24) that-"In any suit in the Court of Mines in whieh the Suprerp.e
Court wonld, in like case acting in its equit:lble jurisdiction, grant an injunction to restrain
proceedings at law, the judge of the Court of Mines may gral,lt an order to enjoin any person
therein named hom proceeding in the common law side of the Supreme Court, county court,
warden's court or court'of petty sessions in any plaint, complaint or matter mentioned in such
order" ?-That would be a very desirable addition to the jurisdiction of the court. Some of the
judges have restrained proceedings before the warden, their jurisdiction to do so is questionable
under the existing state of the law.
567. Do you think it would, in many cases, act very beneficially in protecting parties
against such hal'assiug proceedings 1-Yes, especially as there would be an 'appeal against the
order. I may state in passing, I would not abolieh the system'of appeal altbgeth!3r by way of
special y,ases,' where it is a purcly abstract question of law. The present system of appeal to the
Supreme Court might be continued. I would allow an appeal from the final hearing by a court
of appeal constituted foJ' the purpose, and I think ·the mining intel'ests now are sufficiently
important to entitle them to the same facilities for having their disputes determined in' a
satisfactory manner, as any other part of the community in the country, mercantile or otherwise.
568. You are aware in section 27 of Ihe existing Gold Fields Act those matters are
cognisable by the court in its origillaljurisdictiol1 ?-,Yes.
569. Would you look at the wording of that section, and then I will read to you the
proposed alteration, and take your opinion as to whether it is any improvement' or not. It is
that" every Court of Mines shall have origiual jurisdiction· to hear and (letermine all actions
and suits cognisable by a court of law or a court of equity which may arise concerning the
title or possession or enjoyment of any Crown land occupied or claimed 'to be occ~pied by
virtuQ of any miner's' right or to any share or interest therein or comprised in any lease of
Crown lands granted by Government for mining purposes." I!! the one case it limits it to the
expressi·on that" evel;y court holden under this Act shall hn ve original jurisdiction to hear and
determine all suits cognisable by a court of equity which lll.l1y arise concerning the title to any
land," and so' on ?-Jf you superadd the co'mmOll law jurisdiction, as I suggest, it will be
absolutely necessary to introduce some such words as those .. -r would also suggest in every case:
in which. the 'common law juri~diction of·th{ court was invoked rthat the subject mattcr of
dispute should be heard by the judO'e and assessors, and I think it is exceedingly desirable to'
improve the present system of asse;'",ors. I can say from my own experience in some districts
it is perfectly useless to attemRt to get a verdict opposed to the opinions Of a cert'ain class _of
minersJrom whom assessors are likely to be taken; In BaHam'at, the assessors chosen for the
Mining Court are men of great intelligence' and men who generally occupy the position of
managers and secretaries or treasurers of lal'ge companies, and who may therefore be said to
comprise it peculiarly eligible class; but in other districts, in the smaller towns; I have seen
assessors manifestly ignorant and illiterate men, and I have almost considered it hopeless to
expect that any case would be determined by them upon its merits; and, practically, 'cases are,
not deeided upon their merits, but according to the prejudices' of that particular class of 1l1en~
570. Are nonsuits frequent in the Court of Mines here, arising-from'informality ?-No,
they are ,not. . In fact, the statute prevent suits being dismissed from informality. My
experience of the judges is that the courts discourage purely technical objeC1:ions~'and afford,
every facility to the parties seeking redress to' meet any technical difficulties that might be
met with.
'
.
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missed without the consent of the plaintiff by reason only that the plaintiff shall. appear at the
hearing to be entitled to different relief from that which is sought by any plaint or summons
but in every such case such court shall cause the pla.int to be amended, .and in.. case it. shall
appear to such court that the defen;iant,s or some of them were, in fact, deceived by such summons
and that injustice would be done by proceeding at once in such suit, it .shall be lawful for such
court to adjourn the hearing on such terms. (if any) as to the payment of costs or otherwis~ a;:;
the court shall think ju;:;t" ?-Yes; I must say that mining judges do not take the same view
of that section. I have known a judge refuse relief, because the plaintiff had not stated with
sufficient distinctness the· nature of the relief he sought. On the other hand, I have known a
judge grant relief entirely dissimilar to that which the plaiptiff in his plaint sought, and the
decisions under that section among the mipivg judges are. exceedingly ullsatisfactory and much
to be deplored, and as we cannot have justice.done in both cases, it is quite clear injustice must
be done somewhere. I say again it is desirable to abolish all those rules ~nd embody tllem ip
an Act just as the former Supreme Court rules (ot such of them as it was considered desirable
to continue) are embodied in the Common Law Practice Act.
572. What would be the organisation of your court of appeal ?-The appeals from the
mining courts in Cornwall are to the' judges of assize.
573. Who are constantly changing?-That is so. I would not have an appeal to a judge
of assize because I would be afraid that after the ordinary business of the assizes was determined
the engagements of the judge in other assize towns might render it impossible for him, without
public inconvenience, to give the necessary time for the appeals. I would institute a separate
court of appeltl, presided over by the acting judge in equity, and which court should sit at
certain intervals in the different important gold field towns, say Ballaarat, Sandhurst, and
Castle maine, where there was business to occupy the court. In some cases there might be no
appeals, so that I do not think much of the judges time would be oc«upied except in a place like
Ballaarat, and there the time of the judge or a portion of his time would be .ery well bestowed,
having regard to the importance of the cases on which be would have to adjudicate.
574. Would there be any jury in that court ?-I think I would have a special jury for
the purpose of determining issues of fact, where it became necessary so to do, and parties should
be compelled, under penalty cl' paying heavy costs, to admit facts about which there was no
important dispute, and in practice it would be found that the professional advisers would
co-operate so as to cheapen those appeals.
575. Have you paid much attention to mining prrtnerships ?-Questions of mining
partnerships continually come before me in my professionll:l.experience.
576. What is your opinion as to the desirability of making every mining partnership
necessarily limited as to its liability?-I think the Act known· as Mr. Py~e's Act duly and
effectually meets the requirements of the mining body in that respect. I think it is not necessary
to deal further with the subjec~ of limited liabilit,y partnerships. The most unqualified confidence seems to be placed in the expediency and efficiency of that Act by the miners.' It is an
admirable Act.
.
577; Then you do not think it desirable at:a;ll to make it necessarily limited simply because
of the mining partnership 7-1 think not; it is not desirable to unsettle the law unnecessarily.
578. Are there any mining companies registered under the other mining partnership
Acts ?-There arc a few companies registered under Haines's Act, but most of those companies
have obtained renewed rcgistl ation under Pyke's Act.
579. Are there any registered under the Attorney General's Act, as it is called ?-I am
n('t aware of any. Where it has beim introduced into those districts, the operations of the
companies have not been attended with success. I may mention the case of the Band of Hope
Company.
580. Do you think it is desirable to have a labor right introduced ?-It would be an
additional taxation upon the miners.
581. Would there be a correspon,ling benefit accompanying it ?-No, only to the lawyers;
because at present in this district, speaking of the Ballaarat District, the working representative
of the holder of a share need not have a miner's right; in fact, there are many claims now being
wrought by men who are not holders of miners' rights. I think that word" labor right" is a
very un-english term and anomalous.
'
582. What is your opinion as. to the propriety or oth~wise of selling. auriferous land pI have not considered the subject, and my opinion would, of course, be only the opinion I would
give as an ordinary citizen; I do not think it would be desirable, I think the probable effect
would be to diminish and impair the enterprise of a very useful body of men, the miners of the
district. It. woulq be substituting another class of men for those who now exist (and it would
not be attended with such benefit to the .colony ), as the enterprising miner who' goes about the
country and here and there discovers a good thing ..
583. Have you paid any attention to the necessity for a .proper organization of a distinct
mining department in the Government. under the charge of a respon;dble Minister ?-l have
not considered the 8U bject, but my own impression is .(perhaps giving a hasty opinion in passing)
the mining interests of this .country are so extremely important that it is.as well entitled to the
protection of a special department as any other. interest, and. I believe ,u p to this tirpe the
auriferous resources of the country have. not been properly developed, as I have heard of
enormous masses of quartz reefs which have not been operated upon, and .there are <:>ther n~:w
and important discoveries not followed out~ .
""
. . ,
.
584. The desirability and practicability of establishing. 8i sch901 of. mines in connect,ion
in connection with a mining museum, have you consider~d that ?-I do ~ot think it is necessary'.
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I can hardly suppose it is so, having regard to the extremely skilful manner in which mining is
is being carried out throughout the colony. The best school, I think, is the Clunes Co-operative
,Company where the most perfect operations have been carried on, and a series of scientific or
quasi-scientific investigations have been in course of trial under the manager of the company.
Then again we have several companies here that seem to be"managed in the best possible way,
and they are always willing to afford info'rmation and instruction to others. It certainly
would be interesting, but I can scarcely think it would be attended with the practical benefits
which, perhaps, others may an,ticipate.
585. Allow me to draw your attention to the fact, that in England there 'has been a
school of mines for a very long period, and that within the last few years it was suggested to
the Government, that the great mining importance of many of the mining districts of 'England,
rendered it dcsirable that the experiment should be tried of providing with the necessary experiments a system of instruction for managers of mines, similar to that which had been in use
from time immemorial in the important mining districts of the continent, that a mining school
was fonnded in Jermyn street, London, by the Government, which has been found to be of the
utmost practical value and benefit to the mining resources of the country. The instruction in
that school is, first-surveying of an elementary kind. such as miners would require, there is then
engineering of sueh an elementary kind as miners also require, the principles of construction
and the general principles of mechanics applicable to mining machinery: all those are taught
with mechanical drawiljJg, geology, chemiBtry, metallurgy, and so on. Persons having gone
through such a course, have also this ad~-antage from'the mining museum in Jermyn street,
which is attached to the school of mines., Specimens of rocks and ores, and working models of
all the best machinery for tl'eating are there, so that the lmpils are put through an entire course
of instruction-teaching them to deal with the management of any mille to which they may be
subsequently attached, with all the be:;t knowleuge of every part of the world. You have
referred to the Clunes Company; I know, as n. matter of fact, that the highly efficient state into
,vhich they have brought their gold workings at present, has been the result of successive costly,
experiments during a course' of years. For many years they had no blankets nor anythiIlg
beyond their stamping boxes, as was the common custom in every crushing establishment in this
colony. After some years losing all the gold which ran away, they put one strike of blankets
and found a great den.l of gold upon it; after several months they put another strike of blankets
and on that second strike they found more gold. After,many months they put a third strike of
blankets and found more gold, :.md so 011. Now they have adopted a particular length of strike
of blankets, and an amount of inclination of the blanket supports, which they find to be absolutely perfect, the last blankets not having any gold. Now this was obtained, of course, at the
cost of the loss of gold until they rcached this perfect and exact model, which they have now
experimentally reached,-coincident, to a nicety, with that which has been in use for II hundred
years in the mining districts of the continent. Now if we had had a mining school here, as we
should have procured those models from the mining schools in Germany, they might have been
seen at Ollce; and so, at the very first, instead of after many years, the Clunes Company would
have adopted the exact length of blanlwt and the exact inelination. which they have experimentally ob:ained. Having given you tbis illustration, do you now consider that, inasmuch as
Government is bringing vignerons to aid in the development of the grape growing interest, and
bl'inging, hitherto at the public cost, men acquainted with oil pressing, and so on, it is the duty
of the Government to provide this kind of instruction, which will at once be available to the
persons intending to take up as a regular business the managing of mines, and to afford them
the best information on every pin·t of the subject, whieh seience and experience of ages has
rendered available to men in other countries ?-Of course the very important facts which you
Imve stated would considerably shake the opinion I have expressed, and whieh is rather an
opinion of first impressions; and I mfly perhaps say, hastily expressed. At the same time, it
must be borne in mind, at present the millers of this country possess, I may say, access to the
accumulated experience of all practical and seientific men who have labored in that field. The
'establishment oi' a school of mines would be one way of further disseminating that knowledge,
and adding to the experience already seeured; but it seems to me that might be done by the.
issue of 1mblications from the mining department, almost as effectually, and, I would apprehend,
much more cheaply, than by the establishment of a school of mines. Of eourse, if a school of
mines were estllblished in Melbourne, the question would at once arise whether you would be
,likely to have pupils composed of the class of men who are likely to make mining their source
of seeking a livelih09d.
586. Milling management only ?-As regards mining management, I think it is most
desirable to disseminate that information, and to add to the exper:i~nce that has already been
'secured, either' by furnishing filets conneeted with mining enterprise and mining improvement,
or establishing such a school as you suggest; but what I would most apprehend is, not that the
system would not be exeellent in theory, but whether practically it would -be worth the expense
carrying it out. There is searcely an analogy between a mining manager and an imported
vi'Tneron, because an effieient mining manager can lJe always obtained by companies who eonsider it wor~h their while to' pay a salary sufficiently large, and I thin~, we have in Ballaarat
men of very extensive experience in connection with some of our mines. I know a most
ruinous loss of capital has resulted from mismanagement, and I can speak from painful personal
experience, having lost several thousand pounds through the ignorance and inefficiency of
<manaITel's; and I have found ill my own experienee that the presenee of a w~1l instructed and
expel~enced manager acted like magie. £300 or £'400 expended by a judieious lUan would
have saved as many thousand pounds expended'in all unskilful or in'lt bungling way. I am
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quite aware'of the importance"of communicating the,g:reatest:;possible amount of information
and imparting to those mining'rnamlgel's the uencfit of' aJI 'ncw disconn'ies;' but. whcther it
would be done' best by a, school of mincs, or done, best' by,,,the di3tl'iuution of knowledge
through the prcss, in the shape of pamphlets 01' tracts, is a question 1 would leave to others
beuer info.med, and who'have cOllsiciered,the matter more carcfully than myself.,
, 5H7. I may mention to you that a great dcal of information cannot be taught by written
information; for instn.nce, information as to many kinds of minerals, ores, vlwious valuable
metal5, and the diffel'ent rocks in wili(:h v·alllable metals arc to bc so light., and which requirc to
be made familiar to ~he eyc by the exhibition of spccimens, and that such eye knowlcdge cannot
be taught by the inspection of a written or printed description simply; find seeing that many
of the pl'actical processes of metallurgy, not only assaying the gold, 'but also -the melnliurgical
treatmcnt of' many othel' metallic mineral~, Im'ol res the recognition by the eye of aeveral peculiaI' appeaml1ccs ftnd different stages of' the process which cannot bc taught eX(lcpt by t,he actual
demonstmtioll of the Jecture room or the museum, anti that the working of' many important
pieces of machinery Cftn scarcely be understood without"tile assistance of working models
exhibited to the leal'nel" Now, in suppoN of whftt I was saying ju~t now; we have the actual
fact that in all the Illining districts of France and Gcrnmuy therc are two mining schools, with
mining museums established, and that they are fur the education and regular training of persons
to whom thc mines are entrusted, and that this systcm ,is the one th1lt has been adopted by the
Governmcnt School of Mines with a Geologica1 Museum in Jel'myn,street, Londoil ; so that we
have the experience of all other countries to show us which is the best method of conveying
this information, the information being intended for the direction of persons in mines. AU that
being so, then with regard to the quest.ion of expense which you have mentioned, You are,
perhaps, not aware that in a section of the public museum of'. this country nearly all the rocks,
and minerals, and metals, nnd mining machinery to be found in the bining schools in all other
countries in the world, Illlve been already obtn.ined; and that of the twelve lectures and demon;.
stmtiolls which are used in the Government School of ~Iines. in Jel'myn-street,eight are also
given in the University of Melbourne,so that the expense would be exceedingly small indeed
to provide an ent.ire system both of' lectures and 'demonstrations from ;specimens and models
similar to the information pl'ovjded by the Governlllent School of .i\'lines in J ermyn-stl'eet.
Having now mentioned to you these faci.s, would you state your, opinion as to the desirability
of a school of ' mines being established here ?-Those facts considembly affect the question.
Perhaps if branch schools were established in important distl'icts like this, where all the managers would have an opportunity of recsiving instruct,ion, and obtaining from day to day hints
for improving theil' apparatus; the benefit of such a school would be very considcrably increased. And yet'still L would fear that there might be a difficulty in getting subjects for
instrllction, having regard to the present state of, the colony; having regard to the filet that
in this,colony m~n .will not acquire, with a'view to' entel'ing professions, the same amount of
experieuce, or undergo the same course of edncation that they do at home. Men, for instance,
in this country are found to join the bar almost immediately npon undergoing a, course of
instl'Uction in the University, whereas in England,:a candidate for the profession goes into the
office of a special pleader and conveyancer fOl:';a certain number or ye/ers; and lies by a junior
counsel for many yem's afterwards before he entertains an' expectation of getting into practice.
That shows how uuwiIling men are hel'e to undergo the ordeal of' obtaining a complete education, and I would be much afmid there would be 'a difficnlty in inllucing persons considering
themselves competent to take charge ,of mining matters to avail themselves of the instruction
which a school of mines would afford, them.
588 .. You mentioned that severa.l of the mining companies of Ballaar'nt were directed by
very skilful managers ?-Yes.
589. And that you had had painful e;xperience of the fact that many mines were
disastrously atfected by the ignorance and incompetence of the persons managing them, and that
in such cases you had known the advantages to companies in having a manager who had
acquired proper mining knowledge befol'e he entered upon the management of the mine to act
like magic upon the interests ofihe propl'ietol's of such a mine?-Yes.
590. And yon also mentioned that in your visits to vnrious districts of the colony you
had reccived the impression tiu,t there were enormous quantities of the quartz reefs yet
untouched: no,v, do you not think that it might be very much to the public advantage, looking
to the f'ut'll'e, to provide an opportunity for the sound education of men who are to undertake
the office of mining managers or' directors as a ,distinct profession, with a view to the extension
of quartz mining, and which would have a beneficial effect upon the development of the mining
resourc~s of the country ?-I may observe, that the evil' of mismanagement is rapidly righting
itself. I quite agree that it would be a very wise expenditure 'of ,the public money to improye
the system of mining, and after the statements you have made, I certainly must say I think the
establishment of a school of mines might be exceedingly desirable; but I still would fear that
the scltool would not be attended with so much usefulness as its promotel's might fairly expect;
but at the same time that is no argument against the,institution itself.
'
I
591. Yon think on the whole it would ,be the duty of the ,Government. to provide this
means of acquiring knowledge· for tho~e who wished it ?-I think it desirable and, expedient',
and it -would nltimately result in au increased development ofoul' mininO' resources and obtaining g01d in a more economical manner, and would in that manner,opel'~teupon the welfare of
the eolony to the extent of au improvement 'in the'gold mining, which. might be secured by the
establishment of a school.
No, 10, M.
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T. McDermott,
Esq.,

592. You made use of an illustration to show that men were unwilling to pay atte nion
to education, as in the case of the barristers at home, who lay by for a certain number of years
, vib. Sept.! 1862. before practising their profession; do you think the abstinence was voluntary on their part ?We could not expect it here as at home, the temptation is too great.
.
593. Would not the interests of the proprietors of the mines rather act to in,duce them
to secure those persons who have gOlle through such It course as would pr~vent waste and
secure the most economical and perfect management of their mining property, wholly independent of the wishes or views of those persons who might desire to obtain such situations und yet
had not properly quali:fied themselves for those offices ?-I think it will be found that in practice
the large mining companies generally look out for the men who have already proved their comlpetency by their success in other transactions; men get a name in that way, of course being
:successful they naturally get a character for being efficient and skilful managers, though they
;may be not a bit better informed than men who hav'C been unsuccessful.
you think it would be desirable before anyone was entrusted with the manage-.
594.
"ment of those large mines, that he should obtain a eerti:ficate of proficiency in mining matters,
such as might be obtained fi'om a board under this school of mines: for instance, to take charge
.of steam engines and machinery ?-There ~hould be some check to inexperienced men taking
.charge of machinery of that kind, but I do not think it would be politic or expedient to interfere
with the body of miners in choosing their officers.
595. Do you think such interference might be for the pUBlic benefit in the case of mining
.surveyors, that they shonld be only appointed after showing that they were competent to perform
their duties ?-Yes, because they have the interests of the public at large to attend to; I think
-the present system of mining surveyors' or mining registrars is extremely objectionable, there
is no proper control over them, their very registry books I am informed (and I believe the fact
is so) which contain the record of transfers of property to !l. very large amount; in this district,
Ulot less than £20,000 a week, are very unsatisfactory. Those books I understand are not even
under any protcction,.some of those parties are not even supplied with iron safes for the purpose
. of securing them; they may commit the greatest irregularities and there is no authority over
them, and they are responsible to no one that I am aware of.
596. You are aware that they are liable to be removed if any complaints are lodged
,against them ?-Yes, but that would not restore the propcrty to the person who had lost it.
597. What do you think to the new system of registration, of district registrars as
contra-distinguished from the mining registrars, so as to have one central registration (-I have
not considered the details of the system, but.r think there should be some more perfect system
of registration.
598. Are you aware that Mr. Barrie Wood drew out a scheme 'which requires the
registration to be done in triplicate, copies being furnished to him by each mining surveyor, and
all the registrations effected in his own books, all put in one set of books specially prepared, and
that that book should be recognised as legal in any court ?-Yes.
599. And also a record in Melbourne that would prevent any casualty from destroying
those valuable properties ?-It would be a great improvement on the present system, but I have
not considered the subject in detail; they should be all under the control of some rcsponsible
.head of a department, which should include the registration.
600. A mining record office has, you are aware, been established in England for the safe·
custody of certified copies of all mining documents which may be the subjects of' investigation
in courts of law ?-Yes, so I anI aware.
:"""":;:601. Is there anything else that occurs to you to state ?-No, but if anything does occur
. to:me, with the permission of the Commission, I will submit it in writing after~vards.
The witness witlldrew.
Adjourned.
- • «IfINmud,
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Present:
The Hon. J. B.
Professor McCoy,

HUlIIFFRAY,

I

M.P., in the Chair;
C. Mollison, Esq.

C. W. Sherard, Esq., examined.
·C. W. sherard,.
602, You have been employed, both as commissioner and warden, for a number Of years
10lh'S~" 1862 on the gold :fields ?-Yes; ten years.
;. e p . , .
603. How many years have you been on Ballaarat out o~ the ~en ?-About ~even years.
I have been in this district all the time I have been in the serVICe, WIth the exceptIOn of about
three months, when I was at Maryborough.
604. Are you ahle to offer any suggestions relating to the impro,vement ~f th.e.ward~n'8
jurisdiction ?-I think that the power the warden holds at present 1ll grantIng: InjunctIOns
should be e~tended until the injunction is either varied or discharged by the Judge. of the
court of mines or by himself.
.
.
605. Do you think it would be an improvement <;m the present system If the warden had
power to grant an injunction upon affidavit instead of being obliged to go to the ground and
hold an investigation ?-Yes, I do.
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606. Do you think that those inj unctions might, in certain cases, be granted ex parte, or c. W.Esq.,
Sberard,
only after inquiry ?-1 think they may be granted ex parte.
~,
607. Under a former Act .the commissioners had power to hear petty partnership 10th Sept" 1862.
disputes ?-Yes,
60S. Do you think that at those out-of-the-way gold fields, where there are no courts of
mines in the neighborhood, it would be advantageous to revert to the principle ?-Yes.
609. Would you propose to limit the jurisdiction ?-1 would limit the jurisdiction to £50.
610. Do you think that it would be an improvement if the jurisdiction of the warden, in
ordinary mining disputes, was limited in amount ?-1 do not see how it could be done; because,
in the case of a mining dispute, you cannot tell what the amount is until it is inquired into.
611. Do you think it would be a useful principle to introduce, that would enable miners
in very important disputes, the decisions in which were sure to be appealed from, to go to. the
court of mines in the first instance ?-1 think it would be better.
612. If they had the option ?-Yes; if they had the option.
613. One of the witnesses who has been examined proposes that where the cases exceed
in value £100, they should be heard in the court of mines, ahd that the court should have
original jurisdiction given to them to hear those cases; hut you secm to sec some difficulty in
ascertaining the amount?-Yes.
614. Then do you think it would he advisable at once to give the court of mines
original jurisdiction in all mining disputes ?-1 think it would be better.
615. And also to give the warden similar jurisdiction without limitation ?-Yes.
616. Simply because the limit could not be ascertained ?-Yes.
617. Do you think it would be a useful principle to bar the right of appeal with the
consent of' parties, because that has been proposed ?-1 think that the principle of appeal is
good in all cases.
61S. Have you ever heard any complaint made of the expensiveness of the proceedings
in courts of mines ?-Occasionally I have.
619. Do you see any way of modifying that ?-No ; I do not.
620. A witness who-was examined yesterday spoke of the poundage fees as being very
oppressive in many instances; that the complainants were obliged to fix a certain amount in
the plaint; that they wel'e obliged to fix it beyond perhaps the actual value, lest the defendant
should step in and pay the amount into court, and defeat the other party. Have you ever considered that question ?-I have never considered that question at alL I have heard of that
sort of thing, but it is not a thing I have considered much.
6~1. Do you think it would be a good thing to establish a right of appeal from the
decisions of the court of mines to the Supreme Court, in all cases ?-Yes; I think it would.
622. Have you any other observations to make or suggestions to offer ?-1 think that
assessors in the warden's court should be paid more than they are now; I think five shillings
for each assessor is perfectly ridiculous.
623. And that no second fee can be given to them upon an adjournment, however long
the case might take ?-No. I have heard of cases that have been adjourned twice for a week,
with the same assessors, and each man has had to find a man to take his place in his claim, and
all that has been given them was five shillings each. At the hearing of a case, on the ground,
last week only, at the Band of' Hope, which is about a mile and a half from here, six men were
summoned there, and they only got five shillings eaeh, consequently the men will do all they
possibly can to avoid being summoned in future they told me.
624. Do you think it would be an improvement if an assessors' roll, like a jury list, were
compiled from the· present miners ?-I think it would be a very good thing.
625. Do you think that that could be very easily arranged ?-1 think it might be
arranged without much difficulty.
626. I suppose that where most of the miners are registered, as they are at Balla&rat,
although that is not done generally on the other fields, there would not be much difficulty in
compiling such a list ?-1 do not think there would be any difficulty at all.
.
627. Have you ever found any great hardships to arise from the circumstances of
wardens not having the power of adj udging costs? - Yes ; that was another thing I was going
to mention.
62S. You think that they ought to ha,e that power ?-Decidedly I think they ought;
and I think it was the intention of the Gold Fields Act that they should have it. The Act
provides for the recovery of them, but does not give the power of awarding them.
629. In reference to the question as to the right of appeal, do you think it would be
useful to leave it optional witll the suitors, either orally or by written doeuments, to eonsent
that there should be no appeal from the warden's decision, and that tbe warden should keep a
book to record such arrangement as intimated to him by the litigants ?-1 am rather inclined to
favor the appeal.
680. Notwithstanding that the parties might be satisfied with receiving the warden's
decision, and accepting that as the final one; do you not think that it should be left optional
with the suitors ?-1 think it would be better left alone. I think they ought to be allowed to
appeal if' they like.
631. In granting injunctions, and allowing the injunctions to be so granted that they
would remain in full force until they were dissolved either by the court of' mines or the warden
who issued the injunction, what would be the advantage of that system comparatively to the
present system ?-At present the warden can only grant an injunction for seven days, and if
the case cannot be heard at the end of seven days a great deal of damage may be done. He

.0.. WbS1lerll!d ••?as ,n~.. po,'yet; to reJl~w.
ciml~d.· Illlpossible for the parties
!.Otb &Cpt ••

it; t}!~ j1;ldg.e .of t~e court o~ mines m{Ly ?e. a,,:ay, ~nd' it may be
to oLtmn an Il'IJuncr.1011 from hHll, and great InJust.ICe might be done.
ISIl2.,
,632. Ha~c you consiuen;:tl the question as to the ,proprie.t.y of cont.inuing the existing
mining boards or otherwise ?-With regard to that, it i's connected in some way with the
codiJ;icat.ion of the mining bye-laws.
633. TYould the .<;ouification of'the mining bye-laws he advantll:geous or otherwise ?-I
.think.vel.·y adv.n~ltageous.
,
6q4. Do you think if a uniform. code of laws were converted into a statute applicable to
t.h!}"wi101ecolony that,,it wo.uM be better ?-Yes; far better.
.
,635.. Do.you !ben see any necessity for the contillmmee of the mining boards if that
.w.ere.pone
The present mining boards, 01' some certain nnmber of them, I eonclude, would
hl\ove :tq meet .!!:ndput;their heach together, and IIHike one code out of them all.
.
636, For instance, hero is actually the .code you want made out of all 'the bye-hws in
the colony [ltandillg the same to the witness]. Do you think there is not sutIicicnt material to
"s,ugge~t a workable code to be founded on the various hye-laws exist.ing 1l0W and ·in force
thrqughp.ut thf1 colony ?- Yes, I do not see exactly how this point is to be met. Supposing
,somet.hing new were to tUl'll lip in the way of mining, who would recommend any alterations or
any addit.ional dause, or anything of' that kind, or an aduitional bye·law, or whatever you may
call it-who would that be done by, and hf)w would it be done. If you did away with the
mining hoards there would bc nobody to recommend that.
(i37. There would be the wardens on eaeh gold field ?-True.
638. Might lIOt they be' the medium through which the representations of the miners
.11}jght he ma4e to the Gov,ernment, or do you think that this would not be a useful arrange,)nent..: s:ty, that. the mining boards should not be cntirely abolished, but left as a kind of .local
committees to see to the carrying out of the bye-laws, to make ordinary regulations and deal
with sp<;cialities, such all ,sludge channels and the drainage of reefs, and matters of that kind ?I do not think the boards could be clone away with altogether.
1
639. If continued, to what extent would you continue their powercl ?-I think to do
~hat th<: qnestion suggests, namely, to regulate the drainage of ref<fs and,sitl(lge chaunelu, and
such mut.ters
.•..i
: , :6'10, You thil;k if they we'I'e a kind of local committees to,see the ~mf~reemellt of t~1C
bye-laws, and to watch gen,erally over the interests of the miners, as u kind of stflllding committee, ~s it were, to whom .the minel's might appeal to make the proper' representations to the
Government of the day, as to any changes that might be' thought necessary in the working .of
a particuJar.ggld field, on which the commiltee exists, that would meet tho case ?-Yes .
. " 6-11. ,D9 you think an arrungement of' that kind, with a general code of bye~la\ys,would
.be. practicable ?-,¥es. I think there is material enough out of all the bye-laws that. have been
f~·P.lll\,cl to ll}al;;e a code of laws that would be suitable to the different descrjptions of mining in
the whole of the colony.
p42." What do you think of this arrangement:. There are two terms, "classification" and
." codificatiOli." By t)w classification, for. instance, you would have" A," Teferring .to all tho
.party ,reef~ l'\,gulations; ".B," to· deep sinking; "C," to surfnc;ing, and so on.?, -;-Yes.
. ,
... ,,' 643, .Then you would havc "D," say to sluicing; so that wherever a peculiar kind of
Ipining,existed they wonld simply apply the, clause existing in this 'code ?-'-Yes ;' T. t~link th~t
.c,!l,l.ld b.e d01l9; and J think it woulq bq much better.than it is now..
.;, '.1 I
644. The question has been mooted as to the feasibility and desirability of h!,ving. a.
central milling, board to meet p~riodica!ly. in Melbourne; do y.ou think .that that. would, be at all
product,ive of good or otherwise [--That was my,notion. of it in the ,first inst..'\l\ce, ,that a certal}}
. nl1111ber of persons-members of' th~ different mining boards-should be retained; but I would
not have as many as there are at present on each .board, and they shquld only meet occasionally
together, when necessary to ff!tme any fresh bye-laws, or recommend.any alt~ration, or anything
of that kind..
. >1 ..
I 645. Do you not thinl, that that arrangement.would be prOductive of some ev,il in t\fis
,way-tl~at the miners 'wouldbe delegated, as it were, in public meetiI;g, to. go an'd, support
. certain popular notions current in their district. with regard to mining) operations; so tha~,eg.c;h
man would go, as it were, pledged to a particular code of bye-laws. He is pledged to it to all
intents and purposes, 'il-nd he. would. thus hecome' a mere delegate, Do 'Y0~'llOt think there
would be a difiiculty of getting the representatives sent down in that way, fettered and.llil.mpered
by their respective ..instructi'ons,.to. ,~on'cul' in a ul1iform 004e of 1aws ·?~I ..do. not see, any o~h!3r
way .of cloi ng it.
.
'.
646, To como back to' the question put before. .You hiwe admitted the materials exist,
,w:Ath cl'!l:eflll coditication and classifi~ation, to meet tJw present Tequi~·e!Il(mts,?-"res.
• h.,.
, \ .' 647. 'Would not the:periodical representations oLthe mining community by the Members
of Parliament for the districts, in the House, really meet all the new wants and requiremeI)ts
,tha.t might be suggested by.the advanee of mining. opel'atiol1ll, or dq you think ,there should be
·some greater facilities for am.ending~the la!\, ·01' pRssil1g new lmys than. arc offered ,by t\le Hou;?ci!lof
',Pal'li.ament ?-It is quit'l.possible that some new .phase mny ·t!ll'll up .iu:miriiIig; something ,I\ew
is constantly turning Uf), and you require to make bye ..law.s to meet it ; and,if. there were n.o
m~ning, boa~'ds at all I do not s.eo"how you C9u1d. get the thing. ,.~lone."" It must' be, left. to the
!~commendation .0£ a· local, offiper. ',NatU\"'dJly, it· 'must, either' be., done iUr.that ,v,ay, ,or, by· a
mining board.
'
.. \,
.,.,
.. , ,- .
.
..... ,'. ': ,.
" '., 64!3.1 ·am assumi(jg that there shou~d be a,.poIJtinuanct;l,·of:.the. mining boards, but;.with
differep,t\fu,l1ction.s -to"those~ they, :q()w,. possess; ?~l .thinkHt~lat \·wo.ulq.;. be all,:lthat. ,w,ollldllbe
necessary.
I
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649. How are we to get through this difficulty: suppose such a code of bye-laws should c;. W. Sherrard,
be converted into It stutute-or take the case of allY other Act of Parliament-of course no
<o!~~~'ea,
bye-laws that would be made by this local body could I'epeal any portiol! of that 8t:1,'.ute ?-No; 10th Sept,; 186:/',
they could not repelllit, but they could recommend something fresh to be added to it, which
might be passed throngh the House in thc form of It Bill.
650. Do you think the Houses of Pal'liament would offer snfficient facilities to make
those changes as they would be required, and with sufficient rapidity, or would you have some
power still existing to make bye-laws to meet the exigencies of the hour (-No; I do not think
it would be necessary; I think it could be done quite rapidly enough by Parliament.
651. Do you think, in regard to mining partnerships, that Pike's Act, which is the most
recent Act upon the subject, meets the requirements of the gold fields, so far as meeting the
,question of limited liability ?-I cannot answer that question; I have not considered it.
652. Have you anything to suggest with regard to. any change in respect of the mining
surveyors. Would you think it advisable that they should be paid by salary, and put undel' the
direct control of the Government, 01' be paid, as at present, by fees ?-I have thought ove1' that
a great deal, and I think it is better as it is. I think so, beeause if they were paid a salary,
although it would be better for themselves, I thilik it would be worse fOl' the miners. Of
comse some fee would be charged.
653. Continue the fees ?-Then, as it is now, a fee is not obliged to be paid at the time
that the survey is made, and credit is given by the surveyors, and little diffieulties that might
occur otherwise arc removed by an arrangement between himself und the miners; and if he
wel'e paid a salary, and the fees were bound to be paid first, I think it would cause unpleasantness; I think it would throw difficulties in the way of the miners.
654. Do you think it would be a barrier to a POOl' miller in getting' his ground surveyed?
-Yes.
655. Have you considered the question as to the desirability of empowering the warden
to ro-hear a case, say, within a certain number of days, seven, for instance ?-N'o; I have never
thought of that at all, because the appeal steps in there.
656. Suppose that the parties prefer having a re-hearing before the warden, it, would
save the expense that would he entailed if they went to the higher court; would that he
advantageous ?-I do not sec any objection to that, suffieient reason being gi"en, such as extra
evidenee, or something of that kind.
657. You said just now that you found a difficulty in fixing a limit to the amount in
cases t.hat the warden should be called upon to decide [-Yes.
658. Do you think the complainants in those cases could as readily make an estimate of
the value of' their claim-such as they do now when they want to sell a share-could they not
as easily do that in suing for damages ?-They certainly might lay theil' damages at anything
t11ey liked.
659. If they put it, for instance, at a higher price ?-Then they must go into the court
of mines.
660. Yes ?-It might be remedied in that way.
661. Suppose they named a limit; say they claimed £100 for an injiIry sustained in the
value of the property they have been depriyed of?-If they receivt'd £100 damages-if the
court awarded that, it rIoes not debar their going into the court of mines to recover the
remainder. I do not' see any objection to that; it would be something like the wardens'
jurisdiction in mining partnerships to the extent of £50.
662. There is It proviso in the 79th section of a Bill that was put on the table by the
Attol'ney General and ;Vir. Humtfmy, under the heading of Hettel' Administration, of Jusdce
on the gold fields, describing the jurisdiction of the warden in cases of contract; say, a man
elaiming wages, for instance, for working in a claim, 01' sllpplying the timber in a claim. You
haye 110 authority at present to deal with that ?-No.
663, Do yon think it desirable that you should have power to deal with that [-Yes.
664. This is the proviso·: "Provided also that the decision of the warden in any case
within this section shall not hind the rights of parties beyond the amount of money which in
such cases is actll!1lly in dispute? "-That is what I mean exactly.
665. Do you think the practice of granting a lease with a covenant to pay, say three
months rent in advance, is desirable ?-I think it is.
666. What reason would you assign for that ?-Because the application for a lease is
frequently put in, ::md it remains in abeyance for ;meh a length of time that it keeps the ground
reserved when it otherwise might be worked. I think it keeps ground in reserve that micrht be
worked otherwise.
°
667. Supposing there were better facilities provided by the Government for Ow immetliate issue of a lease, provided there were no valid ol)jeetiolls to the same, would your objection
hold good ?-If it WitS provided for in another way that would be another thin"".
•
668. Do you not think that it has this effect: that instead of its prevelrting monopoly it
hands the privileges to the monied man, and debars the poor man from obtainin<T a lease, that
is, for illstance, suppose a poOl' man wants 30 acres, and sees a prospect of' good °working, and
would like to work it, hut not having the money at his command, he is bound to put himself in
the hands of a money lemler, who exacts such conditions that he is deprived, to a great extent,
of the benefit of Ilis enterprise; would not it operate In that way ?-I do not sec how a poor
man, if he has got no money, is to take up a lease.
669. Take it up in this w:ty : a poor man can easily, if tllC land is good, get parties who
will take up shares, even suppose he sells them nt a slUall price; hut, in the preliminary
No. 10, lI.
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session of the ground, but he cannot find the money for the deposit ?-I think this money should
lOtl~OS!~~~'862. be paid in advance in order to prevent ground being kept in reserve; if there is a provision
made to prevent that my objection falls to the ground.
670. I-lave you eyer considered the subject of selling auriferous land within certain
areas; for institnCe, supposing you take] 0,000 acres in a givcn district, whether that might be
done ?-I do not sce why auriferous land should not be sold; I see 110 reason for not selling it.
671. Would you recommend that the gold should be sold with the land ?-lVIost decidedly,
I would recommend that the gold should he sold with the land.
, 672. You think it would be preferable to the passing of a Bill regulating mining on
private property ?-Precisely so.
673. You think it would not act prejudicially to the miners generally ?-Judging from
what I have seen of it, I think not; I think arrangements for mining might be made very
easily between the owners of private property and the miners.
,
674. Yon would think it necessary, neyertheless, to have a Bill to legalize the contracts
"
already made ?-Yes; to legalize the contracts at present made.
'675. Have you considered the desirability or otherwise of granting large areas for
mining residence purposes ?-1 think that a quarter of an acre in a town, alluding particularly
to Ballaarat, twice as much as they get now; and half an acre, or an I1Cre in the country, outside,
the town boundary, would be ample.
676. Do you think there would be any advantage in having a district registrar, with
such functions as those that have been recently assumed by Mr. Han'ie Wood ?-I think all
registration should be made in the wat'den's office.
677. You would take it out of the hands of the mining surveyor'entirely?-I would.
678. Have you found any incollvenienee, in YOUl' experience, as a warden in removing
parties occupying grounds for residence purposes alone ?-Very great.
,
, 679. Would you describe the difficulties you have experienced under the exisLing state.
of the law ; in what way have you found a difficulty ?:-The difficulty has been to get over the
miner's right; the miner's right entitles him to a certain thing, and the land is afterwards
reserved by the Governmcnt for some put'pose; then those people will not go; they sny they
were there before the land was reserved; and difficulties of that kind occur frequently. Of
course the law has always been carried out, but it has been a long, process.
1)80. I-lave you ever found, in your experience, that mining has been impeded in consequence of the land on the surface being held for residence ?-No; I never have.
681. Docs that arise from the fuct of the sinking being so deep in Ballaarat ?-I should
say it does.
682. But the owners of ,the residence areas do not interfere with the mining below?No; t.hey do not interfere with the mining below, with the exception of one or two instances,
in this district.
.
683. If the Commission understand you, you say generaily you have felt little or no
inconvenience arising from the occupation by parties of the surface ?-Little or none. ,
684. And you ascribe that entirely to the deep sinking ?-Yes.
685. Does anything else occur to you to state ?-No ; I have had very little time, in
fact, to consider the matter over.
686. If anything else occurs to you beyond what you have stated, you will perhaps
communicate it to the Commission ?-1 will be happy to do that.

The 1oitne,88 withdrew.
Mr. Jan1es Pringle, Mining Surveyor for the Buninyong District, examined.
lIr. J.l'ringte.
687. How many years lllwe you beell engaged in mining surveying ?-B9tween seven
LOtlJ Sept., 1862.
' ht years.
an detg
688. The Commission would be glad to ha\'e your opinion upon the subject of the
propriety of selling auriferous lands.. Do you think it desirable or otherwise, that the gold
should be sold with the land generally ?-1 think not.
689. Nor in defined areas ?-Not even in defined areas.
,
690. Will, you state to the Commission the reasons youha,e for arriving at that conclusion ?-1 think in selling- the land, if the gold is reserve'd, the miner has a chance of getting
it, and making it more valuable to the community at large than by selling it to the landowner,
who would then only make a speculation of it himself to miners in many instances.
,
691. HIlS mining npon private property been carried on to a considerable extent in this
neighborhood ?-It has, to a very great extent. ,
692. What is the kind of conditions upon which the miners are enabled to get permission to undermine, as a rule ?-1n general cuses in private property it has been entirely in
the hands of the landowner to make bis own conditions.
693. Have those l)ee11 of' lj, liberal or exacting character generally ?-In most instances
of an exacting character.
694. It being your opinion thut the gold shoul.;! not be sold, have you considered upon
what conditions miners .should be permitted to mille upon private property?-Yes; to a certain
extent I have. I think if a miner had the rigllt of entry to the private property, 0.11 condition
that he sil'ould pay a certain sum, to be arrived at by arbitration, for surface, damage, and for
.other injuries that might occur to the land, the landowner's objection ought to be satisfied;
he having the loss of his ground calculated, ought to have nothing whatcver to do with the gold.
695. You ignore any elaims he might set np for participation in the gold ?-'-I thin!::: that

